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IDENTITY THEFT: THE NATION'S FASTEST
GROWING CRIME WAVE HITS SENIORS

THURSDAY, JULY 18, 2002

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Washington, DC.
The committee convened, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in

room SD-192, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Larry E.
Craig, presiding.

Present: Senators Craig, Carper, and Collins.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR LARRY CRAIG
Senator CRAIG. Good morning, everyone. Thank you for being

here. Let me welcome all of you and.our witnesses to today's hear-
ing here before the Special Committee on Aging.

First and foremost, I want to thank Senator John Breaux of Lou-
isiana, who chairs this committee, for the opportunity to address
this most important issue. I think Senator Breaux will attempt to
join us later on, as some of our other colleagues on the Special
Committee may also.

But I do believe, and I think all of us in Congress believe, that
it is important to address the identity theft issue and the tragedy
that this besets upon our nation's seniors. Identity theft is the na-
tion's fastest growing white-collar crime. It is estimated that over
700,000 Americans become victims of identity theft each year. Sev-
eral thousand of those victims are senior citizens, who are uniquely
vulnerable to this insidious crime.

As you may recall, in June of last year, I held a hearing on elder
abuse. We heard testimony about crimes committed against our
most vulnerable senior citizens. Today, you will hear about a dif-
ferent type of crime that is on the rise.

Our nation's seniors spend a lifetime working hard to maintain
their independence and develop a legacy that they and their fami-
lies can be proud of. With one fraudulent transaction, identity theft
can strip away a senior's independence, sense of security, and dig-
nity. Identity theft can destroy legacies and reputations, leading to
depression and despair.

To effectively fight this crime, it is critical that law enforcement
and the private sector work together. For example, Idaho law en-
courages financial institutions to report suspected instances of
elder financial crime to local authorities. Banks in Idaho, in co-
operation with State agencies, provide training to their employees
on how to identify and prevent financial crime targeting the elder-
ly, including identity theft. Idaho is only one of five States to im-
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plement such a program. I say "only." It should be 50 States of the
Nation aggressively pursuing this relationship between the private
and the public sector.

We also need to determine how existing State and Federal efforts
might be enhanced to promote cooperative approaches in resolving
these very complex cases. Penalties should be enhanced when these
acts ruin the lives of our most vulnerable citizens. Existing Federal
resources can and should be targeted toward providing more tech-
nical training in the identification and prosecution of identity theft.

I commend the Department of Justice and other key Federal
agencies here today in their efforts to combat this crime. I support
Attorney General Ashcroft's current aggressive nationwide sweep
to pursue and prosecute individuals engaged in identity theft, in-
cluding those targeting the elderly.

Finally, I would like to announce my cosponsorship of S. 2541,
which lengthens prison sentences for those who would perpetrate
the insidious and destructive crime of identity theft.

I look forward to the testimony from our witnesses today. I also
view this as an opportunity to build a record that my colleagues
will look at and consider as they encourage their States, both pri-
vate and public sector law enforcement and crime prevention, to
participate in fighting identity theft.

With that, let me invite our first panel before us. We have a
cross-section of those involved in law enforcement and the public
sector and those who have experienced this kind of situation.

Let me first introduce to the committee and to the room Lieuten-
ant Colonel, Retired, John Stevens of Upper Marlboro, MD. John
is one of those who I understand has experienced this kind of prob-
lem in his life, so John, we look forward to your testimony. Please
proceed.

Excuse me. We will hold you off for just a second. I have just
been joined by Susan Collins of Maine, a Senator, a member of this
committee, and let me allow her to make her opening statement,
John, before we proceed with your testimony. Thank you.

Susan, welcome.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR SUSAN COLLINS
Senator Collins. Thank you very much, Senator.
Today, the Special Committee on Aging will explore the impact

of identity theft on our nation's seniors. Identity theft is an insid-
ious crime. Unlike many types of fraud, in which victims are en-
ticed by deceptive claims or lured by deals that are too good to be
true, identity theft can occur when a victim is simply engaging in
everyday activities, or in other cases, by unwittingly providing con-
fidential personal information to the wrong party. Identity thieves
use their victims' personal identifiers and financial information to
commit bank and credit card fraud, insurance fraud, and a host of
other criminal acts.

While anyone can be the victim of identity fraud, seniors are
among the most vulnerable. The number of seniors who have be-
come the victims of identity theft is growing rapidly. Reported inci-
dents among those aged 60 years and older skyrocketed by a stag-
gering 218 percent between the year 2000 and 2001, and these fig-
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ures are likely to only continue to grow as America's elderly popu-
lation increases.

Some of the very achievements that seniors have worked for
their whole lives contribute to this vulnerability. For example, their
often excellent credit ratings make the elderly a particularly ap-
pealing target for identity theft. Many seniors have strong credit
ratings earned over the years by faithfully paying their bills on
time. This good credit is abused by identity thieves who take out
loans, sign leases, or open bank or credit card accounts and run up
bills in the elderly person's name. In a very short amount of time,
a lifetime's worth of solid credit, along with the pride and dignity
it brings, can be ruined.

Other aspects of seniors' lives also make them more vulnerable
to the tactics used by identity thieves. Some seniors are simply un-
aware of the threat. They are unaware that perhaps by engaging
in transactions on the Internet that they may be vulnerable to
identity theft. Consequently, not only are they unable to take sim-
ple preventive measures, but they also may be unaware that their
identity has even been stolen for some period of time.

Moreover, fraudulent telemarketers take advantage of seniors
who live alone by seeming to offer friendship when their true pur-
pose is to pump the elderly person for personal information.

As the Chairman of the Permanent Subcommittee on Investiga-
tions during my first 4 years in the Senate, I held numerous hear-
ings on consumer fraud. Two years ago, I chaired a PSI hearing
that examined the increasing availability of false education and
credentials, such as drivers' licenses, birth certificates, and Social
Security cards, over the Internet. One of the subcommittee's find-
ings was that false identification facilitates a host of other crimes,
ranging from underage drinking to credit card and bank theft to
identity theft.

One witness who used false identification documents to aid in
stealing others' identities testified that not only was he able to
gather personal information about his victims online, but he also
was able to gather all the false identification documents he needed
online, as well. Another individual used false identification, appar-
ently obtained from a website operator, to perpetrate identity theft
and a host of financial crimes, eventually racking up debts of
$35,000 in the victims' name.

In December 2000, the Internet False Identification Prevention
Act of 2000, which I authored, became law, but I still think there
is a great deal more that we need to do. One of the things that we
can do is to increase public awareness about this problem, and that
is why I am pleased that the Senate recently passed legislation, the
National Fraud Against Senior Citizens Awareness Week, which I
hope will lead to activities like this.

I also want to thank Senator Craig for his leadership in holding
this hearing this morning. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator CRAIG. Senator Collins, thank you, and thank you for
your leadership in this area. It is a matter of not only seniors un-
derstanding the risks involved, but trying to plug the holes and
most assuredly going after those with effective prosecution, so
thank you again.
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Now, let me turn to our panel, and once again, Lieutenant Colo-
nel, Retired, John Stevens from Maryland. Welcome before the
committee and please proceed. We would ask all of you to stay with
our 5-minute rule. Your full statements that you provided for the
committee will become a part of the committee record. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF LIEUTENANT COLONEL (RETIRED) JOHN T.
STEVENS, JR., UPPER MARLBORO, MD

Colonel STEVENS. Good morning, Senator Craig, Senator Collins.
My wife, who is sitting directly behind me, and I wish to thank this
committee for your concern of the effects of identity theft on the
senior citizens of this country.

I am 74-years old and my wife is 3 years younger. We are rapidly
approaching our 49th wedding anniversary. We are still fighting
the identity theft battle that began in 1997. Our battle now is not
with the impostors that used our Social Security numbers to open
33 fraud accounts worth $113,000, but with the creditors, credit bu-
reaus, and third party collection agencies.

By working 12 to 14 hours a day, paying $6,000 in attorney fees,
and spending a small fortune in phone bills, we cleared the fraud
accounts from our credit reports in about a year. However, this was
only temporary. They would reappear, in our credit reports, from
the same creditor or a third party collection agency. The life of
these fraud accounts was extended by the cavalier attitude of the
credit bureaus and the profit motive of creditors in failing to estab-
lish policies and procedures that would prevent this.

This recycling of fraud accounts and other personal fraud data
has been going on now for over 4 years, with no end in sight. We
never know what we are going to find in our credit reports. We are
tired of getting threatening letters and phone calls from collection
agencies. We are tired of constantly correcting the fraud accounts
and erroneous data that keeps appearing in our credit reports. We
are tired of having to pay cash for purchases, that would normally
be financed, because of the fraud, data that keeps reappearing in
our credit reports. We are tired of creditors and collection agencies
trying to extort money from us, with the help of the credit bureaus
on known fraud accounts. We want creditors and credit bureaus to
be held fully accountable for the time, misery and expense involved
in correcting their errors.

We are not victims of this crime. We are targets. As a target, we
will fight back, take evasive action, and employ countermeasures
against the enemy. I have already survived two wars and intend
to fight to win this one. My wife and I are warriors. We intend to
fight back for as long as it takes to overcome the horror of this
crime and regain control of our lives.

Identity theft is only possible with the full cooperation of the
three major participants. In our opinion, the impostor, the creditor,
and the credit bureaus are all co-conspirators and equally guilty of
identity theft.

Last year, we contacted an attorney in Louisiana to take action
against the creditors and credit bureaus in an effort to stop their
harassment and attempted extortion. We found out that there is a
2-year time limit on taking legal action. Of course, this only bene-
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fits the co-conspirators who are responsible for this crime and not
those affected by it. This time limit should be removed.

The credit bureaus now sell protection from identity theft.
Equifax "Credit Watch" and Experian's "Credit Manager" will alert
you to significant changes in your credit report and send you copies
to check the accuracy of the data. Protecting the integrity and en-
suring the accuracy of information contained in a credit report
should be a normal part of their operation and not just available
to those willing to pay them for "protection."

My wife and I continuously warn people about identity theft and
how to fight it when it happens. We also warn about other related
scams, against the elderly, such as automatically raising auto in-
surance rates at age 70, rejected medical insurance claims that are
only paid upon resubmission, being billed for magazine subscrip-
tion renewals you did not order and threats to ruin your credit if
you do not pay, telemarketers trying to sell you unwanted mer-
chandise, merchants who demand your Social Security number for
routine purchases, and pharmacies that routinely short your pill
count on prescription drugs.

We advise others to "opt out" of the exchange of personal infor-
mation by banks and other businesses. This practice needs to be
changed to "opt in" only.

How much longer must we put up with having our credit ruined
and being harassed and insulted by creditors and collection agen-
cies? Why must our personal information be distributed to others
who use it to harass us with unwanted sales pitches and junk
mail? Why must we continuously correct errors in our credit re-
ports caused by the incompetence and greed of others?

We want our lives back. Enough is enough. My wife and I would
like to enjoy what time we have left to be together in this world.
Our feelings can--simply be expressed by quoting a line from the
movie "Network." "I am mad as hell and I am not going to take
it anymore." It is time to throw the money changers out of the tem-
ple.

Senator CRAIG. John, thank you. That is powerful testimony. We
appreciate it.

[The prepared statement of Colonel Stevens follows:]
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UNITED STATES SENATE
SPECIAL COMMITlEE ON AGING

John T. Stevens, Jr.
July 18, 20

My wife and I wish to thank this committee for their concern over how Identity Theft can
affect the senior citizens of this country. I am 74 years old and my wife is three years
younger. We have been married for almost 49 years. We can tell you first hand that
fighting identity theft is not a very pleasant experience. Once it happens it can consume
your life for years. We are still fighting it after five years. Its life is extended by the
cavalier attitude of the creditors and the credit bureaus and their reluctance to establish
policies and procedures that will reduce its occurrence. This is especially evident when
these policies conflict with the convenience of opening an account or the money
generated from their accounts. They have even refused to prosecute the persons, who
commit this crime, when they are identified. We hope that by speaking here today we can
bring you some understanding of this crime and how the creditors and the credit bureaus
perpetuate it through their inaction, indifference and profit first attitude. Two years ago
we heard testimony before the House Social Security Subcommittee about all the
fabulous safeguards the credit bureaus were going to implement to protect the consumer
from identity theft. We have not experienced any of these changes. When we testified
before a committee of the House of Delegates in Maryland for the third time, we heard
from the credit bureaus, insurance companies and government agencies how everything
would come to a halt if the social security number could not be used to identify a person
or exchange data. It would be inconvenient for them to use other means to verify the
identity of a person. I wonder how businesses and government agencies managed to exist
before 1935. The first social security cards issued had a warning, "NOT FOR
IDENTIFICATION". Again the bill did not pass. Once again we were sacrificed on the
altar of profit and convenience. Our nightmare began in March 1997 with a phone call
from (then) Nations Bank. They demanded payments on a Jeep Cherokee financed
through them last year. I told them that I do not have a Jeep Cherokee. I faxed them a
copy of my drivers license and they faxed me a copy of the application. The only thing
correct on the application was my first and last name and social security number. Nations
Bank in Wichita Falls, Texas approved the application showing a local address in Texas.
Although I have lived in Maryland since 1966, the Texas address was accepted and the
application approved. We immediately requested copies of our credit reports. The
results? A total of 33 fraud accounts with a monetary value of $113,000. There were a
total of five automobiles purchased. What is ironic is that this had been going on for
about a year and we were not aware of it until after the Nations Bank phone call. This
was only one of five fraud accounts opened in Texas with Nations Bank. I already had a
checking account with them opened in 1950 when I first went on active duty in the Air
Force. My bank statements have come to my address in Maryland since I was stationed at
the Pentagon in 1966. The date of birth shown on the applications showed that my social
security number, which they were using, was issued before they were born. Nobody
bothered to compare the application data with that given in a 45-year-old active checking
account showing a different address and age. The fraud address and employment data
was accepted by the credit bureau and became a part of my credit report. It still keeps
reappearing in my credit reports although I have corrected it many times.
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Since 1997 my wife and I have been going through the hell of attempting to clear the
fraud accounts and correct the fraud data that keep reappearing in our credit reports. Why
is it so easy for fraud accounts and data to be put in our credit reports and so difficult to
have it removed? We have been yelled at, insulted, and humiliated by creditors and third
party collection agencies and ignored by credit bureaus as we attempted to straighten out
this mess. We were accused of being dead beats, of not paying "your" bills and defaulting
on "your" loans. We have been denied credit and been forced to pay cash for major
purchases that would have normally been financed. Our Maryland home has been under
surveillance and my Ford Bronco almost towed, by Nations Bank, when trying to re-
possess the Jeep Cherokee they had financed in Texas. My wife currently has a court
default judgment against her for furniture bought and delivered to an address in Texas.
We obtained a copy of the application from Greens Furniture Company in Wichita Falls,
Texas. Even though personal information was missing or inaccurate, the application for
credit was approved, after a favorable credit report from the credit bureau based on a
correct social security number. Our attorney called the judge in Wichata Falls, Texas to
have it removed. We are still waiting for a response from her. Our social security
numbers are accessible at any military base connected to the network of DOD computers
that issue ID cards and service the DEERS program. Until just recently, we had to put our
social security number on a check used to make purchases in a Base Exchange or
Commissary. This is no longer required, thanks to the efforts of the House Social
Security Subcommittee and Chairman Clay Shaw.

I am a retired Air Force Officer. While on active duty, any breach in personal integrity or
fiscal responsibility, even writing a bad check, would have ended my career or chance of
promotion. After an automobile accident forced me to retire in 1971, 1 was employed as a
physicist by The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory. I was trusted by
both government and industry to have the integrity, experience and knowledge to
analyze, test and evaluate advanced and complex weapon systems. Any breach of
personal or fiscal responsibility would have affected my security clearance and ended my
employment. After retiring from Johns Hopkins University, my wife and I were looking
forward to moving to South Carolina to be near my Mother and closer to our children and
grandchildren. Unfortunately we found that our credit rating, due to the influx of all the
fraud accounts, put us in the high-risk, high interest rate category for obtaining a loan to
buy a house. We still haven't made it to South Carolina. My Mother died in May last year
at the age of 97.

By working twelve to fourteen hours a day, hiring an attorney, using the internet to locate
creditors and incurring astronomical phone bills, we managed to clear most of the fraud
accounts from our credit reports in about a year. Or, so we thought. When a creditor was
finally located, our attorney would send them an affidavit disclaiming any knowledge of
the account. The creditor would notify the credit bureaus to remove the fraud account
from our records. Usually in two to three months this same account would be placed back
into our credit report through a third party collection agency. It is difficult to trace the
origin of a third party collection agency account. We were able to trace them by looking
for the heavily disguised original account number appearing in their newly assigned
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account numbers. A letter to the credit bureau would sometimes clear this account from
our report when we were able to link it to a previously cleared fraud account. However, it
would usually reappear in our report after three to four months. If the third party
collection agency cleared the account, it would end up with another collection agency or,
in some cases, with the same collection agency and back into our credit report. So far we
have dealt with fourteen third party collection agencies. They are not pleasant people to
deal with. They are rude, nasty, insulting and determined that this is 'your debt and "you"
will pay it, or else we will ruin your credit rating. We refused to be intimidated by their
threats and they ruined our credit rating. One of the worst was Household Bank. They
opened an account over the phone and delivered an Oreck vacuum cleaner to an address
in Wichita Falls, Texas. When the delinquent account appeared in my credit report I
wrote a letter to the credit bureau challenging this account. After their usual 30-day
investigation, Equifax stated in their report "This creditor has verified that this account
information is being reported correctly". I contacted Household Bank directly. They are
the most arrogant, rudest people I have ever dealt with. They were rude and insulting to
my attorney and me. At first they refused to accept my sworn affidavit. Household Bank
finally accepted my affidavit and this account was temporarily removed from my credit
report until it reappeared through a third party collection agency. I have cleared it with
this agency four times. The last credit report I received, prior to testifying before a
committee of the Maryland House of Delegates, showed that it had again been returned to
my report. This is only one of many cleared fraud accounts that keep reappearing in our
credit reports. To paraphrase Forest Gump, "Getting a credit report is like opening a box
of chocolates, you never know what you are going to get".

We have had to continuously fight fraud accounts that keep reappearing in our credit
reports after they are cleared. These creditors are very persistent and determined to harass
us until they make us pay, even a reduced amount, on these fraud accounts. Some people
will pay them just to get rid of their constant abuse and harassment. What they are not
told is that this fraud information will remain in their credit report for seven years. Paying
any amount is an admission of guilt. My wife and I are concerned that these fraud
accounts will show up again when our estate goes to probate. They will probably try
again to extort money from us with what they know to be fraud accounts.

We tried to get assistance for our legal expenses and telephone bills through our
homeowner's insurance policy. USAA replied to me, "There has been no direct physical
loss to personal property; no apparent actual credit card theft forgery on accounts
established by you, or issued to you. Having your credit record questioned is not a loss
that would be covered in our policy contract, under the Additional Coverage provision of
your policy". We had anther home insured by Armed Forces Insurance. They provided
$1000 to help offset some of our expenses. Our legal expenses have exceeded $6000 plus
phone bills to track down the fraud accounts. Last year we obtained the name of an
attorney in Louisiana who agreed to take our case. This was the only way that we knew to
stop the constant harassment and attempts to extort money from us by creditors and credit
bureaus. We were blocked from taking any action because of a court decision placing a
two-year time limit on taking legal action against a fraud account. Some of the accounts
were two years old before we knew they existed or figured out what to do to fight them.
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A time limit, to take action against those causing or contributing to this crime can only
benefit the creditors and the credit bureaus, definitely not the targets of this crime. I use
the word TARGET because the word VICTIM does not describe our feelings or actions
taken to combat this crime. A VICTIM just rolls over and accepts what is happening. We
consider ourselves TARGETS because we fight back, take evasive action and employ
countermeasures against the enemy. Our WARRIOR instinct does not allow us to give in
to the attempted extortion and constant harassment by the creditors, third party collection
agencies or the incompetent data collection and false information provided and constantly
re-cycled by credit bureaus. Our experience has shown that the impostor stealing your
identity, the creditor, and the credit bureaus are all co-conspirators and equally guilty of
identity theft.

Help has finally arrived to help us combat identity theft. The credit bureaus have devised
a program to combat the crime they helped to create. Equifax has now has a program
called "Equifax Credit Watch". For $69.95 a year they will help you monitor, manage
and protect your credit. They will alert you whenever a credit account is opened in your
name. For $12.95 you can get your credit report and FICO credit score. For $9.00 you
can receive a complete copy of your credit history. With this report you can "Catch and
correct inaccuracies that may have negative, long-term effects on your credit history".
Experian has a service called "Credit Manager". For $79.95 a year they will provide
unlimited access to your credit report, and e-mail alerts of significant changes in your
report. For $9.00 they will send you a credit report to "verify your personal credit
information". Trans-Union will send you one free report a year, if you live in Maryland
or several other states, and charge $5.00 for additional copies. In other words they all
accept fraud data that is different from other long-term data, use it to ruin your credit, and
charge you for protection to prevent it. What happened to the fraud alert requiring a
creditor to confirm with you that you are the person applying for credit and other obvious
changes to long-term data that could easily spot a fraud application? All of this should be
a normal part of the credit bureau procedure. Now they charge you for this protection.
You have to pay them to get a copy of a report with your information that they sell to
others, to insure that the data collected on you, without your permission or knowledge, is
correct. Protecting the integrity and insuring the accuracy of the information contained in
a credit report should be a normal part of their operation andnot an extra charge only for
those willing to pay for "protection".

Citizens our age are not only vulnerable to identity theft but to other scams that take
advantage of our age and trusting nature. Our experience has taught us to be alert at all
times to protect ourselves and avoid the possible consequences of providing seemingly
innocent information to anyone who asks for or demands it. The Medicare card contains
your social security number. These cards are copied by medical personnel and left in
unsecured storage.containers with your medical records. The social security number is
the beginning point of identity theft. Telemarketers continuously try to get personnel
information about you and to sell you unwanted material or sell the information to other
scam artists. We use our caller ID and only answer the phone between the third and
fourth ring. Telemarketers usually hand up after the second or third ring. Don't forget to
block or erase those "Cookies" that web sites write to your hard disk. Insurance
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companies raise the rate on automobile insurance after age 70. Magazines will send a bill
for a subscription that you did not order or want to renew. I had to write Readers Digest
when they threatened my Mother with a collection agency if she did not send the
payment for a subscription she did not renew. They withdrew their threat when they
could not produce an authorization from her to renew the subscription. Never pay a bill
until you are sure it is legitimate. Why do we always have to "Opt out" of having your
name and personal information distributed by a company or bank? Why shouldn't it only
be to "Opt in" if you wish to be hassled by everyone trying to sell you something. My
wife and I continuously warn people about identity theft and how to avoid telemarketing
annoyances and possible scams. We tell them to call the Federal Trade Commission at 1-
877-IDTHEFT and request their booklet and get a councilor if you need help. If a store or
business wants to write your social security number on a check or charge slip, walk away
and leave the purchases on the counter. When Alltel required us to put our social security
number on a cell phone application, we bought the service from another company. It is
our policy NEVER to buy anything over the phone when you did not initiate the call.
Don't be polite to them. Just hang up. Never buy anything from a door-to-door salesman
or a contractor "who just happens to be in the neighborhood". Medical insurance
companies routinely disapprove a bill on the first submission. I had to correspond with
Medicare for over a year before they finally paid the claims for my Mother and
stepfather. She had already paid over $10000 in bills, thinking that Medicare did not
cover them. Medicare supplemental insurance sometimes has to be routinely resubmitted
before the bill is paid. I still have a dental insurance claim, which is almost a year old that
has been resubmitted three times. By not paying claims on time, the insurance companies
can cause a medical bill to be sent to a third party collection agency and ruin a person's
credit

It seems that we are fighting a never-ending battle against Identity Theft. We have
observed that any legislation that is proposed, which restricts the operation of a creditor
or credit bureau, is doomed to failure. Any bill that limits the use of the social security
number as the primary means of identification or linking databases, does not pass. We,
the consumers, are limited in our legal options against creditors and other businesses that
cause and perpetuate identity theft problems through their negligence. We are forced into
a two-year limit on taking legal steps on identity theft or required to accept arbitration
through an arbitrator selected by the creditor. We have watched as bills, which would
help us, are defeated or never come up for a vote. Is it because they would make banks
and credit card companies accountable and responsible for their actions? We can only
hope that more people will follow our example. We refuse to do business with anyone
who wants our social security number without a legitimate reason. We throw away junk
mail and never talk to telemarketers. I delete, without reading, the "cookie" generated e-
mail that I get on my computer. I also block and delete "cookies". Door to door salesman
are not welcome at our house. In short, the banks and other businesses may distribute and
share information about us against our wishes, consent or knowledge, but they are
wasting their money. We will not respond or spend one dime on the products or services
they are hoping to sell us. Our feelings can be simply expressed by quoting a line from
the movie "Network", "We're mad as hell and we're not going to take it anymore". It's
time to throw Moneychangers out of the Temple!
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Senator CRAIG. Now, let me introduce to the committee Alice
Fisher, Deputy Associate Attorney General, Criminal Division, U.S.
Department of Justice. Alice, thank you for joining us.

STATEMENT OF ALICE S. FISHER, DEPUTY ASSISTANT ATTOR-
NEY GENERAL, CRIMINAL DIVISION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE, WASHINGTON, DC
Ms. FISHER. Thank you, Senator Craig and Senator Collins, and

thanks for giving me the opportunity to testify about identity theft
in senior citizens and our efforts at the Department of Justice.

As you noted, identity theft is not only a serious crime but one
of the fastest growing means of fraud in the United States. Crimi-
nals steal personal identification information each year in the thou-
sands to commit crimes ranging from bank and credit card fraud
to international terrorism. Americans lose money, houses, their
good credit, et cetera. It goes on.

These crimes may work particular hardships, financial and emo-
tional, on the elderly. The elderly may have a harder time recover-
ing financially. They may be less able to withstand the emotional
toll from what you have to go through to recover your identity, as
we just heard.

Perhaps because identity theft does not usually involve face-to-
face contact between criminal and victim, we do not see identity
thieves as a group appear to be specifically targeting senior citi-
zens. There is no doubt, however, that some criminals plan and
carry out identity theft fraud knowing that their victims are senior
citizens. Let me give you some examples of Federal prosecutions in-
volving identity theft and seniors.

In a case now under Federal indictment, the defendants and oth-
ers allegedly worked together to identify houses in the metropolitan
Detroit area that were owned free and clear by the elderly people.
The defendants would steal the identity of the true owners of the
houses. Then they would strip the equity out of the house by faking
refinancing without the owners' knowledge or consent. Sometimes
they would fake a straw sale of the home.

In another case, a defendant in North Carolina stole mail from
senior citizens throughout the State, used the identification infor-
mation to produce fake drivers' licenses and counterfeit checks,
then used the licenses and checks to withdraw the seniors' life sav-
ings out of bank accounts. I am pleased to report that one such de-
fendant was just sentenced to over 5 years in prison.

In another Federal prosecution, the defendant took a job as a
live-in companion for an elderly woman. After the elderly woman
was hospitalized, the defendant obtained and used credit cards in
her name, stealing thousands of dollars. Here, too, this defendant
received significant jail time.

It goes without saying that identity thefts such as these are ex-
tremely harmful to the victims, especially senior citizens. Once an
identity thief has obtained access to the victim's bank or financial
accounts, the victim may suffer significant financial losses and con-
siderable emotional distress.

In a recent Federal prosecution in Texas, one of the victims was
an 80-year-old military woman whose checkbook had been stolen
from her car. After the criminals had drained thousands of dollars
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from her bank account, her doctor had to treat her for a stress dis-
order she experienced as a direct result of the crime.

The Department of Justice regards identity theft as serious
criminal violation that requires a coordinated response from all lev-
els of law enforcement, Federal, State, and local. The Department
has, therefore, undertaken a three-pronged approach to identity
theft.

First, the Department is vigorously pursuing identity theft pros-
ecutions across the country. Most recently, in May, the Department
conducted a nationwide sweep of Federal prosecutions targeting
identity theft. In that sweep, the Department brought 73 criminal
prosecutions against 135 individuals in 24 districts. The offenses
charged included cases in which defendants bilked Americans of
millions of dollars, preyed on the elderly, and destroyed the credit
worthiness of hard-working families.

Second, the Department is pursuing additional legislation to ad-
dress the most serious cases of identity theft and to provide greater
protection to the public through enhanced criminal penalties, and
I am pleased that, Senator Craig, you are cosponsoring this bill in-
troduced by Senator Feinstein, S. 2541, which would create a new
crime of aggravated identity theft. This new class of identity theft
is defined by the nature and seriousness of the crimes committed
through the use of another's identity. Individuals found guilty of
identity theft under this proposed bill will receive an additional 2
years' imprisonment over and above for their sentence for the un-
derlying offense, or an additional 5 years' imprisonment where the
underlying offense is terrorism-related.

Third, the Department recognizes the importance of educating
law enforcement and the general public about identity theft. Too
many people, even criminal justice professionals, do not fully un-
derstand what identity theft is or how it can affect their lives and
assets. As a result, the Department is sponsoring or directly sup-
porting a number of approaches to identity theft education and pre-
vention.

Thank you, Senator Craig and Senator Collins. I ask that the full
text of my written remarks be entered in the record.

Senator CRAIG. They will be. Thank you very much for that testi-
mony.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Fisher follows:]
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Statement of Alice S. Fisher
Deputy Assistant Attorney General

Criminal Division
Before the

Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate

July 18, 2002

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, thank you for the

opportunity to come here today to testify about identity theft and senior citizens.

As the Attorney General recently stated, identity theft is one of the fastest

growing crimes in the United States. An estimated 500,000 to 700,000 Americans

each year have their identity stolen, according to the Privacy Rights

Clearinghouse, and many more Americans are victimized by the crimes that

identity theft facilitates. These crimes range from bank and credit-card fraud to

international terrorism.

Identity theft is an especially difficult crime because the criminal and the

victim of the identity theft may never have any personal contact. Identity

thieves obtain valuable personal data - such as Social Security numbers, credit-

card numbers and expiration dates, and bank account numbers - from a

growing variety of sources. Some criminals may use high-tech methods, such as

hacking and "spoofing" of websites (i.e., creating fraudulent websites that look

like legitimate sites), to conduct their identity thefts through computers and the
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Internet. In a federal case recently indicted in the Eastern District of New York,

United States v. McNeese, the defendant was the administrator of a computer

database containing personnel records for approximately 60,000 employees of

the Prudential Insurance Company. The defendant allegedly stole the database

for which he was responsible, and proceeded to solicit bids for the sale of that

information over the Internet. Fortunately, one of the bidders was a detective

assigned to the New York Electronic Crimes Task Force, who used an

undercover identity to communicate with the defendant, leading to his arrest.

Many identity thieves, however, continue to rely on low-tech means of

obtaining other people's forms of identification. These low-tech approaches

range from breaking into cars or stealing from mailboxes to "dumpster diving" -

that is, rummaging through dumpsters or trash bins to find bank or credit-card

statements or "preapproved" credit-card materials that the recipients did not

shred or tear up. In one case that a person reported last week to the Department

of Justice, a driver employed at the same company as the victim simply took the

victim's Social Security number off a company document and proceeded to

apply for multiple credit cards in the victim's name.
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Perhaps because identity theft in general does not require direct contact

between criminal and victim, identity thieves as a group do not appear to be

specifically targeting senior citizens in particular. There is no doubt, however,

that in certain situations, criminals plan and carry out identity theft and fraud

knowing full well that their victims are senior citizens. Here are some examples

of federal prosecutions involving identity theft and seniors:

* In a case now under federal indictment in the Eastern District of Michigan,

United States v. Billings, the defendants and others allegedly worked

together to identify houses in the metropolitan Detroit area that were

owned free and clear by elderly people. The defendants would allegedly

steal the identity of the true owner. They would then strip the equity out

of the houses without the owner's knowledge or consent. The defendants

allegedly accomplished this by faking a "re-financing" of the property

(where they would withdraw equity and obtain a mortgage in the

owner's name, and then default on the mortgage). Alternatively, they

would fake a "straw sale" of the home. (In these cases they would forge a

quit claim from the true owner to a second subject and then "sell" the

home to a third subject, who would obtain a mortgage on the property.
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The second subject obtained the proceeds of the "sale", and the third

subject defaulted on the mortgage.)

* In a completed federal prosecution in the Eastern District of North

Carolina, United States v. Hooks, the defendant stole mail from senior

citizens throughout North Carolina, used the biographical information

contained in the stolen mail to produce fake drivers' licenses and

counterfeit checks, and then used the licenses and checks to withdraw the

citizens' life savings out of their bank accounts. To produce the licenses,

the defendant had obtained an official North Carolina Department of

Motor Vehicles license machine. (He later claimed that he purchased the

DMV machine on eBay.) In this case, which the United States Secret

Service investigated, the loss resulting from the defendant's criminal

conduct was $177,472.63. The defendant ultimately pleaded guilty to mail

theft, production of false identification documents, and use of false

identification, and was sentenced on November 1, 2000, to 63 months

imprisonment. The conviction was upheld by the U.S. Court of Appeals

for the Fourth Circuit in 2001.

* In another federal prosecution in the Eastern District of North Carolina,

United States v. Robinson, the defendant took a job as a live-in companion
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for an elderly woman. After the elderly woman was hospitalized, the

defendant obtained and used credit cards in the elderly woman's name,

stealing $47,051.35. In this case, which the United States Secret Service

also investigated, the defendant pled guilty to access device fraud and

production of false checks, and was sentenced in May 2000 to 31 months

imprisonment.

There is no doubt that identity theft can create significant hardships for its

victims. Once an identity thief has obtained access to the victim's bank or

financial accounts, the victim may suffer significant financial losses and

considerable emotional distress. In a 2001 federal prosecution in the Northern

District of Texas, United States v. Lake, one of the victims was an 80-year-old

military widow whose checkbook had been stolen from her vehicle. After the

criminals had drained thousands of dollars from her bank account, her physician

states that he had to treat her for high stress she experienced as a result of the

identity theft.

In some cases, long periods of time may go by before the identity theft

victim realizes that he or she has been targeted. In a federal prosecution in the
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District of Arizona, United States v. Hooper, the defendant, a Canadian citizen,

pleaded guilty on April 5, 2002 to fraudulent use of a Social Security number.

The defendant admitted that since 1982 she had been using the Social Security

number of a naturalized U.S. citizen for the purpose of concealing her true

identity and obtaining credit. The victim had had her Social Security card and

other identification documents stolen in Canada in 1982. Because the victim was

originally a Canadian citizen and was averse to using credit for purchases, the

defendant's fraud went undetected for 20 years. During that period, the

defendant, while using the victim's Social Security number, got an Arizona

driver's license, filed for bankruptcy in Oklahoma, and was arrested.

Identity theft victims, beyond any direct financial losses they may suffer,

often encounter unanticipated additional burdens. For many identity theft

victims, the process of contacting credit-bureaus and creditors and trying to

restore their good names and credit can be extremely frustrating. While

creditors may want victims to produce evidence of the identity theft, such as a

police report, many police officers may not know that identity theft is a crime in

their state and may be disinclined to take a police report if they believe that the
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actual frauds resulting from the identity theft took place outside their

jurisdiction.

The Department of Justice regards identity theft as a serious criminal

violation that requires a coordinated response from all levels of law enforcement

-federal, state, and local. The Department has therefore undertaken a three-

pronged approach to identity theft. First, the Department is vigorously

pursuing identity theft prosecutions across the country. Most recently, in May

2002, the Department conducted a nationwide "sweep" of federal prosecutions

targeting identity theft. In that sweep, the Department brought 73 criminal

prosecutions against 135 individuals in 24 districts.

Second, the Department is pursuing additional legislation to address the

most serious cases of identity theft and to provide greater protection to the

public, through enhanced criminal penalties. S. 2541, which Senator Feinstein

introduced with bipartisan sponsorship on May 22nd, would create a new crime

of aggravated identity theft. This new class of identity theft is defined by the

nature and seriousness of the crimes committed through the use of another's

identity. Under the provisions of S. 2541, individuals found guilty of
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aggravated identity theft will receive an additional two years imprisonment

over and above their sentences for the underlying offense, or an additional five

years imprisonment where the underlying offense is terrorism-related. S. 2541

would also enhance the current identity theft statute, section 1028, by

prohibiting not just the transfer or use of another's identity information, but also

possession of such information in conjunction with the requisite criminal intent.

In addition, the maximum penalties for identity theft are increased and a higher

maximum penalty is included for identity theft used to facilitate acts of domestic

terrorism.

Third, the Department recognizes the importance of educating law

enforcement and the general public about identity theft. Too many people, even

criminal justice professionals, do not fully understand what identity theft is or

how it can affect their lives and assets. As a result, the Department is sponsoring

or directly supporting a number of approaches to identity theft education and

prevention.

With respect to law enforcement, the Department has integrated training

about identity theft into many of the curricula for federal prosecutors at the
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Department's National Advocacy Center. Basic courses on white-collar crime

and cybercrime, as well as advanced training on Internet fraud and other types

of major fraud, now include training modules on identity theft. In addition, the

Department has enthusiastically cosponsored a series of law enforcement

training seminars about identity theft with the Federal Trade Commission and

the United States Secret Service. To date, these joint training seminars, which

have been held in Washington, D.C., Chicago, Des Moines, and San Francisco,

have provided much-needed training to more than four hundred local, state,

and federal law enforcement officers. Another of these training seminars is set

for August 2002 in Dallas. The Department, the FTC, and the Secret Service are

now actively discussing plans to expand these seminars to other areas of the

country.

One of the elements of our training seminars on identity theft involves the

Identity Theft Data Clearinghouse of the Federal Trade Commission's Consumer

Sentinel database. The Clearinghouse offers investigators secure online access to

an extensive database of more than 189,000 complaints as of the end of June 2002

about identity theft. Because the Department regards Consumer Sentinel as an

invaluable resource in investigating identity theft cases, our training explains
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what kinds of complaint data are available in Consumer Sentinel and how

investigators and prosecutors can get access to Consumer Sentinel to search the

Data Clearinghouse.

In addition, the Secret Service and the International Association of Chiefs

of Police are now exploring the development of a "roll call" video that would be

made available to police departments throughout the United States. This roll

call video would allow police departments to provide their officers at roll calls

with a concise explanation of identity theft and its significance as a criminal

problem. More police departments need to understand the problem of identity

theft and the importance of responding to identity theft victims by taking police

reports. We are hopeful that this project can encourage many more officers to

assist victims and pursue identity theft cases in their states.

With respect to the general public, the Department also supports a variety

of education and prevention efforts. For example, the Department has a website

on identity theft that explains the crime, how it can be committed, and what

people should do if they think they have become identity theft victims. Very

recently, the Department has added to its website an identity theft quiz for
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consumers. This quiz, which can be found at www.usdoj.gov, provides

consumers with a handy checklist of what they can do to reduce the risks of

becoming identity theft victims, and how to report if they think they have

become victims. Finally, the Department works closely with the FTC in its

ongoing public education efforts about identity theft. We believe that the FTC

has done an excellent job of public outreach and prevention on this subject, and

are happy to provide continuing support of its efforts.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my prepared remarks. I will be happy to

respond to any questions that you or other members of the Committee may

have.
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Senator CRAIG. Now, let me turn to James Huse, Inspector Gen-
eral of the Social Security Administration here in Washington. Jim,
please proceed.

STATEMENT OF JAMES G. HUSE, JR., INSPECTOR GENERAL,
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL, SOCIAL SECURITY ADMIN-
ISTRATION, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. HUSE. Thank you, Senator Craig and Senator Collins, for

holding this important hearing this morning on identity theft and
America's senior citizens.

Criminals do not steal the identities of the elderly so they can
pretend to be old and wise. They do it because senior citizens are
more likely than most of us to have significant assets, savings, in-
vestments, paid-up mortgages, good credit, and Federal entitlement
checks. People over age 50 control at least 70 percent of the na-
tion's household net worth. They are also easier and safer to rob.
Some are less sure of themselves, more trusting, and less aware of
simple precautions. Anybody can steal candy from a baby, but
criminals know our older Americans have money for the taking and
they do not cry out loud.

Identity theft is an enabling crime, one that permits criminals to
commit other crimes more effectively. In most cases, identity theft
begins with the misuse of a Social Security number, the SSN. No
aspect of my mission of protecting Social Security programs from
fraud, waste, and abuse is more important than our oversight of
the use and misuse of the SSN.
* There is an almost infinite variety to these cases. Thieves are
finding houses owned by the elderly, as Ms. Fisher testified, as-
suming the identities of the true owners and stripping the equity
out of their houses without their owners' knowledge or consent.

In San Diego, a man who had been a fugitive felon for 17 years
with four prior felony convictions, including prison escape, used a
70-year-old South Dakota woman's SSN to create 33 stolen or ficti-
tious identities. He also took out credit cards and loans under these
assumed identities while receiving Social Security benefits under
three of his identities.

A Virginia man working under a senior citizen's SSN while col-
lecting disability benefits under his own number obtained over
$24,000 worth of loans and credit for goods and services. The older
man's credit was damaged and his retirement benefits were inter-
fered with because of the earnings posted to his records at SSA.

Many elderly individuals who trust the Social Security Adminis-
tration are victims of scams promising more information or addi-
tional Social Security benefits. Such victims have been tricked into
parting with their Social Security numbers and other personal
identifiers, simply assuming that SSA never responded to their re-
quest for information.

Yesterday's Washington Post had this story by Dan Oldenburg
on a "do not call" registry scam that victimized the elderly. The
caller asks for personal information, a bank account or credit card
number, supposedly to verify if you are on a list, but it was a scam.
These, of course, are used and sold for illegal purposes.

Congress has enacted helpful legislation to treat the disease of
identity theft in its later stages. The ability to prevent identity
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theft is even more essential. While we cannot return the SSN to
its original limited function, we must take workable steps to limit
both its use and the expansion of its use.

First and foremost, the time has come to make the difficult deter-
minations as to those uses that are appropriate and necessary and
those that are merely convenient. The SSN has become a de facto
national identifier and its daily use has, in many instances, become
a luxury we can no longer afford. The availability of SSNs on pub-
lic documents and over the Internet, for example, must come to a
stop.

Congress should consider requiring the cross-verification of SSNs
through both governmental and private sector systems of records.
Only in such a way can we combat and limit the spread of false
identification information and SSN misuse. Similarly, all law en-
forcement should be provided the same SSN verification capabili-
ties currently granted to employers.

We need legislation that regulates the use of the SSN and pro-
vides enforcement tools to punish its misuse. If we are to head off
the many crimes identity theft breeds, we need legislation to re-
strict sale of SSNs by government agencies, to prohibit display of
SSNs on government checks, drivers' licenses, vehicle registrations,
and prohibit sale, purchase, or display of the SSN in the private
sector.

I applaud the decision of the Treasury Department to remove
SSNs from all Treasury checks, including Social Security and Sup-
plemental Security Income checks, to protect the privacy of the
SSN and reduce opportunities for identity theft. This good decision
needs to be codified into law.

I describe other needed legislative changes in my written state-
ment. With such legislation and the continuing dedication of the
government agencies involved and of this Special Committee, I am
confident that we can reverse the trend of identity theft against
older Americans. Thank you very much.

Senator CRAIG. Thank you very much. We will visit at length
about your suggestions about the use of the SSN and how it ought
not be used. I think those are very valuable suggestions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Huse follows:]
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Statement for the Record -James G. Huse, Jr.

07/18/2002

Hearing on Identity Theft and America's Senior Citizens

Senate Special Committee on Aging

Good morning, Chairman Breaux, Ranking Member Craig, and members of
the Senate Special Committee on Aging. I want to commend you for holding
this important hearing today on identity theft and America's senior citizens.

Criminals do not steal the identities of the elderly so they can pretend to be old
and wise. They do it because senior citizens are more likely than most of us to
have significant assets--savings, investments, paid-up mortgages, good credit,
and Federal entitlement checks. People over age 50 control at least 70 percent
of the Nation's household net worth.

Some senior citizens are easier and safer to rob because they are less sure of
themselves, more trusting, and less aware of simple precautions. They maybe
less likely to review their monthly financial statements. They mayhesitate to
take action if they do find something wrong because they are afraid a relative is
responsible for robbing them, or because they are afraid they will make their
families feel they can no longer be trusted to live independently. As the Federal
Trade Commission (FTC Identity Theft Data Clearinghouse has reported,
incidents of identity theft targeting persons over the age of 60 increased from
1,821 victims in 2000 to 5,802 victims in 2001, a threefold increase. Anybody
can steal candy from a baby, but criminals know our older Americans have
money for the taking and they don't cry out loud.

Identity theft is an 'enabling" crime, one that permits criminals to commit Ohir
crimes more effectively. Those crimes may range from passing bad chlecls and
defrauding credit card companies to horrific acts of terrorism. In most cases,
identity theft begins with the misuse of the Social Security number (SSN). No
aspect of the Social Security Administration's (SSA) Office of the Inspector
General's (OIG) mission of protecting Social Security programs from fraud,
waste, and abuse is more important than our oversight of the use--and misuse--
of the SSN.

There is an almost infinite varietyto these cases.
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The New York Turnes reported recently that thieves are finding houses
owned byelderlypeople, assuming the identity of the true owners and
stripping equity out of the houses without their owners' knowledge or
consent. In two such cases in Detroit, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) made its case and identified thieves through
resources of the Identity Theft Task Force of Federal, State and local
authorities. We serve on that task force with State and local police,
various prosecutors, the FBI, Secret Service, and the Postal Inspection
Service. The PrivacyRights Clearinghouse says the home sale racket is
one of the more innovative types of identity theft officials are
encountering.

* Our agents in San Diego were alerted when local law enforcement
became suspicious as to the validity of an SSN presented by a man they
were questioning. We found that the SSN belonged to a 70 year-old
South Dakota woman This man had been a fugitive felon for 17 years,
with 4 prior felony convictions including prison escape. He had created,
through the use of fraudulently obtained or counterfeited identification
documents, 33 separate and distinct identities. Some were stolen, while
others were entirely fictitious. He had used them not only to avoid
capture, but to obtain employment as the chief of a fire department, the
security chief for a county fair, and other positions of trust. He also
committed bank fraud by obtaining credit cards and loans under his
assumed identities while receiving Social Security benefits under three of
his identities.

* Our Office of Investigations went after a man in Phoenix who had
purposely engaged in telemarketing activity targeting individuals who
were alone and elderly, and who hoped for something which would give
them a better life. His practice generally involved an amount of money
less than $500, which made the victim less likely to pursue legal action.
He devised telemarketing schemes to defraud SSA beneficiaries, as well
as other fraudulent lottery schemes through the mail, for a loss to the
victims of approximately $1.3 million. He would send correspondence
to these seniors bearing the words "Social Security Administration" and
the official SSA seal, advising them they had been approved to receive an
additional SSA benefit check, but they would have to pay a "processing
fee' ranging from $9 to $99. In some cases, he requested banking
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information in order to process the fee, and after receiving that
information, he withdrew money directly from their checking accounts.

From October 1994 to October 1998, this same man mailed letters and
made phone calls using the names Rainbow International, Magic
Numbers, and Future Concepts to tell seniors they were part of a group
that could participate in pooled lottery winnings upon payment of a
processing fee. When individuals mailed checks to one of several
mailboxes he maintained at commercial mail receiving companies, he
used their signatures and created fictitious authorization forms to gather
information, and again withdrew money from their checking accounts.

After our investigation resulted in a 14-count indictment, the man
pleaded guilty to mail fraud. The judge termed his activity 'despicable,"
and sentenced him to 36 months incarceration, a special assessment fee
of $100, a fine of $7,500, restitution to the 20 victims of approximately
$6,736, and deportation. The special conditions of supervised released
included that he not enter into any major financial purchases or
obligations without the approval of probation, that he cooperate with
the Internal Revenue Service to file tax returns, and that he not engage in
telemarketing or the sale of discount merchandise unless in a retail
establishment.

A Virginia man used an SSN to steal an elderly man's identity so he
could work under the stolen SSN while continuing to collect disability
benefits he no longer deserved under his own number. While using the
SSN, he also took out over $24,000 worth of loans and credit for goods
and services purchases. The older man's credit was damaged, and his
Social Security benefits were interfered with because of the earnings
posted to his earnings record at SSA. We got the identity thiefand the
courts made him repay SSA and the creditors. He was also incarcerated
for 1 year, received 3 years of supervised released and was ordeted to
pay a $100special assessment. But he -created a lot of needless hassles
for the victim and the financial institutions.

These are not necessarily small operations with solitary victims.

* One investigation we conducted confirmed that over 25,000 people,
residents of nearly every State, had been duped by anonymous hoax
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flyers. Such flyers, which were widelydistributed to the elderly, falsely
promised recipients they would receive money from the government if
they mailed information to a post office box listed on the flyer. One
flyer promised $5,000 pursuant to a fictional 'Slave Reparations Act."
Another promised an unwarranted lump sum payment or an increase in
SSA benefits. "Notch Babies" (persons bom between 1911 and 1926)
were urged to become part of a 'National Victims' Register" by sending
in a variety of personal information. These flyers required the recipient
to provide sensitive personal information such as narne, address,.
telephone number, SSN, and date of birth. Many elderly Americans
were so thoroughly confused by the flyers, that theysent copies of
identity documents, including Social Securitycards, driver's licenses,
birth certificates, and military papers to the address on the flyers. By
falsely promising additional Social Security payments, the anonymous
mailings tricked them into parting with a wealth of personal information.
Congress has helped us alert seniors to such frauds.

We also brought a series of enforcement actions in Texas, in which
several companies were ordered to stop sending deceptive Social
Security-related advertisements, primarily to senior citizens. Acc-U
Lead, Inc., United States Senior Services, Inc., Mass Mail Media, Inc. and
Lead Marketing Alliance, all Texas companies, were ordered to cease
such mailings. The founders were also directed to pay penalties of
$200,000 to SSA. These payments were part of a settlement in a case
brought by our office and the U.S. Attorney's Office regarding
government look-a-like documents that appeared to be from SSA. The
government's case alleged that these companies sent misleading
solicitations that used terms such as "Social Security Supplement Policy"
or "2001 Benefit Update," when in reality the solicitations were meant to
entice senior citizens to provide sensitive personal information. The
defendant companies would then sell this data to private insurance
companies and/or agents for up to $16 for each senior's reply The data
purchasers would then contact the seniors and pitch various products
such as burial insurance and other related policies. As a result of such
deceptive practices, the companies generated substantial revenues over
several years from the sale of this sensitive personal information,
unwittingly provided by seniors.

These stories illustrate that identity theft is a mushrooming reality. Though it is
not a new phenomenon, today's computer technology makes it a great deal
easier than it used to be. Amassing somebody's personal details is facilitated by

82-327 D-2
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the plethora of databases available today. We each leave markers in our daily
commerce -- in credit card charges, loan applications, medical questionnaires,
and so on. Theyare recorded, aggregated, and resold byinformation brokers
without our knowledge and consent, as if they owned our good names. This
process of assembly and dissemination is overly facile and extremely fast
because of our modem information media. There are seldom sufficient checks
and balances to these activities, and too many have access to these details about
all of us.

Typically, the victims of such scams are elderly individuals who have a tnusting
relationship with SSA. Such advertisements cleverlyplayto their desire for
more Social Security-related information or additional Social Security benefits.
Many victims never even realize that they have been tricked into parting with
their personal information--they simply assume that SSA never responded to
their request for information.

Senior citizens need to be alerted continuously to the dangers of giving away
such information. They must be told about toll-free numbers, such as our
Fraud Hotline (1-800-269-0271), and Internet sites, such as our
oig.hotlineassa.gov, where they can check on suspicious government mailings.
They must be asked to e suspicious of purported government mailings that
offer free money in exchange for personal information.

The victims are often scarred emotionally. They feel violated and helpless --
and very angry. I've talked to many who were psychologically overwhelmed,
because they could not stop what was happening to them. I've talked with
elderly people who were terrified of losing their life savings and their homes.
Their lives are seriously disrupted because someone else's crooked credit
history is recorded on their credit report. In 1999, a PrivacyRights
Clearinghouse survey found the average amount of time spent by victims to
regain their financial integrity was 175 hours, over a period of 2 years, at an
average cost of over $800.

Congress enacted 7he Idaey 71handAsswptkicDeamneA ct in 1998 and 71x
Int~ewlFalse IdainPzen A ct in 2000. The former was the first
legislative response to the growing epidemic of identity thefts and imposed
criminal sanctions for those who create a false identity or misappropriate
someone else's. The latter dosed a loophole left bythe first, enabling my office
and other law enforcement organizations to pursue those who previously could
sell counterfeit Social Security cards legally by maintaining the fiction that such
cards were "novelties" rather than counterfeit documents. Both pieces of
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legislation are helpful, but both treat the disease of identity theft in its later
stages, rather than at the onset

The abilitytopmewridentitytheft is even more essential Previously, I've said
that the time has come to put the SSN back into its box. While we cannot
return the SSN to its original limited function because of the complexity of
how the SSN is used today, we must take steps to limit its use and to limit the

vxpmi of its use. First and foremost, the time has come to make the difficult
determinations as to those uses that are appropriate and necessary, and those
that are merely convenient. The SSN has become a defacto national identifier
and its daily use has, in many instances, become a hlxurywe can no longer
afford. Similarly, the availability of SSNs on public documents and over the
Internet must come to a stop.

Congress should consider requiring the cross verification of SSNs through
both governmental and private sector systems of records. Only in such a way
can we combat and limit the spread of false of identification and SSN misuse.
Similarly all law enforcement should be provided the same SSN verification
capabilities currently granted to employers.

We need legislation that regulates the use of the SSN and provides enforcement
tools to punish its misuse. If we are to head off the many crimes identitytheft
breeds--the fraud against public and private institutions, the ruin of people's
security, possibly even the disguising of terrorists as ordinarypeople--we need
legislation with provisions such as:

* Restrictions on the private and governmental use of SSNs. This should
include restrictions on the sale of SSNs by governmental agencies,
prohibition of the display of SSNs on government checks and driver's
licenses or motor vehicle registrations, and some prohibitions of the sale,
purchase, or display of the SSN in the private sector.

Prohibitions of inmate access to SSNs.

* Refusal to do business without receipt of an SSN could be considered an
unfair or deceptive act or practice.

* Confidential treatment of credit header information
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In this vein, I applaud the decision announced last week by the Department of
the Treasuryto remove the SSN from all Treasury checks, including Social
Security and Supplemental Security Income checks, as part of Treasury's efforts
to protect the privacy of the customer's SSN and help reduce the opportunity
for identity theft. This good decision needs to be codified into law.

Parallel legislative changes are needed that do not bear directly on identity theft,
but which would also add protections for older Americans and others. They
would include:

* Amending the Social Security Act provisions to direct, with certain
limitations, the Commissioner of Social Security to fully reimburse Social
Security beneficiaries for any part of their benefit that was misused by a
representative payee. There are currently about 5 million representative
payees who are appointed to receive and apply the benefits of Social
Security recipients who cannot manage their own affairs. The potential
for harm to seniors is obvious. It would also make good sense to bar
the appointment as representative payees of fugitive felons, attorneys
who have received certain sanctions, and people who have been
convicted of any offense under Federal or State law resulting in
imprisonment for more than one year, unless the Commissioner deems
their appointment to be appropriate.

* Dishonest representative payees seem to think they have permission to
appropriate the identities they are supposed to represent Recently we
worked with the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) OIG to put away
a Kansas man who was representative payee for several older recipients
of VA and SSA benefits. He had stolen their benefits to keep his wife
satisfied and to pay for his drinking habit, and had sold at least three
recipients' farms for more than $70,000 each.

* Strengthening existing provisions of the Social Security Act thinprohibit
the misuse of symbols, emblems, or names in reference to Social
Security or Medicare, to help combat the frauds that lead trusting seniors
to send their identity information to criminals who pose as Government
agencies.

With such legislation, and the continuing dedication of the Government
agencies involved, and of this Special Committee, I am confident that we can
reverse the trend of identity theft against older Americans. SSA, my office, the
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Congress, and the American people must act together to accord both the SSN
and our senior citizens the protections against identity theft that both deserve.

Thank you, and I'd be happy to answer any questions.
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Senator CRAIG. Now, let us turn to Howard Beales, Director, Bu-
reau of Consumer Protection, the Federal Trade Commission here
in Washington. Howard, welcome before the committee.
STATEMENT OF HOWARD BEALES, DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF

CONSUMER PROTECTION, FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION,
WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. BEALES. Thank you, Senator Craig and Senator Collins.

Thank you for the opportunity to be here today to speak to you
today about the crime of identity theft, which is a complex and per-
nicious problem in today's society. It is a crime that cuts across all
lines of our population. Last year, we received complaints from just
over 86,000 victims, including the elderly.

In 1998, Congress recognized the seriousness of this problem by
making identity theft a Federal crime. Although the FTC does not
have criminal law enforcement authority, we play a central role in
assisting law enforcement and in helping victims recover. Under
authority given to us by Congress, we have implemented a dedi-
cated program to respond to ID theft. This program has three cen-
tral features: Assisting consumers through complaint handling and
steps to ease recovery; supporting law enforcement by making
these victims' complaints available to State and Federal agencies
for their use in investigations; and educating consumers on how to
prevent and how to recover from identity theft.

The centerpiece of our program is our toll free number for iden-
tity theft victims, 877-ID-THEFT. Callers are connected with
trained counselors who take their complaints and walk them
through the steps to repair the damage done by identity thieves.
Consumers can also enter their complaints via an online complaint
form. From both the web complaint form and from telephone con-
tact, we gather information about the incident, what happened to
the victim, what is known about the suspect, and any special prob-
lems the victim may be encountering.

These data, in turn, are used to support and to enable more ef-
fective law enforcement investigations. Using our secure web-based
Consumer Sentinel network system, law enforcement officers, from
local sheriffs to the U.S. Secret Service, can access the more than
189,000 complaints that are now in our database. They can use
that information to track down witnesses, to identify trends, or to
look at information relating to their region or their ongoing cases.

Using the Secret Service's clustering software and supported by
research from other law enforcement databases, we also develop
preliminary investigative reports, which we send out to the U.S.
Secret Service's Financial Crimes Task Forces and to other law en-
forcement agencies throughout the country to both assist and en-
courage investigations and prosecutions.

To further support the prosecution of identity theft, we are now
training local and State law enforcement officers throughout the
country. Sponsored jointly with the Justice Department and the Se-
cret Service, the training focuses on how to investigate identity
theft and how to coordinate with the Federal resources that are
available to State and local authorities.

Coordination at all levels is particularly important in fighting
identity theft because it is a crime that does not respect geographic
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boundaries. We have already trained about 450 officers from over
110 agencies during the past 4 months and more sessions are
planned. We continue to develop more and better ways to get the
complaint data and other resources into the hands of those who
could best pursue investigations and prosecutions.

Finally, consumer education plays a key role in our identity theft
program. While no one can completely protect themselves from
identity theft, there are steps we can all take to minimize our vul-
nerability.

For example, we advise consumers to be mindful of exposing
their personal information, in particular, destroying financial docu-
ments before throwing them out and not leaving behind credit card
receipts in stores and restaurants. We include such guidance in our
booklet, "ID Theft: When Bad Things Happen to Your Good Name,"
as well as step-by-step advice for victims on how to repair the dam-
age caused by identity theft. To date, we have distributed more
than 1.5 million copies, both in hard copy and via our website.
Other agencies, including the Social Security Administration, the
SEC, and the FDIC, also print and distribute the booklet, as do
many private sector organizations. We recently released a version
in Spanish.

Despite these efforts, the risk of identity theft remains real for
all Americans, including those aged 60 and over. To determine
whether the elderly are particular targets for identity thieves, we
examined the complaints in our database. That analysis shows that
older Americans experience more or less the same types of identity
theft at roughly similar rates to others.

In 2001, our clearinghouse received 5,800 complaints from vic-
tims who were 60 and over. That constitutes 10 percent of the com-
plaints where the victims provided their age. In contrast, this age
group is 16 percent of the U.S. population. Without doing a survey
of the population, we are unable to say whether they are simply
less likely to be victims of identity theft or if they are just less like-
ly to report it. It is very difficult for us to separate those two possi-
bilities in our data.

Americans over 60 experience the same types of identity theft
and at more or less the same rates as those under 60. While there
are some variations, for example, senior identity theft victims re-
port slightly more credit card fraud than other age groups, they
also report less employment-related identity theft, but there is
nothing that signals that older Americans in general are more or
less vulnerable in any particular way from other members of the
population.

We do take special care in our consumer education and outreach
efforts to reach older consumers. We work closely with the SSA,
which distributes our booklet, and we have also worked closely
with AARP, which has run many stories in its publications, refer-
ring members to our website and toll-free numbers and using our
statistics to help explain identity theft.

In conclusion, despite the efforts of Congress and Federal and
State and local law enforcement agencies, identity thieves remain
among the most insidious and opportunistic of criminals, preying
without prejudice on all segments of our population. The financial
and emotional toll paid by the victim, however, is likely to be par-
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ticularly egregious when the victims are elderly, who have worked
a lifetime to establish good credit, only to have it ruined by these
insidious thieves. Their acts are heinous and the FTC will continue
to place a high priority in assisting law enforcement agencies in
their efforts to identify and prosecute these criminals, as well as
advising older Americans on steps they can do to reduce the risk
of this crime.

Thank you, and I look forward to your questions.
Senator CRAIG. Howard, thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Beales follows:]
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee, I am Howard Beales, Director of the

Bureau of Consumer Protection, Federal Trade Commission ("FTC" or "Commission").' I

appreciate the opportunity to present the Commission's views on the impact of identity theft on

the nation's seniors and describe to you the Commission's efforts to help victims, alert industry

and equip law enforcement to deal with this harrowing crime.

The Federal Trade Commission has a broad mandate to protect consumers. In fact, the

last time I testified on behalf of the Commission before this Committee, I addressed the issue of

health fraud and the elderly.2 Like the issue of health fraud, controlling identity theft is an

important issue of concern to all consumers. Our activities in the area of identity theft differ in

certain respects from our traditional enforcement role under Section 5 of the Federal Trade

Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. § 45(a), which prohibits unfair and deceptive acts and practices. Our

primary role in combating identity theft derives from the 1998 Identity Theft Assumption and

Deterrence Act ("the Identity Theft Act" or "the Act").' The Act directed the Federal Trade

Commission to establish the federal government's central repository for identity theft complaints

and to provide victim assistance and consumer education.

'The views expressed in this statement represent the views of the Commission. My oral
presentation and responses to questions are my own and do not necessarily represent the views of
the Commission or any Commissioner.

"Health Fraud and the Elderly: A Continuing Epidemic " 107' Cong. (2001) (Prepared
Statement of the Federal Trade Commission) (presented by Bureau Director J. Howard Beales).

'Pub. L. No. 105-318, 112 Stat. 3007 (1998) (codified at 18 U.S.C. § 1028).
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In responding to the Identity Theft Act's directives, we have learned much about the

crime, its victims, and its perpetrators. As discussed below, most victims who contact us report

their age, and we have analyzed our data to assess how identity theft impacts senior Americans.

Our analysis indicates that although consumers over 60 represent 16% of the population, they

represent only 10% of our ID theft complainants. Overall, their experiences appear quite similar

to the experiences of other consumers. Nonetheless, persons over 60 who provide their

complaints to us report the most common form of identity theft -- credit card fraud -at a slightly

higher level than the population under 60 years of age. As in all aspects of our consumer

protection mission, however, such as health care and telemarketing fraud, we remain keenly

vigilant in protecting senior Americans through consumer education and support of law

enforcement.

11. THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION'S ROLE IN COMBATING
IDENTITY THEFI
A. The Identity Theft and Assumption Deterrence Act of 1998

The Identity Theft Act addressed identity theft in two significant ways. First, the Act

strengthened the criminal laws governing identity theft.' Second, the Act specifically focused on

consumers as victims.' On this second feature, the Act provided for a centralized complaint and

418 U.S.C. § 1028(a)(
7
). The statute broadened "means of identification" to include "any

name or number that may be used, alone or in conjunction with any other information, to identify

a specific individual," including, among other things, name, address, social security number,

driver's license number, biometric data, access devices (ie., credit cards), electronic identification

number or routing code and telecommunication identifying information.

5Because individual consumers' financial liability is often limited, prior to the passage of

the Act, financial institutions, rather than individuals, tended to be viewed as the primary victims

of identity theft. Setting up an assistance process for consumer victims is consistent with one of

the Act's stated goals: to recognize the individual victims of identity theft. See S. Rep. No. 105-
(continued...
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consumer education service for victims of identity theft. The Act specifically directed that the

Commission establish procedures to: (I) log the receipt of complaints by victims ofidentity theft;

(2) provide identity theft victims with informational materials; and (3) refer complaints to

appropriate entities, including the major national consumer reporting agencies and law

enforcement agencies.'

B. The FrC's Response to Identity Tbeft

In enacting the Identity Theft Act, Congress recognized that coordinated efforts are

essential to best serve the needs of identity theft victims because these fraud victims often need

assistance both from government agencies at the national and state or local level and from private

businesses. Accordingly, the FTC's role under the Act is primarily one of facilitating information

sharing among public and private entities.7 In order to fulfill the purposes of the Act, the

Commission has implemented a plan that centers on three principal components: (1) a toll-free

telephone hotline, (2) the Identity Theft Data Clearinghouse, and (3) consumer education.

5(...continued)
274, at 4 (1998).

6 Pub. L. No. 105-318, § 5,112 Stat. 3010 (1998).

7Most identity thell cases are best addressed through criminal prosecution. The FTC itself
has no direct criminal law enforcement authority. Under its civil law enforcement authority
provided by section 5 of the FTC Act, the Commission may, in appropriate cases, bring actions to
stop practices that involve or facilitate identity theft. See. e.g., FTC v. JK Publications, Inc., et
al, 99 F. Supp. 2d 1176 (C.D. Cal. Apr. 10, 2000)(granting summary judgment for the FTC in
case alleging that defendants obtained consumers' credit card numbers without their knowledge
and billed consumers' accounts for unordered or fictitious Internet services), later proceedings at
FTC v. J.K. Publications, Inc., et al. 99 Civ 00044 (C.D. Cal. Aug.30, 2000)(final order
awarding $37.5 million in redress); FTC v. Rapp, No. 99-WM-783 (D. Colo. filed Apr.21, 1999)
(alleging that defendants obtained private financial information under false pretensesXStipulated
Consent Agreement and Final Order entered June 23, 2000).
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(I) Toll-free telephone hotline. The Commission has established a toll-free telephone

number, 1-877-rn THEFT (4384338), that consumers can call to report identity theft. The

identity theft hotline has been in operation since November 1, 1999. In 2001, we added more than

117,000 consumer reports to the Clearinghouse, up from slightly more than 44,000 in 2000. We

do not attribute this dramatic growth in calls to a commensurate growth in the prevalence of

identity theft. Rather, we see this increase as in part an indication of our successful outreach in

informing the public of our program and the availability of assistance. Callers to the hotline

receive telephone counseling from specially trained personnel to help them resolve credit-related

problems that may have resulted from the misuse of their identities. In addition, the hotline

counselors enter information from consumers' complaints into the Identity Theft Data

Clearinghouse (the "Clearinghouse"), a centralized database used to aid law enforcement.

The counselors provide tailored information about preventing additional harm to

consumers' finances and credit histories, including how to contact each of the three national

consumer reporting agencies to obtain copies of their credit reports and request that a fraud alert

be placed on their credit reports.! The counselors also advise consumers to review carefully the

information on the reports to detect any additional evidence of identity theft. Consumers are

informed of their rights under the Fair Credit Reporting Act and are given the procedures for

correcting misinformation on their credit reports.9 Consumers are also advised to contact each of

the creditors or service providers where the identity thief has established or accessed an account to

a These fraud:alerts indicate that the consumer is to be contacted when new credit is

requested in that consumer's name.

'I5 U.S.C. § 1681 etseq.
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request that the account be closed. The counselors also inform consumers of their rights under the

Fair Credit Billing Act10 and the Truth in Lending Act," which, among other things, limit their

liability for unauthorized charges in most instances. Consumers who have been contacted by a

debt collector concerning debts incurred by the identity thief are advised of their rights under the

Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, which prescribes debt collectors' practices."2

The telephone counselors also advise consumers to notify their local police departments,

both because local law enforcement may be in the best position to catch and prosecute identity

thieves, and because a police report often helps consumers demonstrate to would-be creditors and

debt collectors that they are genuine victims of identity theft. Almost all of the states have enacted

their own identity theft laws, and counselors, in appropriate circumstances, will refer consumers to

other state and local authorities.

Lastly, where investigation and resolution of the identity theft falls under the jurisdiction of

another regulatory agency that has a program in place to assist consumers, callers are referred to

those agencies. For example, consumers who complain that someone has been using their Social

Security number for employment are advised to report this to the Social Security Administration's

fraud hotline and to request a copy of their Social Security Statement to verify the accuracy of the

earnings reported to their Social Security number.

"' 15 U.S.C. § 1666. The Fair Credit Billing Act generally applies to "open end" credit
accounts, such as credit cards, revolving charge accounts, and overdraft checking accounts. It
does not cover installment contracts, such as loans or extensions of credit that are repaid on a
fixed schedule.

"15 U.S.C. § 1601 et seq.

12I5 U.S.C. § 1692 et seq.
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(2) Identity Theft Data Clearinghouse: The Identity Theft Act directed the FTC to log the

complaints from victims of identity theft and refer those complaints to appropriate entities such as

appropriate law enforcement agencies. Before launching our complaint system, the Commission

took a number of steps to ensure that it would meet the needs of criminal law enforcement. For

example, in April 1999, representatives from ten federal law enforcement agencies, five banking

regulatory agencies, the U.S. Sentencing Commission, the National Association of Attorneys

General and the New York State Attorney General's Office met at the FTC to share their thoughts

on what the FTC's complaint database and comprehensive consumer education booklet should

contain. The roundtable participants also established a working group that provided feedback

throughout the construction of the database. The FTC opened the consumer hotline and began

adding complaints to the resulting Clearinghouse in November 1999. Law enforcement

organizations nationwide who were members of our Consumer Sentinel Network (the FTC's

universal fraud complaint database) gained access to the Clearinghouse via our secure Web site in

July of 2000.

To ensure that the database operates as a national clearinghouse for complaints, the FTC

has solicited complaints from other sources. For example, in November 2000, the International

Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) unanimously passed a resolution in support of curbing

identity theft which, among other things, calls upon local police to refer identity theft victims to

the FTC's hotline so that their complaints will be available to law enforcement officers nationwide

through the Clearinghouse. In February 2001, the Social Security Administration Office of

Inspector General (SSA-OIG) began providing the FTC complaints from its fraud hotline,
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significantly ennching our database. Asa result of these efforts, the Clearinghouse has become a

key element in identity theft investigations.

The Clearinghouse provides a much fuller picture of the nature, prevalence, and trends of

identity theft than was previously available." As the number of complaints entered into the

Clearinghouse grows, it becomes a richer source of data for law enforcement, both in terms of

developing and enhancing cases, and in providing information about the overall patterns and

trends in identity theft.

Data from the Clearinghouse also assist law enforcement in other important ways. FTC

data analysts aggregate the data to develop statistics about the nature and frequency of identity

theft. Law enforcement and other policy makers at all levels of government use these reports to

better understand the challenges identity theft presents. For instance, we publish charts showing

the prevalence of identity theft by states and by cities. The data also demonstrate general trends.

The first twelve months of data revealed that over thirty-five percent of victims who called us

reported that they had not been able to file police reports. Following the November 2000 IACP

resolution that called upon local police to write reports for all incidents of identity theft, the

number of victims who were unable to file a report fell by almost half to eighteen percent.

Since the inception of the Clearinghouse, forty-eight separate federal agencies and three

hundred thirty five different state and local agencies have signed up for access to the database.

Among the agencies represented are over half the state Attorneys General as well as law

'" Charts that summarize 2001 data from the Clearinghouse can be found at
www.consumer.gov/idtheft and www.consumer.gov/sentinel.
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enforcement from a number of major cities including Baltimore, Dallas, Los Angeles, Miami, San

Francisco, and Philadelphia. We actively encourage even greater participation.

One of the goals of the Clearinghouse and the FTC's Identity Theft program is to provide

support for identity theft prosecutions nationwide." To further expand the use of the

Clearinghouse among law enforcement, the FTC, in cooperation with the Department of Justice

and the United States Secret Service, initiated a full day identity theft training seminar for state

and local law enforcement officers. To date, we have held sessions in Washington, D.C., Des

Moines, Chicago, and San Francisco. An August session is slated for Dallas. About 450 officers

have attended these seminars, representing more than 110 different agencies.

FTC staff also help develop case leads. In the past year, the Commission launched an

identity theft case referral program in coordination with the United States Secret Service, which

assigned a special agent on a full-time basis to the Commission to assist with identity theft

issues.'" The identity theft team, assisted by the special agent, examines significant patterns of

identity theft activity in the database and refines the data through the use of additional

investigative resources, developing a preliminary investigative report. Then, the team refers the

investigative report to one of the Financial Crimes Task Forces located throughout the country for

further investigation and potential prosecution.

"The Commission recently testified in support of S. 2541, the Identity Theft Penalty
Enhancement Act of 2002, which would increase penalties and streamline proof requirements for
prosecution of many of the most harmful forms of identity theft. See Testimony of Bureau
Director J. Howard Beales, Senate Judiciary Committee, Subcommittee on Terrorism,
Technology and Govemment Information (July 11, 2002).

"The referral program complements the regular use of the database by all law enforcers
from their desk top computers.
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(3) Consumer education. The FTC has taken the lead in coordinating with other

government agencies and organizations the development and dissemination of comprehensive

consumer education materials for victims of identity theft and those concerned with preventing

this crime." The FTC's extensive, multi-media campaign includes print materials, media mailings

and interviews, as well as the Identity Theft website, located at www.consumer.gov/idtheft. This

collaborative consumer education effort is ongoing, and the Commission will continue such

outreach with many of the private sector financial institutions that have an interest in preventing

and remedying identity theft.

Our consumer education message has reached older Americans. Most prominently,

AARP's Identity theft web page, www.aaro.ore/confacts/monev/identitv. links directly to

consumer.gov/idtheft. In addition, numerous issues of My Generation and the AARP Bulletin have

included articles on identity theft, and have included references to the FTC's consumer education

and assistance program.

The FTC's comprehensive consumer education booklet, Identity Theft: When Bad Things

Happen to Your Good Namne, has been a tremendous success. The 22-page booklet covers a wide

range of topics, including how identity theft occurs, how consumers can protect their personal

information and minimize their risk, what steps to take immediately upon finding out they are a

victim, and how to correct credit-related and other problems that may result from identity theft. It

'Among the organizations the FTC brought into this effort are the Federal Reserve Board,
the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the
National Credit Union Administration, the Office of Thrift Supervision, the Department of
Justice, the U.S. Secret Service, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Postal Inspection
Service, the Internal Revenue Service, the Social Security Administration, the Federal
Communications Commission, the Securities and Exchange Commission, the U.S. Trustees, and
the National Association of Attorneys General.
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also describes federal and state resources that are available to consumers who have particular

problems as a result of identity theft. The FTC has distributed more than 1.3 million copies of the

booklet since its release in-February 2000. We recently released a Spanish language version of the

Identity Theft booklet (Robo de Identidad: Algo malo puede pasarle a su buen nombre).

Other governmental agencies have distributed Identity Theft: When Bad Things Happen to

Your Good Name to their constituencies. The Social Security Administration has joined the SEC,

the FCIC and other agencies in reprinting the booklet and distributing it to the public. The SSA's

distribution of the book makes it more likely that it will reach older Americans.

The FTC also developed the identity theft website, www.consumer.gov/idtheJ which

includes the booklet, descriptions of common identity theft scams, and links to testimony, reports,

press releases, identity theft-related state laws, and other resources."7 The affidavit, complaint

form and Identity Theft booklet are offered in both English and Spanish. The site also has a link

to a web-based complaint form, allowing consumers to send complaints directly to the Identity

Theft Data Clearinghouse.

IEl. THE FTC'S RECENT COLLABORATIVE AND OUTREACH
EFFORTS

Over the past year, the Commission has worked closely with other government agencies

and private entities to encourage the investigation and prosecution of identity theft cases, and to

help consumers resolve identity theft problems.

A. Private Industry

`www.consumer.zov is a multi-agency "one-stop" website for consumer information:
The FTC hosts the server and provides all technical maintenance for the site. It contains a wide
array of consumer information and currently has links to information from more than 170 federal
agencies.
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Identity theft victims spend significant time and effort restoring their good name and

financial histories. That burden results, in part, from the need to complete a different fraud

affidavit for each different creditor where the identity thief opened or used an account in their

name. ' To reduce that burden, the FTC worked to develop the ID Theft Affidavit. The affidavit

was the culmination of an effort we coordinated with private industry and consumer advocates to

create a standard form for victims to use in absolving identity theft debts with each of the creditors

where identity thieves opened accounts. The affidavit is accepted by the three major credit

reporting agencies and many creditors. From its release in August 2001 through June 2002, we

have distributed more 160,000 print copies of the affidavit There have also been more than

200,000 hits to the Web version. The affidavit is available in both English and Spanish.

The FTC is examining other ways to lessen the difficulties and burdens faced by identity

theft victims. One approach under consideration is to develop a joint "fraud alert initiative" with

the three major credit reporting agencies ("CRAs"). This initiative would allow the CRAs to

share among themselves requests from identity theft victims that fraud alerts be placed on their

consumer reports and copies of their reports be sent to them. This would eliminate the victim's

need to contact each of the three major CRAs separately.

Additionally, the FTC is working with institutions that maintain consumers' information to

identify ways to help keep that information safe from identity theft. In April, the FTC invited

representatives from financial institutions, credit issuers, universities and retailers to a one day

informal roundtable discussion of ways to prevent access to personal information such as

"8See ID Theft: When Bad Things Happen to Your Good Name: Hearing Before the
Subcomm. on Technology, Terrorism and Government Information of the Senate Judiciary
Comm. 10 6 ' Cong. (2000) (statement of Mrs. Maureen Mitchell, Identity Theft Victim).
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employee and customer records. Recent episodes of wholesale thefts of information highlight the

importance of this effort among entities that hold sensitive information."9

B. Governmental Cooperation

The governmental response to identity theft is a model of interagency cooperation. The

Attorney General's White Collar Crime Task Force's Subcommittee on Identity Theft, in which

we participate, brings together representatives from agencies as diverse at state attorneys general,

the State Department, the U.S. Postal Inspectors and the International Association of Chiefs of

Police, among others. This group serves as a way to directly coordinate in such areas as legal

developments, case generation, training, outreach and data-sharing.

Cooperation also takes the form of sharing personnel. The U.S. Secret Service has, for the

second year, detailed a special agent to the FTC's identity theft program. 20 The agent has worked

closely with FTC staff, helping to develop and lead the Identity Theft Investigations Training,

outreach to law enforcement, and the development of the preliminary investigative reports.

IV. IDENTITY THEFT: THE IMPACT ON SENIORS

The data collected in our Identity Theft Clearinghouse provides important information on

trends in identity theft. Consumers have absolute choice on how they share their data with us:

none of the data fields is required. However, we do ask consumers to provide information on how

19 Jacob Fries, US. Says Ex-Prudential Worker Stole Colleagues 'ID 's and Sold them
Online, NY TIMES, March 2,2002 at B2; John Schwartz, 13,000 Credit Reports Stolen by
Hackers, NY TIMES, May 17, 2002 at C5

20 The Postal Inspection Service was the first agency to detail a law enforcement officer
to work with the FTC's data sharing program. The Inspection Service detailed an inspector who,
for over one year, managed our Consumer Sentinel system. These partnerships allow us to share
expertise and also maintain open and ongoing communication.
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the identity theft occurred, what they know about the suspect, and the response of creditors to their

plight. We also request that consumers provide their age. While not all consumers disclose their

age, we do receive age information from a sufficient number to allow us to focus on how older

Americans experience identity theft.

A. General Trend Data for 2001

The FTC received more than 117,000 reports from both victims of identity theft and

others concerned about identity theft in 2001. Thirteen percent of these records were contributed

by the Social Security Administration's Office of the Inspector General, which operates a

Consumer Fraud Hotline. Of the 117,000 reports, over 86,000 (75%/6) were complaints from actual

victims of identity theft, and over 31,000 (25%) were inquiries about identity theft generally.

B. How Identity Theft Affects Older Americans

Having collected and analyzed two full years of data, we can begin to identify possible

trends.2" For example, in 2000, 70% of the 26,813 victims reporting to the FTC provided their

age. In 2001, 88% of the 70,545 victims who contacted the FTC provided their age.22 (Figure I

sets out the age distribution of the 2001 victims.) Notwithstanding that increase in the number of

those reporting their age, the breakdown across different age groups remained quite similar from

2000 to 2001. See Figure 2. Americans aged 60 and above represented about 10% of the

2'Although our data do indicate that the actual numbers of complaints in all age groups
more than doubled from 2000 to 2001, we cannot say that these numbers correspond necessarily
to an equal increase in identity theft in the larger population. As noted above, the increase can
also be attributed to a greater awareness of the FTC as a resource for ID theft victims.

22 The SSA-OIG does not collect information about the victim's age. We therefore
include only the 70,000 complaints received by the FTC in this statistical breakout.
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complainants in both 2000 and 2001. This group represents about 16% of the population of the

U.S. population overall.'

The 2001 Clearinghouse data show that there are some ways that identity theft varies for

those over 60 years of age.3 See Figures 3-4. While the data reveal differences between the age

groups, they currently do not enable us to draw any conclusions explaining these differences.

* Credit Card Fraud: About 52% of the victims over age 60 in the Clearinghouse

reported that either a new account was opened in their name, or someone took over

an existing account, in comparison to approximately 45% of those under 60. This

is the leading form of fraud for all victims.

* Telecommunications or Utility Fraud: About 15% of the victims over age 60 in

the Clearinghouse report that the identity thief obtained unauthorized

telecommunications or utility equipment or services in their name in comparison to

approximately 24% of those under age 60. Frequently, this type of fraud involves

the purchase of cellular phones and service.

* Bank Fraud: About 10% of all victims over age 60 reported fraud on their demand

deposit (checking or savings) accounts in comparison to 14% of those under 60.

* Fraudulent Loans: Seven percent of all victims over age 60 reported that the

identity thief obtained a loan in their name in comparison to about 8% of those

under age 60.

23 U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2000 -
http:/fwww.census.govlprod/cen2000/dp 1/2kltus.pdf

2 4Because victims can report experiencing more than one form of identity theft, the
percentages add up to more than 100%.
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* Employment Fraud: About 2% of the victims over age 60 in the database reported

that the identity thief used their personal information for employment purposes in

comparison to approximately 8% of those under age 60.

* Government Documents or Benefits Fraud: About 3% of all victims over age 60

reported that the identity thief obtained government benefits or forged or obtained

government documents in their name in comparison to about 7% of those under age

60.

* Other Identity Theft: About 9% of the victims over age 60 in the database reported

various other types of identity theft in comparison to about 15% of those under age

60.

* Attempted Identity Theft: Almost 20% of victims over age 60 reported that

someone had attempted to misuse their information in comparison to almost 11%

of those victims under age 60.

Overall, this data show very similar experiences between ID theft victims over 60 and

those under 60. Without a more intensive survey of identity theft victims, we can only surmise

why, for example, those over 60 experience proportionately more credit card fraud and less fraud

involving utilities and telecommunication. However, we do know that our response to identity

theft must continue to focus on consumer education, support of law enforcement and cooperation

with the private sector in identifying ways to protect consumers from this serious cnme.
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IV. CONCLUSION

Identity theft knows no barriers. Spanning the spectrum from young to old, rich to poor,

identity theft has reached into every pocket of our population. Our response must be equally

expansive. We will continue to identify ways to reach out through consumer education efforts,

partnering with public and private agencies that reach different constituencies, and to support the

prosecution of this crime. We will be particularly vigilant in looking for ways to reach American

seniors with our consumer education message.
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Figure 1
Victim Age Distribution: Number of Victims'
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Figure 2
Victim Age Distribution: Percent of Victims'
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Figure 4
How Victims' Information Is Misused'
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Senator CRAIG. Our last witness on this first panel is Doug
Coombs, Deputy Special Agent in Charge, Financial Crimes Divi-
sion, U.S. Secret Service. Doug, welcome to the committee.
STATEMENT OF DOUGLAS COOMBS, DEPUTY SPECIAL AGENT

IN CHARGE, FINANCIAL CRIMES DIVISION, UNITED STATES
SECRET SERVICE, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. COOMBS. Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman, Senator

Craig, Senator Collins, thank you for the opportunity to address
this committee on the subject of identity theft and the Secret Serv-
ice's efforts to combat the problem. I am particularly pleased to be
here with my colleagues and partners in fighting identity theft
from the Federal Trade Commission, Department of Justice, and
the Social Security Administration.

With the passage of new Federal laws in 1982 and 1984, the Se-
cret Service was provided jurisdiction for the investigation of the
counterfeiting of identification documents and access device fraud.
The explosive growth of these crimes has resulted in the evolution
of the Secret Service into an agency that is recognized worldwide
for its expertise in the investigation of all types of financial crime.

The burgeoning use of the Internet and advanced technology,
coupled with increased investment, has led to a great expansion
within the financial sector. Although this provides benefits to the
consumer through readily available credit and consumer-oriented
financial services, it also creates a target-rich environment for to-
day's sophisticated criminals, many of whom are organized and op-
erate across international borders. Information collection has be-
come a common byproduct of the newly emerging e-commerce and
has led to an entirely new business sector being created which pro-
motes the buying and selling of personal information.

As a result, the information consumers provide in credit card ap-
plications, loan applications, or with merchants they patronize are
a valuable commodity in the new age of information trading. With
the availability of this personal information, the crime of identity
theft can be perpetrated with minimal effort on the part of even
the relatively unsophisticated criminal.

Identity theft is not typically a stand-alone crime. It is almost al-
ways a component of one or more crimes, such as bank fraud, cred-
it card or access device fraud, or the passing of counterfeit financial
instruments. In many instances, an identity theft case encompasses
multiples types of fraud and affects all Americans, regardless of
age, gender, nationality, or race.

Obviously, the impact is magnified when it affects one of Ameri-
ca's most valued assets, the elderly, as they represent a generation
with a trusting nature that is easy to exploit. This group is particu-
larly dependent on other caregivers for assistance, such as rel-
atives, medical staff, service personnel, and oftentimes complete
strangers. This dependency increases their vulnerability to certain
schemes involving identity theft.

It has been our experience that criminal groups involved in fi-
nancial fraud and identity theft are increasingly diverse and rou-
tinely operate in a multi-jurisdictional environment. This has cre-
ated problems for local law enforcement agencies that generally act
as the first responders to their criminal activities. By working
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closely with other Federal, State, and local law enforcement, we are
able to provide a comprehensive network of intelligence sharing, re-
source sharing, and technical expertise bridging jurisdictional
boundaries. This partnership approach to law enforcement is exem-
plified by the 37 Financial and Electronic Crimes Task Forces the
Secret Service has located throughout the country.

Another important component of the Secret Service's preventa-
tive investigative efforts has been to increase awareness of issues
related to financial crime investigations in general and of identity
theft specifically. The Secret Service has tried to educate consum-
ers and provide training to law enforcement personnel through a
variety of partnerships and initiatives. The Secret Service has as-
signed a Special Agent to the Federal Trade Commission on a full-
time basis to support all aspects of their identity theft program.

The International Association of Chiefs of Police and the Secret
Service have partnered to produce an "Identity Theft Roll Call"
video geared toward local police officers throughout the nation. The
purpose of this video is to emphasize the need for police to docu-
ment a citizen's complaint of identity theft regardless of the loca-
tion of the suspect. The video and its companion reference guide
will provide offices with information that can assist victims with
remediation efforts.

At the request of the Attorney General, the Secret Service joined
an Interagency Identity Theft Subcommittee comprised of Federal,
State, and local law enforcement agencies, regulatory agencies, and
professional agencies. It meets regularly to discuss and coordinate
investigative and prosecutive strategies, as well as consumer edu-
cation programs.

All levels of law enforcement should be familiar with the re-
sources available to combat identity theft and to assist victims in
rectifying damage done to their credit. The Secret Service has al-
ready undertaken a number of initiatives aimed at increasing
awareness and providing the training necessary to address these
issues, but those of us in law enforcement and consumer protection
communities must continue to reach out to an even larger audience
and we must continue to approach these investigations with a co-
ordinated effort. This is central to providing a consistent level of
vigilance in addressing investigations that are multi-jurisdictional,
while avoiding duplication of effort.

The Secret Service is prepared to assist this committee in pro-
tecting and assisting the nation's largest growing population seg-
ment with respect to prevention, identification, and prosecution of
identity theft criminals.

That concludes my remarks. I will be glad to answer any ques-
tions that Senator Craig and Senator Collins might have. Thank
you.

Senator CRAIG. Doug, panelists, thank you very much for your
remarks.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Coombs follows:]
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STATEMENT OF DOUGLAS COOMBS

Deputy Special Agent in Charge
United States Secret Service
Financial Crimes Division

Before the Special Committee on Aging

United States Senate

July 18, 2002

Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you, as well as the distinguished Ranking Member,
Senator Craig, for the opportunity to address the Committee on the issue of identity theft
and the Secret Service's efforts to combat this problem. I am particularly pleased to be
here with my colleagues and partners in fighting identity theft from the Federal Trade
Commission, Department of Justice, and the Social Security Administration.

The Secret Service was originally established within the Department of the Treasury in
1865 to combat the counterfeiting of U.S. currency. Since that time, this agency has been
tasked with the investigation of other Treasury related crimes, as well as the protection of
our nation's leaders, visiting foreign dignitaries and events of national significance. With
the passage of new federal laws in 1982 and 1984, the Secret Service was provided
jurisdiction for the investigation of the counterfeiting of identification documents, as well
as access device fraud. The explosive growth of these crimes has resulted in the
evolution of the Secret Service into an agency that is recognized worldwide for its
expertise in the investigation of all types of financial crimes.

The burgeoning use of the Internet and advanced technology coupled with increased
investment had led to a great expansion of activity within the financial sector. Although
this provides benefits to the consumer through readily available credit and consumer
oriented financial services, it also creates a target rich environment for today's
sophisticated criminals, many of who are organized and operate across international
borders.

Information collection has become a common byproduct of the newly emerging
e-commerce. Internet purchases, credit card sales, and other forms of electronic
transactions are being captured, stored, and analyzed by entrepreneurs intent on
increasing their market share. This has led to an entirely new business sector being
created which promotes the buying and selling of personal information. Consumers
routinely provide personal, financial and health information to companies engaged in
business on the Internet. They may not realize that the information they provide in credit

82-327 D-3
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card applications, loan applications, or with merchants they patronize are valuable
commodities in this new age of information trading. With the advent of the Internet,
companies have been created for the sole purpose of data mining, data warehousing, and
brokering of this information. These companies collect a wealth of information about
consumers, including information as confidential as their medical histories. Like all
businesses, data collection companies are profit motivated, and as such, may be more
cnncerned with generating potential customers rather than safeguarding their information
to prevent its misuse by unscrupulous individuals. The private sector represents the first
line of defense in identity theft and has a responsibility to safeguard the data that it has
collected. The greater the protections that industry provides to the public, the fewer the
opportunities for identity theft.

Based upon this wealth of available personal information, the crime of identity theft can
be perpetrated with minimal effort on the pan of even relatively unsophisticated
criminals.

There is no area today that is more relevant or topical than that of identity theft. Simply
stated, identity theft is the use of another person's identity to commit fraudulent activity.

Identity theft is not typically a "stand alone" crime. It is almost always a component of
one or more crimes, such as bank fraud, credit card or access device fraud, or the passing
of counterfeit financial instruments. In many instances, an identity theft case
encompasses multiple types of fraud. According to statistics compiled by the FTC for the
year 2001, 20% of the 86,168 victim complaints reported involved more than one type of
identity theft. The major complaints, which include multiple types of reported fraud,
were:

* 42% of complaints involved credit card fraud - i.e. someone either opened up a credit
card account in the victim's name or "took over" their existing credit card account;

* 20% of complaints involved the activation of telephone, cellular, or other utility
service in the victim's name;

* 13% of complaints involved bank accounts that had been opened in their name,
and/or fraudulent checks had been negotiated in the victim's name;

* 7% of complaints involved consumer loans or mortgages that were obtained in the
victim's name;

* 9% of complaints involved employment-related fraud;

* 6% of complaints involved government documents/benefits fraud; and

* 17% of miscellaneous fraud, such as medical, bankruptcy, criminal, and securities
fraud.
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IMPACT

Identity theft, unlike many types of crime, affects all Americans. regardless of age,
gender, nationality, or race. Victims include everyone from restaurant workers,
telephone repair technicians, and police officers, to corporate and government executives,
celebrities and high-ranking military officers. What victims do have in common is the
difficult, time consuming, and potentially expensive task of repairing the damage that has
been done to their credit, their savings, and their reputation. Obviously, the impact is
magnified when it affects one of America's most valued assets, our senior citizens, as
they represent a generation with a trusting nature that is easy to exploit. This group is
particularly dependent on other caregivers for assistance, such as relatives, medical staff,
service personnel, an oftentimes, complete strangers. This dependency increases their
vulnerability to certain schemes involving identity theft.

LEGISLATION

In past years, victims of financial crimes such as bank fraud or credit card fraud were
identified by statute as the person, business, or financial institution that incurred a
financial loss. All too often the individuals whose credit was ruined through identity
theft were not even recognized as victims. This is no longer the case. The Identity Theft
and Assumption Deterrence Act, passed by Congress in 1998, represented a
comprehensive effort to re-write the federal criminal code to address identity theft. This
new law amended Section 1028 of title 18 of the United States Code to provide greater
protections for victims of identity theft. These protections included:

* expanding the definition of victim to include not just those persons, businesses or
institutions that incurred monetary loss, but also those individuals whose credit was
compromised as a result of financial crimes such as bank fraud or credit card fraud;

• The establishment of the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) as the central
clearinghouse for victims to report incidents of identity theft. This centralization of
all identity theft cases allows for the identification of systemic weaknesses and
provides law enforcement with the ability to retrieve investigative data at one central
location. It further allows the FTC to provide victims with the information and
assistance they need in order to take the steps necessary to correct their credit records;

* Sentencing potential and asset forfeiture provisions were enhanced to help to reach
prosecutorial thresholds and allow for the repatriation of funds to victims; and

• The elimination of a significant loophole in existing statutes. Previously, only the
production or possession of false identity documents was unlawful. With advances in
technology such as E-commerce and the Internet. criminals did not need actual,
physical identity documents to assume an identity. This legislative change made it
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illegal to steal another person's personal identification information with the intent to
commit a violation, regardless of actual possession of identity documents.

We believe that the passage of this legislation was the catalyst needed to bring together
:oth the federal and state government's resources in a focused and unified response to the
dentity theft problem. Today, law enforcement, regulatory and community assistance
Organizations have joined forces through a variety of working groups, task forces, and
information sharing initiatives to assist victims of identity theft.

Amendments later made to the Identity Theft and Assumption Deterrence Act of 1998
provided a two level increase and a minimum offense level of 12 for offenses involving
(I) the possession or use of equipment that is used to manufacture access devices; (2) the
production of, or trafficking in, unauthorized and counterfeit access devices; or (3)
affirmative identity theft. This legislation also defined affirmative identity theft as the
"breeding" of means of identification, and enhanced penalties under certain
circumstances, such as the possession of five or more means of identification that were
unlawfully produced.

These amendments also provided a revised minimum loss rule for offenses involving
counterfeit or unauthorized access devices. Specifically, this rule requires that a
minimum loss amount of $500 per access device be used when calculating the loss.
involved in the offense, with the exception of the possession, not the use of,
telecommunications access devices, in which case the minimum loss per unused device is
$100.

Finally, these amendments encouraged an upward departure if the offense level does not
accurately reflect the seriousness of the offense. Examples of cases in which a departure
may be warranted include those in which (t) an identity theft cause substantial harm to
the victim's reputation or credit record; (2) an individual is arrested, or is denied ajob,
because of a misidentification that resulted from an identity thief; or (3) a defendant
essentially assumed the victim's identity.

Violations of the Act are investigated by federal law enforcement agencies, including the
Secret Service, the U.S. Postal Inspection Service, the Social Security Administration
(Office of the Inspector General), and the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Schemes to
commit identity theft or fraud may also involve violations of other statutes, such as credit
card fraud, computer fraud, mail fraud, wire fraud, financial institution fraud, or Social
Security fraud, as well as violations of state law. Because identity theft is often
connected to criminal activity that comes under the jurisdiction of the Secret Service, we
have taken an aggressive stance and continue to be a leading agency for the investigation
and prosecution of such criminal activity.

Finally, we aware of the legislation, S. 2541, recently proposed by the Administration
and introduced by Senators Feinstein, Kyl, Sessions and Grassley. There are some
excellent ideas included in this legislation that we believe will be highly useful in all of
our efforts to combat the crime of identity theft.
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SECRET SERVICE INVESTIGATIONS

Although financial crimes are often referred to as "white collar" by some, this
characterization can be misleading. The perpetrators of such crimes are increasingly
diverse and today include organized criminal groups, street gangs and convicted felons.
This can be attributed to many factors including:

* The probability of high financial gain versus low sentencing exposure;

• The increased availability of goods or services which can be obtained on credit; and.

* The proliferation of computer technology in our society that provides easy access to
the information needed to commit many financial crimes, as well as a means for
committing them remotely.

The personal identifiers most often sought by criminals are those generally required to
obtain goods and services on credit. These are primarily social security numbers, names,
and dates of birth.

The methods of identity theft vary. It has been determined that many "low tech" identity
thieves obtain personal identifiers by going through commercial and residential trash, a
practice known as "dumpster diving". The theft of both incoming and outgoing mail
from mailboxes is a practice used equally as often by individuals and organized groups,
along with thefts of wallets and purses.

With the proliferation of computers and increased use of the Internet, many identity
thieves have used information obtained from company databases and web sites. A case
investigated by the Secret Services that illustrates this method involved an identity thief
accessing a public web site to obtain the social security numbers of military officers. In
some cases, the information obtained is in the public domain, and in others, it is
proprietary, and is obtain by means of a computer intrusion.

The method that may be most difficult to prevent is theft by a collusive employee. The
Secret Service has discovered that individuals or groups who wish to obtain personal
identifiers or account information for a large-scale fraud ring will often pay or extort an
employee who has access to this information through their employment at workplaces
such as a financial institution, medical office, or government agency.

In most of the cases our agency has investigated involving identity theft, criminals have
used another individual's personal identifiers to apply for credit cards or consumer loans.
Less commonly, they are used to establish bank accounts, leading to the laundering of
stolen or counterfeit checks, or are used in a check-kiting scheme.

The majority of identity theft cases investigated by the Secret Service are initiated on the
local law enforcement level. In most cases, the local police department is the first
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responder to the victims once they become aware that their personal information is being
used unlawfully. Credit card issuers as well as financial institutions will also contact a
local Secret Service field office to report possible criminal activity.

At the present time, the Secret Service does not compile statistics related to the age of
victims for any type of investigation. The FBI's Uniform Crime Report, the premier
crime statistic resource, does capture victim statistics, but only for the crime of murder.
It should be noted, however, that due to the FTC's designation as the clearinghouse for
consumer complaints, their statistics are readily available and delineated by geography,
age, and type of fraudulent activity.

A significant probability exists that older Americans will become an increasingly
attractive target by criminal elements given the fact that 70% of our nation's wealth is
controlled by those 50 years of age and older. Additionally, the common perception is
that it is difficult for elderly victims to repair the effects of identity theft due to a lack of
technical knowledge and uncertainty on how to protect themselves. Often, the level of
diligence in monitoring personal finances decreases among the elderly or, after
discovering the fraudulent activity, some are embarrassed and unsure of the steps
necessary to report the compromise.

COORDINATION

The Secret Service continues to attack identity theft by aggressively pursuing our core
violations, which include violations involving counterfeit checks, counterfeit and
fraudulently obtained credit cards, other counterfeit instruments, and false identification.
Many of these schemes would not be possible without compromising the personal
financial information of an innocent victim.

Our own investigations have frequently involved the targeting of organized criminal
groups that are engaged in financial crimes on both a national and international scale.
Many of these groups are prolific in their use of stolen financial and personal information
to further their financial crime activity.

It has been our experience that the criminal groups involved in these types of crimes
routinely operate in a multi-jurisdictional environment. This has created problems for
local law enforcement agencies that generally act as the first responders to their criminal
activities. By working closely with other federal, state, and local law enforcement, as
well as international police agencies, we are able to provide a comprehensive network of
intelligence sharing, resource sharing, and technical expertise which bridges
jurisdictional boundaries. This partnership approach to law enforcement is exemplified
by our financial and electronic crime task forces located throughout the country. These
task forces primarily target suspects and organized criminal enterprises engaged in
financial and electronic criminal activity that falls within the investigative jurisdiction of
the Secret Service. Members of these task forces, which include local and state law
enforcement, private industry and academia, pool their resources and expertise in a
collaborative effort to detect and prevent electronic crimes.
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While our task forces do not focus exclusively on identity theft, we recognize that a
stolen identity is often a central component of other electronic crimes. Consequently, our
task forces devote considerable time and resources to the issue of identity theft, including
the "pure" identity theft cases that meet prosecutive guidelines and are consistent with the
task force's case prioritization strategy.

Another important component of the Secret Service's preventative and investigative
efforts has been to increase awareness of issues related to financial crime investigations
in general, and of identity theft specifically, both in the law enforcement community and
the general public. The Secret Service has tried to educate consumers and provide
training to law enforcement personnel through a variety of partnerships and initiatives.

For example, criminals increasingly employ technology as a means of communication, a
tool for theft and extortion, and a repository for incriminating information. As a result,
the investigation of all types of criminal activity, including identity theft, now routinely
involves the seizure and analysis of electronic evidence. In response to this trend, the
Secret Service developed, in conjunction with the International Association of Chiefs of
Police (IACP), the "Best Practices for Seizing Electronic Evidence Manual", to assist law
enforcement officers in recognizing, protecting, seizing and searching electronic devices
in accordance with applicable statutes and policies.

As a follow-up to this guide, the Secret Service and the IACP developed "Forward
Edge"; a computer based training application designed to allow officers to "virtually"
seize different types of evidence, including electronic evidence, at various crime scenes.

Further, the Secret Service, in conjunction.with the U.S. Postal Inspection Service and the
Federal Reserve Bank System, produced an identity theft awareness video. The video,
which explains how easily one can become a victim and what steps should be taken to
minimize damage, has been made available to Secret Service offices for use in public
education efforts.

In April of 2001, the Secret Service assisted the FTC in the design of an identity theft
brochure, containing information to assist victims on how to restore their "good name",
as well as how to prevent their information and identities from becoming compromised.

Finally, the International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP and the Secret Service
have partnered to produce an "Identity Theft Roll-Call Video" geared toward local police
officers throughout the nation. The purpose of this video is to emphasize the need for
police to document a citizen's complaint of identity theft, regardless of the location of the
suspects. In addition, the video and its companion reference card will provide officers
with information that can assist victims with remediation efforts.

The Secret Service is also actively involved with a number of government-sponsored
initiatives. At the request of the Attomey General, the Secret Service joined an
interagency identity theft subcommittee that was established by the Department of
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Justice. This group, which is comprised of federal, state, and local law enforcement
agencies, regulatory agencies, and professional agencies, meets regularly to discuss and
coordinate investigative and prosecutive strategies as well as consumer education
programs.

Last spring, the Secret Service's Financial Crimes Division assigned a full time special
agent to the FTC to support all aspects of their program to encourage the use of the
Identity Theft Data Clearinghouse as a law enforcement tool. The Identity Theft and
Assumption Deterrence Act established the FTC as the central point of contact for
identity theft victims to report all instances of identity theft. The FTC has done an
excellent job of providing people with the information and assistance they need in order
to take the steps necessary to correct their credit records, as well as undertaking a variety
of "consumer awareness" initiatives regarding identity theft. To date, the Secret Service
representative at the FTC has:

* Met with and made presentations to federal, state and local law enforcement about the
FTC's Identity Theft Data Clearinghouse and it's victim assistance program;

* Worked closely with agents in the field to ensure that they have access to the
Consumer Sentinel system and are comfortable using the Identity Theft Data
Clearinghouse database;

* Used the Identity Theft Data Clearinghouse to identify possible case leads, and
developed a protocol for selecting which victim complaints are most likely to be
successful case leads for criminal law enforcement agencies;

* Developed points of contact at the local, state and federal levels of government to
receive case lead referrals from the Identity Theft Data Clearinghouse database, and
also identified routines and procedures to be followed when referring such cases;

* Served as both a presenter and an instructor at II law enforcement training
conferences hosted by various law enforcement agencies or organizations, such as the
International Association of Financial Crimes Investigators (IAFCI) and the U.S.
Marshal's Investigators Conference; and

* Coordinated and sponsored Identity Theft Seminars which have been attended by
approximately 1,400 state and local law enforcement personnel.

It is important to recognize that public education efforts can only go so far in combating
the growth of identity theft. Because social security numbers, in conjunction with other
personal identifiers, are used for such a wide variety of record keeping and credit related
applications, even a consumer who takes appropriate precautions to safeguard such
information is not immune from becoming a victim.

PRECAUTIONS AND REMEDIES
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The Secret Service recommends that consumers take the following steps to protect
themselves from credit card fraud and identity theft:

* Maintain a list of all credit card accounts that is not carried in a wallet or purse so that
immediate notification can occur if any cards are lost or stolen;

* Avoid carrying any more credit cards in a wallet or purse than is actually needed;

* Cancel any accounts that are not in use;

* Be conscious of when billing statements should be received, and if they are not
received during that window, contact the sender;

* Check credit card bills against receipts before paying them;

* Avoid using a date of birth, social security number, name or similar information.as a
password or PIN code, and change passwords at least once a year;

* Shred or bum pre-approved credit card applications, credit card receipts, bills and
other financial information that you do not want to save;

* Order a credit report once a year from each of the three major credit bureaus to check
for inaccuracies and fraudulent use of accounts; and

* Avoid providing any personal information over the telephone unless you initiated the
call, and be aware that individuals and business contacted via the Internet may
misrepresent themselves.

Should an individual become the victim of identity theft, the Secret Service recommends
the following steps:

* Report the crime to the police immediately and get a copy of the police report;

* Immediately notify your credit card issuers and request replacement cards with new
account numbers. Also request that the old account be processed as "account closed
at consumers' request" for credit record purposes. Ask that a password be used
before any inquiries or changes can be made on the new account. Follow up the
telephone conversation with a letter summarizing your requests;

* Call the fraud units of the three credit reporting bureaus, and report the theft of your
credit cards and/or numbers. Ask that your accounts be flagged, and add a victim's
statement to your report that requests that they contact you to verify future credit
applications. Order copies of your credit reports so you can review them to make sure
no additional fraudulent accounts have been opened in your name;
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* Notify the Social Security Administration's Office of Inspector General if your social
security number has been used fraudulently;

* File a complaint with the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) by calling 1-877-4D-
THEFT or writing to them at Consumer Response Center, Federal Trade
Commission, 600 Pennsylvania Ave NW, Washington, DC 20580. Their website can
also be accessed at www.fic.eov/ficicomolaint.htm; and

* Follow up with the credit bureaus every three months for at least a year and order new
copies of your reports so that you can verify that corrections have been made, and to
make sure that no new fraudulent accounts have been established.

CONCLUSION

For law enforcement to properly prevent and combat identity theft steps must be taken to
ensure that local, state and federal agencies are addressing victim concerns in a consistent
manner. All levels of law enforcement should be familiar with the resources available to
combat identity theft and to assist victims in rectifying damage done to their credit. It is
essential that law enforcement recognize that identity theft must be combated on all
fronts, from the officer who receives a victim's complaint, to the detective or Special
Agent investigating an organized identity theft ring.

The Secret Service has already undertaken a number of initiatives aimed at increasing
awareness and providing the training necessary to address these issues, but those of us in
the law enforcement and consumer protection communities need to continue to reach out
to an even larger audience. We need to continue to approach these investigations with a
coordinated effort - this is central to providing a consistent level of vigilance and
addressing investigations that are multi-jurisdictional while avoiding duplication of
effort.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, the President has proposed transferring our agency and all
of its functions to the new Department of Homeland Security. The Secret Service
strongly supports this proposal, and we are confident that our ability to build partnerships
with state and local law enforcement, as well as the private sector, will allow us to
continue our preventative and investigative efforts with respect to identity theft as a
leading agency in the new department.

The Secret Service is prepared to assist this committee in protecting and assisting the
nation's largest growing population segment, with respect to the prevention,
identification and prosecution of identity theft criminals.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my prepared remarks and I would be happy to answer any
questions that you or other members of the committee may have.
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Senator CRAIG. Let me start with a brief line of questioning, then
I will turn to Senator Collins, and then I may have additional ques-
tions.

John, what is the best advice you might give seniors who would
be looking at this record or listening in to protect themselves from
what happened to you and Mrs. Stevens?

Colonel STEVENS. First of all, so many people want your Social
Security number. Do not give it to them unless there is a legiti-
mate need for it, because that is the beginning of all the identity
theft and it was the beginning of ours. We suspect-

Senator CRAIG. So it was the Social Security number that was
the entry to your resources?

Colonel STEVENS. We suspect that they came off of the DOD com-
puters that have access to my wifes and my Social Security num-
bers, under the DEERS and ID program that they were able to get
that information on us. But the thing is, just be aware, do not talk
to door-to-door salesmen that just happen to be in the neighbor-
hood. Never fall for any of the telemarketing schemes. Always opt
out whenever you have the opportunity, and if you do not, complain
anyway so that it just cuts down on a lot of the junk mail that you
have to shred. Generally, be aware of what is happening.

The major thing that you have to do is just stop giving out infor-
mation indiscriminately. Everybody wants to find out about you,
but do not answer the questions.

Senator CRAIG. John, do you know if those who perpetrated the
crime against you and Mrs. Stevens were ever apprehended and
prosecuted?

Colonel STEVENS. They have not been, but we suspect we know
who they are and I think it was a person that probably had access
to the DOD computers.

Senator CRAIG. How long ago was this? When did this start?
Colonel STEVENS. It started-we found out about it in March

1997.
Senator CRAIG. Ninety-seven.
Colonel STEVENS. This was by a phone call from then-Nations

Bank wanting me to make payments on a Jeep Cherokee that was
bought in Texas, and I am living in Maryland. I do not have a Jeep
Cherokee. We found out that there were a total of five cars that
were bought in our name and total damages-they totaled it up to
$113,000.

Senator CRAIG. Alice, what is the single greatest challenges for
prosecutors in obtaining a conviction in identity theft cases?

Ms. FISHER. I think the biggest challenge for all of us, as John
said, is prevention and education of ways to prevent. But from a
prosecutorial perspective, I would say that prompt reporting and
aggressive review of financial data and reporting to State police,
local police, Federal authorities, so we can investigate the case im-
mediately. It gives us a better chance to find the culprit and then
prosecute them. Once we find who did it, the prosecution actually
is fairly straightforward. But it is finding the criminals.

In one case, I think it was out of Texas, it was 20 years before
it was reported by the woman who was the victim of an identity
theft because she did not regularly use credit cards, and the person
that had committed the crime had used her Social Security number
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to get drivers' license in some States, filed bankruptcy in another
State, and was arrested in yet another State, and it was 20 years
before they found it.

So I would say the challenge is to encourage people to report any
suspicious activity promptly to the authorities.

Senator CRAIG. In this effort, is State law a problem?
Ms. FISHER. Actually, in the last 3 years, the States have really

gotten on board in this problem and 47 States have passed identity
theft laws. So we are real pleased in the way that they are coming
along. We also coordinate through the Attorney General's Sub-
committee on Identity Theft with the National Association of Attor-
neys General and the National Association of District Attorneys
and the International Association of Chiefs of Police and reach out
to chiefs of police all over the nation.

I would say that one of the things we would hope that the State
and locals would do better is to fill out police reports better, be-
cause not only does that get us on board for enforcement, but it
also helps victims, such as John, to use that police report to secure
and restore their identity.

Senator CRAIG. Thank you.
Mr. Huse, in today's world of trying to develop single-digit, or

multiple-digit but single-number IDs, we all want a universal
phone number that we can use anywhere in the world, and in the
wireless world, that is becoming increasingly the case. I think we
all want to consolidate numbers as much as we can because we
find our mind full of all kinds of access numbers and code numbers
and that type of thing. Is there any prohibition now against the use
of the SSN?

Mr. HUSE. No. The SSN is pretty much the de facto national
identifier, and I think, as a people, we need to accept the fact that
it has become that. It pervades almost every aspect of our govern-
mental, financial, and commercial lives. We are our number, and
I think that probably as a people, we do not want a national iden-
tity card, but we have a great ambiguity about the fact that the
number has become very convenient for us to do business in this
very complex world we have today. So I think, to answer your ques-
tion, we need to live with the reality of what the number is and
what it does and now look at ways to make its integrity stronger.
I think that is the key.

Senator CRAIG. You had suggested that might be done by requir-
ing limits in its application, I guess that is a better way of saying
it?

Mr. HUSE. I think we need to look at how the number is used
and how it is displayed and how it is aggregated in different data
banks and databases by people who use it for commercial purposes.
We need to regulate that. We have to be sure that the data in these
stores, whether they are independent research companies or finan-
cial institutions or credit bureaus, we have to be sure that the data
there is accurate and that the people that run those are responsible
for that data. I think that is an obligation of government.

I think that those records need to be matched, not only commer-
cial and financial records, but also all government records at local,
county, State, and Federal records so that their data is accurate.
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In that process, the anomalies will fall out and those become key
law enforcement leads. I do not know any other way to fix this.

I have been involved in this for 32 years. I was a Secret Service
agent long before I became an Inspector General. This is a problem
that has a solution, but it involves a little bit more action. A lot
has been taken, and I think this is the last step to really make it
protected.

Senator CRAIG. This committee, and we will work with you, visit
with you about that at length to see where we might make better
use of your ideas.

Mr. Beales, is there a way to acquire reports of identity theft
from credit reporting agencies to supplement your current data-
base?

Mr. BEALES. Well, what we do right now is the credit reporting
agencies refer people to us and we refer people to them, so that
when people call us, we certainly tell them to call the credit report-
ing agencies to make sure that they get a copy of their credit report
and make any corrections to their credit reports and the credit re-
porting agencies, when they get a complaint, they urge the victims
to call the FTC to get our consumer education materials and also
to report the offense for law enforcement purposes.

They need somewhat different data than we do and we get infor-
mation about the nature of the crime that is useful to us that they
do not particularly need. So it is not clear that direct sharing would
be the most efficient way to go about it, simply because of the dif-
ferent information needs. But we do think we have good coopera-
tion in referring consumers so that we probably are picking up
most of those complaints, but we cannot tell for sure.

Senator CRAIG. Let me move on to Mr. Coombs and then my
other colleagues, and Senator Tom Carper has joined us, and then
I will come back to you, Mr. Beales, with~another question.

Mr. Coombs, is there a danger-that funds stolen through identity
theft can become sources for funding terrorist activities domesti-
cally, or is there any evidence that that has ever occurred?

Mr. COOMBS. Prior to my current assignment as Deputy Special
Agent in Charge in the Financial Crimes Division, I spent numer-
ous years supervising and running a Counterfeit Crimes Task
Force in Orange County, CA, and then a fraud squad in Los Ange-
les, CA, which is among some -circles considered the identity theft
capital of the world.

It is my experience that, as Senator Collins pointed out in her
opening remarks, that fraud identification, credit card fraud, and
stolen identities certainly have evolved to where they are the tools
of the criminal of the 21st century, if you will. It is my experience
that financial crimes and identity theft, which is often a component
of financial crimes, is committed by a spectrum of the criminal ele-
ment, if you will, from the drug dealer who needs to support a
habit to organized criminal groups that it is part of their overall
criminal portfolio, to the unsophisticated criminal who utilizes
dumpster-diving as a means to compromise information, to the so-
phisticated technically savvy, if you will, criminal who utilizes
hacking and maybe a scheming device to compromise this informa-
tion.
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It is the vulnerability of the information that is susceptible and
is prone to identity theft. Therefore, it certainly is possible and fea-
sible that terrorists could compromise information for financial
gain, or more importantly, to create that cloak of anonymity to
commit other types of crimes.

Senator CRAIG. Thank you very much.
Before I turn to Senator Collins for questions, let me turn to Sen-

ator Carper to see if he has any opening statement. Tom.
Senator CARPER. I do not. I am glad to be here and I am glad

you are here, as well. I really just came to hear Susan Collins'
questions. [Laughter.]

Senator COLLINS. Right.
Senator CRAIG. Here we go. Senator Collins?
Senator COLLINS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Colonel Stevens, it was fascinating to hear that you first found

out that your identity had been stolen when you got a call from a
bank demanding payments on a Jeep that you did not own, and
then you found out that there were five other cars or vehicles that
had been purchased in your name.

I would like you to tell us a little bit about what you did when
you realized this had happened to you and how cooperative were
credit card companies, banks, and credit bureaus in your quest to
straighten it out, because from my experience as a financial regu-
lator at the State level, I know a lot of times, consumers felt ex-
tremely frustrated in trying to straighten out instances of just
misidentity, where two people have the same name, much less
identity theft. Could you tell us whether this has been a difficult
process or not?

Colonel STEVENS. It is very difficult. The first thing, I had to get
my wife down off the ceiling, because when she got all this infor-
mation, she exploded. Thank goodness, I am partially deaf anyway,
so-[Laughter.]

After the phone calls-in other words, to clear the Jeep Chero-
kee, I faxed them a copy of my driver's license. They faxed me a
copy of the application. The only thing correct on it was the Social
Security number and a smattering of my first and last name. The
birthdays were wrong and everything else was wrong. In fact, if
they had checked the birthdays and the issue date of the Social Se-
curity number, they would have found the Social Security number
was issued before they were born. You know, just a simple check.

But we requested copies of the credit reports. Then we started
to treat it like a-well, since I was in research and development
for so long, we treated it like a project, systematically, with note-
books tracing down these creditors, because the credit bureaus did
not have the information to contact them. So we would have to
make numerous phone calls. I would go on the Internet and try to
trace down an address and phone number.

So we finally contacted a majority of them and we would send
them a sworn affidavit attesting to the fact that we did not do it.
In other words, we are proving the negative. We did not do it. We
are not the ones you are looking for.

So based on that, they would take that information and clear the
account, or so we thought. Anyway, it disappeared from the credit
report. Then again, they would turn up a little while later, a couple
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of months later, in a third party collection agency. We have had
some that have recycled as many as five times now. My wife just
got notice of another one that was cleared and recycled again. It
just keeps going on.

Senator COLLINS. So it is still going on even as we speak, 5 years
later?

Colonel STEVENS. I described it once before as this birthday can-
dle you blow out and it keeps relighting itself. [Laughter.]

It just keeps coming back.
Senator COLLINS. Mr. Beales, we have heard Mr. Stevens talk

about how extremely difficult it is for him to restore his good credit
and clear his name and that has been my experience in talking
with consumers in Maine, as well. Obviously, Mr. Stevens describes
himself as a warrior. He is undaunted. He is just going to keep
pursuing this. But for a lot of seniors who are considerably older
than Mr. Stevens and perhaps more intimidated by the process,
this is a real problem.

Does the FTC actually assist individual consumers in clearing
their record and restoring their good credit or are you just a reposi-
tory for information and education about this?

Mr. BEALES. We are definitely a repository for information. We
assist individual consumers in providing them with information
and the steps to take, but we do not have the resources to do it
on their behalf or to go as their advocate in dealing with the proc-
ess. We try to explain the process, talk them through the process
of what they have to do so they know what is coming, but they
have to do it themselves.

Senator COLLINS. Mr. Chairman, I think that is a problem for a
lot of our seniors and I do want, as part of this hearing, to let peo-
ple know that most States have a Bureau of Consumer Credit Pro-
tection or something along that line which may be willing to inter-
vene more directly for consumers.

Inspector General Huse, I want to follow up on the issue of the
Social Security number because Mr. Stevens' case shows that that
is the gateway to this crime in so many instances. I agree with you
that the Treasury has taken a very important step by no longer
printing the Social Security number on Social Security checks, but
could you give us other examples of either legislative or adminis-
trative actions that you think should be taken to better safeguard
that Social Security number, because once you have that, once the
thief has that, it is very easy for him to get the other information
he needs.

Mr. HUSE. It is the breeder identification, the Social Security
number, in every possible context, to include in terrorists' activi-
ties, the use of numbers, identifying numbers, fake Social Security
numbers. In the case of the September 11 terrorists, I think the Di-
rector of the FBI has testified to that, that that has been a result
of their investigative efforts.

This number is so pervasively used, I think the obligation now
is to make sure that the numbers themselves have some accuracy,
and we have so many systems of records at local, county, State,
and the Federal level, on just the governmental side. All those
records should be accurate as to who I am, who you are, and what
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our Social Security number is because it has become our identifica-
tion.

That can be done by the Congress requiring periodic matching of
that data so that all of those systems of records are accurate. If you
take care of that, that is one piece. The Congress could consider
making that requirement binding on the financial and commercial
sector for the legitimate reasons that the number has been ex-
panded to be used in commerce. We will never be able to pull that
back unless we replace it with something else. That is a require-
ment, I think-that due diligence should be part of their ability to
use the number.

The Social Security Administration itself has taken tremendous
steps in the last few years to improve the business process of
issuing the number. Now we have to fix the process of keeping the
number accurate and strong in terms of integrity through its use.
I think those are places we can work and find some solutions.

Senator COLLINS. Mr. Chairman, thank you. I know my time has
expired. I do want to just let Ms. Fisher know that I am expecting
a report from the Justice Department pursuant to the law on Inter-
net identity theft. It has been over a year and I hope it will be
forthcoming soon, because it does ask for legislative recommenda-
tions in this area. Thank you.

Senator CRAIG. Thank you.
Tom, questions?
Senator CARPER. Thank you. Yes, indeed.
About 5 years ago, one of our nieces down in North Carolina had

her identity stolen and what occurred after that has been some-
thing I would not want to visit on anybody. On the one hand, there
are the financial concerns and worries, but it is just as Mr. Stevens
knows, just a huge pain in the neck to put up with-a lot of stress,
a lot of worry, and a lot of aggravation.

I want to follow up on the question that Senator Collins pre-
sented to Mr. Huse. One of the questions I ask of panels is what
should we do? You began to answer that question, and I would just
ask of others at the table to do so as well. What should we do as
legislators to address this problem? What is our obligation?

Mr. Huse, you have already spoken a little bit. I do not want to
pick on you too much.

Mr. HUSE. I will only add one thing and then stop. The piece I
also strongly believe in is that we have to grant law enforcement-
because this crime is so pervasive and it cuts across all levels of
government-we have to grant law enforcement at the local, coun-
ty, State, and Federal level, but particularly those local law en-
forcement officers, the right to verify Social Security numbers, just
as we allow employers to do that now on the wage and earnings
side, to see if the person has the right to work.

That tool is critical in the early investigative stages of an iden-
tity theft case like Colonel Stevens. If local law enforcement can es-
tablish those identities as they are working the crime, a lot more
can be done as we do now. This crime, because of the Internet and
our modern technology, works so quickly, we need to give all of the
tools we can to law enforcement.

Senator CARPER. OK, thank you. Others?
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Mr. BEALES. Senator, I think S. 2541 is a very good idea, tough-
ening the penalties and streamlining the proof requirements for
identity theft is a good way to address the problem. I think hear-
ings like this help to reduce the problems because they bring them
to people's attention. That encourages people to report problems to
us sooner, and we have definitely seen that trend in our database
over the last couple of years, and that, in turn, makes it easier to
prosecute.

I think that verifying Social Security numbers is a very interest-
ing idea that potentially raises some privacy problems, depending
on what records are being matched, that would give us some pause,
but it is certainly worth exploring.

Senator CARPER. Thank you, and I recognize that. There has to
be a public policy debate over those uses, between individual rights
and the collective good. But I think it is a debate worth having.

I, too, endorse S. 2541 in the sense that under present laws now,
a lot of sentencings in terms of identity theft are not as strong as
they could be. We have had two recent investigations where the
sentences, at least to a lay person, seemed light in view of the se-
verity of the crimes that were committed. This is a bill that we
really need soon.

Ms. FISHER. I would agree with that, Senator.
Senator CARPER. What else would you like to offer, Ms. Fisher?
Ms. FISHER. Well, I think this bill would increase the penalties

which not only encourages our U.S. Attorneys across the country
to prosecute these crimes, because there are harder sentences, but
hopefully will have a significant deterrent affect when people want
to steal others' Social Security numbers or other identification in-
formation to engage in bank fraud or credit card fraud or document
fraud that relates to terrorism or anything else like that. So for the
deterrent effect, as well, we think it is important.

Senator CARPER. Mr. Coombs.
Mr. COOMBS. I agree with Ms. Fisher. Any more tools that you

can give law enforcement for their tool box is a tremendous en-
hancement. It is commonly known in criminal circles that the
crime of identity theft, the penalties are low and the financial
gains, the probability, are extremely high. S. 2541 has mandatory
sentencing for identity theft, and if it is terrorism-related, there are
more years added, and that is a tremendous bill and also would
have the support of the Secret Service, as well.

In regards to information and verifying information, anything
that we can do to verify businesses-verify information, because it
really is the compromise of information that is the root cause of
identity theft, and if there is any avenues to provide banking insti-
tutions, for instance, to verify information with good information
versus the bad information that they are getting, that would be a
tremendous asset to them.

I know the Treasury Department yesterday issued some regula-
tions to enhance risk assessments and "know your customer" as a
result of the PATRIOT Act, and the Secret Service works closely
with the financial industry in developing protocols for knowing
your customer. So, hopefully, with these protocols and enhance-
ments and knowing your customers, we can do better at verifying
this information.
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Senator CARPER. Thanks.
Colonel STEVENS. I would like to take a little bit different ap-

proach, sir. I think the creditors, the banks, and the credit card
companies, and the credit bureaus should be held accountable for
opening fraud accounts. In my case, I have seen that just a little
bit of diligence on checking an address, a birthdate, a place of em-
ployment-for instance, I was listed as working at Stanley Tools in
Texas after I retired from Johns Hopkins University as a physicist,
so

Senator CARPER. How did you like working at Stanley Tools?
[Laughter.]

Colonel STEVENS. It was enjoyable, apparently. The people spent
a lot of money who worked there. But just to hold the people ac-
countable to show a little bit of care in opening these accounts, look
at birthdays, or a different address. Of course, I was told once that
15 percent of the people move every year, so they could not dis-
qualify them for credit on that basis. My answer to that is, 85 per-
cent of them do not move, so we all have to suffer for that.

Why can they not just take more care in opening the account,
check the data, and the credit bureaus can look for any drastic
changes. In fact, they have a protection policy now that costs, I
think, $79.95 a year that they will do that. I thought they should
do that under the normal process of doing business.

Senator CARPER. One follow-up question, and it sort of follows up
to what Mr. Stevens has just said. When someone's identity is sto-
len and credit card purchases are made illegally using that stolen
identity or other, whether it is credit card purchase or others, who
ends up suffering the financial loss?

Colonel STEVENS. The creditor has to suffer that and that is why
they are so determined that they are going to turn that account
over to a third party collection agency, which comes right back on
me. They will hound you to death to try to make you pay that bill.
Now, some people will cave into that, and that is a warning to sen-
ior citizens like myself. Do not pay it, because that is an admission
of guilt and that account will remain on your credit report, I be-
lieve, for 7 years. But they will hound you, they will call you on
the phone, and if you clear it with them, they turn it over to an-
other one, and we have had some recycled going on the fifth time
now, with the same account.

Senator CARPER. What can we do to change the incentive so that
the incentive falls more on the issuer of, we will say, the credit
card to be more diligent in terms of the background checks to con-
trol their underwriting losses?

Mr. BEALES. Senator, I think, mostly, they have the right incen-
tives now, because ultimately, it is the creditor that pays the losses
and that is certainly the way it should be. If they issue credit to
the wrong person, they ought to have to eat the loss.

The difficulty is, I think, from the creditor's perspective and also
from the way the system as a whole has to work, is there are also
people out there who do owe the money and simply are not paying.
So creditors have a legitimate interest in trying to collect in those
kinds of cases and it is hard for creditors to distinguish the victim
of identity theft from the deadbeat in some cases.
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We can try to make that process easier and encouraging people
to file police reports is one thing that helps with that. We have de-
veloped a uniform fraud affidavit that creditors will accept as evi-
dence that this really is an identity theft victim. But there is a ten-
sion there that is inherent in the nature of the crime that I think
is difficult to get rid of entirely.

Mr. HUSE. This really comes down to the accuracy of these
records, and that is the difficulty on the commercial side, is they
have information that they have aggregated through various ways,
but there is no way for them to verify that information in a facile
way, or any obligation right now, either, other than due diligence
in a business context.

If we make it, that cross-verification, a requirement, over time,
the number has better standing than it does now. Right now, it is
defeated because it is-the integrity is very amorphous, and I think
that is really an aspect there that deserves a good look.

Senator CARPER. OK, good. You have been most helpful. Thank
you for your testimony. Thank you for your response to our ques-
tions. Mr. Stevens, good luck.

Colonel STEVENS. As long the candle does not relight itself, we
will be struggling out there. We are going to fight them, though.

Senator CARPER. Thank you.
Senator CRAIG. Tom, thank you very much.
Mr. Beales, one last question of you. Are there factors within the

aging population that may indicate that this crime is being under-
reported relative to their general population, or relative to the gen-
eral population. You were giving us statistics as to those victim-
ized. In many other areas, we find seniors under report simply be-
cause of their view of their own personal integrity or their privacy
sense or they are going to suffer through a bit of a different atti-
tude in a population base compared to younger people.

Mr. BEALES. We certainly see that in our fraud cases, that the
elderly are less likely to report that they are victims of fraud than
are members of the population at large. It is not clear that trans-
lates here, although it may, because this is a little bit more like
having your wallet stolen. This is to say you are a victim in a very
different way than you are in a fraud where you sort of have to
say you are a victim and you have to admit you were taken. But
having your wallet stolen is not quite like that. So it is not clear
that it is the same sort of a problem. It may be, and we are in the
design stages of some research to try to find out whether there
really is a difference, but at this point, we do not know.

Senator CRAIG. Alice, gentlemen, thank you all very much for
your testimony today. You have helped build a valuable record. We
appreciate it. Thank you.

Now, let me call our second panelists forward, if you would
please come forward.

Let me thank our second panel for being here. Let us get started,
if we could, please, and let me first introduce Mari Frank, a Pri-
vacy and Identity Theft Consultant from Laguna Niguel, CA. Mari,
welcome before the committee.
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STATEMENT OF MARI J. FRANK, ESQ., PRIVACY AND IDENTITY
THEFT CONSULTANT, LAGUNA NIGUEL, CA

Ms. FRANK. Thank you very much, Senator Craig, for inviting me
and for holding this important hearing. I am the author of the
"Identity Theft Survival Kit," which I have brought as a resource
to this committee to give to you.

Senator CRAIG. Great. Thank you.
Ms. FRANK. As a member of AARP myself, several years ago, an

imposter took my identity and stole over $50,000 using my name
and my profession as an attorney. Additionally, I have personally
assisted hundreds of elderly victims myself.

There is very little that seniors can do to prevent this crime. Law
enforcement needs more resources and it needs to investigate,
which often they do not. But law enforcement will never have the
power to prevent it. The key players with the unique opportunity
to thwart this crime are governmental agencies and businesses
that collect and use our information. Security breaches of data-
bases, careless information handling practices, and unscrupulous
employees facilitate this fraud. There is no control over information
in the hands of others and there is no opportunity to avoid identity
theft. Once victimized, it may take months or years to find out, and
then to remedy the situation.

Here are a couple of examples of real-life stories. Sidney, a re-
tired executive, learned that his identity was stolen after he and
his wife purchased a new home. His loan application with his
three-in-one credit report revealed his credit score, his Social Secu-
rity number, and all of his accounts. His masquerader, using that
loan application, was able to open new credit card accounts, rent
a new apartment, obtain utilities, stealing over $100,000 in their
name.

Allan and Marcia were retired in a mortgage-free home. They
learned that convenience checks were stolen from their mailbox
and thousands of dollars were spent in their name. Checks were
stolen, credit cards were opened, other purchases were made.
Worse yet, they learned that their mortgage-free home now had a
mortgage with a lender who was threatening foreclosure.

Steve, a 78-year-old retired policeman, was living in an assisted
care facility. His personal information was held in an unlocked cab-
inet in the nursing home and later used to purchase luxury cars
and electronic equipment. He even found that he had a criminal
and fraudulent DMV record in another State.

Lorraine, a 65-year-old widow of a deceased decorated United
States Air Force General found out several months after her hus-
band's death that his identity was stolen to commit security crimes.
Not only is she left to deal with that grieving, but also to clean up
his tarnished reputation.

Although Federal law protects victims of credit card fraud from
paying the losses, as we know, there are still out-of-pocket costs,
which may cost thousands of dollars. Also, for those who experience
"ATM-VISA fraud," and check fraud, replacing the money in those
accounts is almost impossible. Without assistance, the elderly feel
overwhelmed, give up, pay fraudulent bills, or even file bankruptcy.
Emotionally, seniors feel very victimized, and violated, not only by
the criminal perpetrators, but even worse, by the creditors' harass-
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ment and lack of cooperation, the frustration of the experience from
the credit reporting agencies when they fail to correct, and the re-
fusal of law enforcement to even investigate the crime.

The following factors make this crime easy and insidious: Mail
theft; insider theft; dirty employees; unscrupulous relatives; hack-
ers and high-tech fraudsters creating false documents; dumpster-
diving at businesses and hospitals; information brokers selling per-
sonal information indiscriminately; selling of credit reports, loan
documents, rental car applications; theft in offices, buildings,
websites, computers; pretext calling and different scams; govern-
ment and various industries' negligent information handling prac-
tices; public record access, including birth certificates and death
certificates that have the Social Security number.

It is a myth that seniors can prevent identity theft. Offering con-
sumer tips like ordering your credit reports twice yearly and guard-
ing your personal information and shredding are great information,
but gives our aging population a sense of false security. Pre-
cautions taken by government entities and private industries
should do the following, and by the way, I have 17 pages in my
written testimony to give many more things, but I will just give
you a few.

Senator CRAIG. Thank you. [Laughter.]
Ms. FRANK. Because you were asking for solutions on the last

panel, I have bullet pointed all the things that we think should be
done.

Limit the use of the Social Security number, since it is the key
to identity theft. Verify, authenticate, and protect whatever identi-
fier is used, whether it is a number, a password, or biometric infor-
mation. Completely destroy personal information that companies
are discarding. They should truncate credit card numbers and
other unique identifiers, like Social Security numbers, and secure
all data, online and offline, and they should notify customers and
consumers or employees of security breaches.

Rather than going any further, I just want to end with whether
a Social Security number or a biometric identifier is used, the same
issues arise. How will we protect that information as it is stored,
transferred, sold, or used? Our nation's aging population, the fast-
est growing segment of our society, is most at risk to be victimized
by the fastest growing crime. Let us set realistic guidelines for in-
formation handling practices. Thank you.

Senator CRAIG. Mari, your testimony is valuable and I think
those examples and recommendations based on your experience are
extremely valuable and I thank you for that.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Frank follows:]
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Good morning, Chairman Breaux, Ranking Member Craig, honorable committee members,

and invited guests. Thank you very much for the opportunity to address you today regarding

this hearing on Identity Theft and the vulnerability of senior citizens to this crime.

My name is Mari Frank. I am an attorney, privacy and identity theft consultant, and author of

the Identity Theft Survival Kit (Porpoise-Press, 1998) from Laguna Niguel, California. I

serve as a Sheriff Reserve (Professional Services) for the Orange County, California Sheriff

Department's High Tech Crime Unit, and sit on the Advisory Commnittee to the Office of

Privacy in the State of California's Office of Consumer Affairs, which focuses on privacy

and identity theft protection for California citizens. Additionally, I have served on the Los

Angeles District Attorney's Office Task Force on Identity Theft, which sponsored legislation

to help victims of identity theft, and assisted law enforcement in the prosecution of this

crime. As an advisory board member to the non- profit consumer advocacy program, the

Privacy Rights Clearinghouse (San Diego, Ca.), I am privileged to consult with Director Beth

Givens and Linda Foley (Director of the Identity Theft Resource Center- an affiliate

program) regarding identity theft cases and proposals for legislation.
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My own identity was stolen (in 1996) by an impostor who paraded as an attorney and took

over $50,000 in my name. From that arduous nightmare, I gained great insight into the

tribulations that victims endure. Since that time I have personally assisted myriad victims,

many of who are between the ages of 50 and 93 years old. Additionally, I have had the

privilege of testifying before several legislative bodies and have advised many national

corporations on how to protect their clients, customers, vendors and employees and their

company from problems of identity theft.

First I am grateful to this honorable committee for focusing on the growing problem of

Identity Theft with regard to our aging population. Your desire to expose the scope of its

prevalence and its causes deserves commendation. I am also thankful to this esteemed panel

of witnesses who will assist you in creating solutions to the unique challenges of dealing with

this white-collar crime.

You've asked that I concentrate my testimony in the following areas:

1. Explain the vulnerability of seniors to identity theft, and provide briefcase histories.

11. Describe the financial and emotional impact on senior victims of Identity Theft.

HI. Clarify what seniors can and cannot do to avoid Identity Theft.

IV. Propose actions that private sector and government should take to protect seniors

from becoming victims of Identity Theft.

1. THE VULNERABILITY OF SENIORS TO IDENTITY THEFT

To understand the unique problems facing the aging with regard to identity theft, will

clarify what actually happens to victims. There are many types of fraud that fall under the

category of identity theft. It could be as simple as "account take over" where the thief

steals an ATM VISA or MasterCard, credit card, or just the account number, and makes

purchases on-line, by phone or in person. By stealing your mail or trash, a fraudster can

either use your checks or create new checks using your account number to drain the funds

from your bank accounts. You only find out when your checks start bouncing or you

can't use your ATM to obtain cash.
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Fraudulent purchases can also be made without your knowledge if your credit cards are

"skimmed". A "dirty employee" at a retail store, restaurant, or hotel simply duplicates

the metal strip on the back of your credit card using a skimmer (a small handheld device

designed to copy information from the magnetic strip on a card) to later create a new card

with your account information- thus your credit card bill arrives normally with purchases

you never made- yet your credit card sits safely in your wallet.

The more invasive and lucrative type of identity theft- "true name fraud" or "application

fraud" occurs when your "evil twin" obtains your social security number, (that's often all

they need) pretends to be you, and applies for credit at his/her address or a mail drop. The

thief, needing a photo ID, obtains a driver's license- either a 'valid" duplicate from the

state Department of Motor Vehicles (many states are less than careful in issuing duplicate

licenses, i.e.: California issued over 100,000 duplicate "valid" licenses with the

impostor's photo to fraudsters in the year 2000), or buys a high tech phony license on the

street for $25.00. With just these documents, the "identity clone" can create havoc in

your life. The impostor can obtain more credit cards, credit lines, a mortgage, an

apartment, purchase cars, open utilities accounts, get a cellular phone, make cash

advances, obtain health care, purchase life insurance in the victim's name, (making the

fraudster the beneficiary), order a passport, work under your name (and of course the IRS

comes after you), become a "legal" citizen, steal your professional identity (even create

business cards), create e-mail accounts and web sites, and worse yet, commit crimes

ruining your good name and destroying your reputation.

Although every one of us is vulnerable to this crime (since our personal information

including our social security number is readily available offline and on line and its use,

sale and transfer is often beyond our control), seniors are a more susceptible for a variety

of reasons:

1. Seniors Place Value on Creditworthiness and Owning a Mortgage-Free Home

Typically, seniors establish a more conservative financial profile as they get older. Many

have acquired wealth, a home, financial stability and a better credit score than younger
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people. A savvy identity thief can access and be extended more credit for purchases for a

longer period of time if they target an older person with higher credit line availability.

Sidney, a wealthy retired executive learned that his identity was stolen many months
after he and his wife purchased a new home. His loan application, with his 3 in one
credit report attached, revealed his credit score, his checking, savings, and investnzent
accounts, social security number, and all necessary informiationfor an impostor to
become Sidney. His masquerader had gotten a copy of Sidney's loan application and
opened new credit card accounts, purchased computers, electronic equipment, furniture,
rented an apartment, obtained utilities. etc, stealing almost S100,000.

Allan and Marcia are retired and living in a gate guarded communi'y, in a mortgagef iee
home. Theyfelt sure that their mail and finances would be safe inside the gate, yet they
learned that convenience checks were stolen from their mail box, and thousands of dollars
were spent in their name. Also their own checks were stolen, credit cards were opened in
their name, purchases were made across the country using their credit card numbers on the
Internet. After several months, they learned that their "mortgage-free " home now had a
large mortgage and a lender was threateningforclosure.

2. Seniors At Risk for Pre-text Calling

Elderly persons who are weak or ill may be prone to deceptive approaches such as pre-text

calling which is a method that a fraudster can use to extract personal information to then use

to steal from the victim.

David a 70-year-old diabeticfrom Detroit had received a call at 10:00 PM one evening
supposedlyfrom the local court system telling him it was time to serve on jury duty. They
required his social security number, birth date and other personal information Fearful of
repercussions: he answered all the questions posed to him. He never received any callfor
jury duty, but he did receive callsfrom collection agencies several months later regarding
new credit accounts that he hadn 't opened

3. Many Seniors Dependent on Caregivers

Nursing homes and Board and Care Home employees as well as in-home caregivers are often

placed in a tempting situation where they have access to personal information and they are in

a position of trust. Very ill seniors, especially those with Alzheimer's and other disabilities

often are at the mercy of the caregiver to help them with banking, health care information

(which usually includes the social security number) and even Living Trusts and insurance.

Here's an example:
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Mary, a 70 year old blind woman, was living with her adult son who hired a practical nurse
to help his mother while he was at work The nurse 's aid took Mary to doctors'
appointments, the bank, and also to the cleaners -literally andfiguratively- she stole Mary 's
identity using her social security number to obtain credit cards, utilities, a new car, and an
apartment and even left Mary with a warrantfor unpaid parking tickets. The family didn't
learn of the theft until the caregiver was nowhere to befound

4. Older Americans Lack Emotional Energy to Deal with Overwhelming Issues of ID
Theft

Addressing the issues of regaining one's financial creditworthiness is very challenging for
anyone, but the elderly are especially vulnerable when they live alone or have experienced
the loss of their spouse after many years of marriage.

Loraine, a 65 year old widow of a deceased decorated United States Air Force General,
found out several months after her husband's death that his identity was stolen to commit
security crimes and credit card fraud. Not only is she left to deal with her grieving, but also
the tremendous burden of repairing her husband's tarnished reputation and addressing her
own financial disaster of trying to convince the collection agencies that the debts didn't
belong to her late husband Although her identity wasn 't stolen she became the victim.

5. Health Challenges Exacerbate Problems- especially with Criminal ID Theft

George, a 55 year old disabled veteran living in Colorado was suddenly denied his disability
payments, and hit with a large IRS billfor the income that his impostor had earned working
under his name in Tennessee. Upon investigation, we learned that George 's impostor had
also established a criminal record in yet another state and there was a warrantfor George 's
arrest.

Delores, 62, takes kidney dialysis treatment three times a week at a hospital clinic near her
home. She learned that she and several other patients had their identities stolen by an
employee who had access to their personal information. She has nofinancial resources and
no children to help her. Shefeels lost and terrified.

6. The Elderly Victimized by their Children or Relatives - Fearful of Law Enforcement

Sadly some unscrupulous relatives, like vultures, take advantage of the finances and good
nature of their family. They bank on the fact that the victims won't go to the police telling the
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truth about the fraudulent use of their identity and credit. This hinders law enforcement and
may cause the victims' reputation to be ruined.

John Sr. a 75-year-old retired engineer learned that John Jr. had been using dad's credit to
make purchases and buy a car. Rather than turn in his son, John Sr. made payments for
years to the various companies until hefound out that Junior had also taken a second
mortgage on his parents' home. He isfearful of losing his home and doesn 't want to put his
son in jail. His health is failing and his heart is breaking.

7. The Information Age, lightening speed data transfer, and technology overwhelm
seniors
Our aging population has had to adjust to the information age- new technologies, which are
challenging to grasp for those who grew up with typewriters. For many elderly persons, it is
just too overwhelming to get help on the Internet, protect themselves on-line or understand
all the precautions to take on the Internet.

Susan, a 60ish hip grandma, signed up for e-mail and Internet access with a reputable
Internet Service Provider. When she received e-mailfrom her provider asking her to give her
personally identifying information, including her social security number, to renew her
account, shefound out that it was a ploy by hackers to get her information. It was a false e-
mail set up to look like her provider. She later became the victim of identity Theft with
thousands of dollars worth of purchases on the Internet with credit cards she didn't know she
had.

The above cases caused great anguish to the victims who called us. The time spent trying to
regain their lives and the out of pocket costs were minimal compared to the tremendous
emotional turmoil these seniors experience.

11. FINANCIAL AND EMOTIONAL IMPACT ON SENIOR VICTIMS OF
IDENTITY THEFT

1. Financial Aspects:

Most seniors who are victims of credit card fraud are protected by federal law with regard to
the fraudulent charges, however for those who experience ATM VISA and MasterCard fraud
and check fraud, regaining the money into their checking account has been far more
challenging and many victims find they cannot handle the issue without the help of legal
counsel. This of course is an out of pocket cost Additionally, sending letters return receipt
requested, hiring help to type the letters, long distance phone calls, missing time from work,
doctor bills from increased health problems, credit monitoring services, private investigators,
notary fees, and attorney fees all increase the out of pocket costs expenses. Further research
among senior victims will be necessary to assess the true financial devastation. My
experience hearing from the elderly is that if they don't have family members to help them
make the calls and write the letters, and they cannot afford an attorney, they feel
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overwhelmed, give up and pay bills that are fraudulent. Some have reported that they
resorted to bankruptcy since they felt they.had no other choice.

In May of 2000, Calpirg and The Privacy Rights Clearinghouse issued a report entitled
"Nowhere to Turn: Victims Speak Out on Identity Theft". The victims in that study (although
not specifically over 50 years of age) reported an average of 175 hours and $808 in out of
pocket costs - but only 45% of the victims included in the averaged costs considered their
cases to be solved. 55% of those surveyed whose cases were still open reported that their
cases had already been open almost 4 years. Victims reported spending between $30 and
$2000 not including attorney fees. (See www.privacvrights.org/ar/idtheft200O.htm for
complete report)

[1. The Emotional and Psychological Impact on Aging Victims of ID Theft

Victims feel extremely violated by the criminal perpetrator, but even worse, the victims often
experience blame and disbelief by the creditors, lack of cooperation and concern by the credit
reporting agencies, and refusal by law enforcement to investigate.

Victims often report that creditors demand payment, and treat the victim like a deadbeat.
Credit card companies and banks normally refuse to provide documentation of the billing
statements and applications, and may sell the "delinquent" accounts to collection agencies
even after fraud is reported. Then the collection agencies hound victims, threatening
lawsuits.

Victims report great difficulty in contacting the credit reporting agencies since there are no
live persons to assist them upon reporting the fraud. Also reading the credit reports and
understanding them causes great frustration since all three companies use different formats.
Confusion also occurs since the credit report that the consumer receives is different from the
one that the creditor receives. Even after a fraud alert is placed on the credit profile, victims
feel insecure because careless creditors will issue new fraud accounts without any negative
consequences for the creditor or the credit reporting agencies. Many victims also report that
once fraudulent activity is removed from the credit report it may reappear on subsequent
reports without re-reporting from the creditor. Cleaning up the credit mess may take months
or years.

Although most state and federal law ensures that consumer victims have standing to make at
least an informational police report in the jurisdiction where they live, many law enforcement
offices still refuse to issue a report and most victims find that unless there is a suspected
fraud ring or a very high dollar loss, there will be no investigation. If there is no inquiry, the
impostor can strike again- leaving the victim feeling terrified. Hurdle after hurdle causes
feelings of dread, rage and fear.

Identity Theft is a frightening and overwhelming experience for anyone at any age, however
for our older citizens it is often compounded by health challenges and other vulnerabilities
unique to the elderly. This crime is like a cancer in that it strikes without warning and
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disrupts your whole life-it may go into remission, but you don't know when it will strike
again, especially if the impostor isn't caught In only 10% of the cases is there an arrest.

The elderly victims with whom I have personally spoken and those that report to the Privacy
Rights Clearinghouse and the Identity Theft Resource Center all have very similar feelings of
frustration, violation, fear, helplessness, anger, rage, anguish, powerlessness, and even
despair. Victims feel out of control since most do not know who is doing this to them, why
this is happening and they just can't stop it. Those who experience this crime, like victims of
violent crime also experience posttraumatic stress disorder- they report they are unable to
sleep, extreme loss or gain of weight, feelings of isolation, paranoia, intense distrust and even
embarrassment that someone will think that because this happened to them that they are old
and incompetent

The negative psychological response may even cause physiological reactions and physical
manifestations-the stress and anxiety have caused heart palpitations (one of our victims had a
heart attack), high blood pressure, back and neck spasms, shortness of breath, stomach
upsets, headaches, eczema, sexual dysfunction, depression, and night terrors. One distraught
law enforcement fraud investigator in South Florida called me to tell me that one of his
elderly victims committed suicide from the extreme depression she experienced from dealing
with her 'identity theft hell".

Without intervention, many of the elderly seniors could be in great psychological danger. We
recommend emotional counseling services, but encourage the development of strong victim
assistance programs to provide support groups and therapy.

III. WHAT SENIOR CITIZENS CAN AND CANNOT DO TO PROTECT
THEMSELVES FROM IDENTITY THEFT

We've heard numerous identity theft stories- with numbers of victims ranging from 500,000
to over a million a year. In the year 2001 Trans Union, one of the three major credit reporting
agencies, reported an average of 3,500 calls a day to their fraud hotline. Some of those
reporting had lost their wallets or their information was stolen and they had not yet become
victims, so we are not sure of how many of those became victims, however the number is
significant. Our current statistics from the Federal Trade Commission do not reflect the true
extent of Identity Theft, because most victims still do not know to report to that entity- the
credit reporting agencies are still in the best position to share the statistics that they have with
the FTC and should be required to do so to assist in adequate research.

What can elderly victims do to protect themselves? Under current law, they have very little
control how their personal information is disseminated or accessed, but they can do simple
common sense things to minimize their risk-

Here are the top four protection measures:
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1. Get a copy of your credit reports at least twice a year. Carefully scrutinize all information
and correct all errors, including the inquiries. If something looks strange, call and write to the
creditor and place fraud alerts on the credit profiles of the three major credit reporting
agencies. If you monitor your reports and fraud accounts are opened, at least you will
minimize your losses with early notification. Do your-own background search on yourself
once a year to see if any fraudulent criminal activity appears.

2. Don't give out your social security number unless required by law. Don't carry it with you
and if it is on your health care cards, make a copy redacting the first 5 numbers and carry
only the copy with you. Carry as little information about you as possible in your wallet.
Don't submit to the use of your biometric infonmation (fingerprint, iris scan, etc) unless
required by law and you understand the purpose for which it is collected, how it will be
maintained, the secondary use if any, the safeguards ensuring its accuracy and security and
the place to contact if a problem arises.

3. Guard your personal information with great caution. Don't give out information at retail
stores, on warranty cards, when a company calls you on the phone, or on the Internet. Don't
keep personal information on your computer if it is accessible on the Internet. Shred all
documents that you are discarding, including utility bills, check statements, old wills and
trusts, anything with personal and financial information.

4. When dealing with others in a trusted position, such as a caregiver, or a trusted advisor,
make sure you check references, licenses, and other background information. Share as little
personal and financial data with this person as possible, and don't give them responsibility to
manage your assets without your approval- don't give out your ATM VISA pin number or
allow them to sign checks for you. The less access to your financial and personal data the
more secure your identity.

CAUTION- INFORMATION ACCESS BEYOND YOUR CONTROL- MAJOR
CAUSE OF IDENTITY THEFT

Even if you diligently take every precaution delineated on informative web sites such as
www.identitvtheft.orm; or www.privacvrigbts.org or www.idtheftcenter.org or the FTC
website at www.consumer.mov/idtheft and all the other websites that repeat the same advice,
you are still very vulnerable to becoming a victim of identity theft given the present
situation where consumers have no control over limiting access to personal information.
With the tools below, someone can easily masquerade as you and destroy your good name.

1. Mail Theft- although you can minimize your risk with outgoing mail by placing your
checks and payments in the box at the post office and not your own mailbox, you have no
control over insider mail theft by employees, by thieves stealing from mail trucks, post
offices, or from those with whom you do business.

2. Insider- dirty employees, unscrupulous relatives- workplace identity theft is an
epidemic. Your information is stored in your doctor's office, your accountant's office,
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hospitals, nursing homes, dental offices, credit card companies, credit reporting agencies, the
IRS, banks, investment companies, mortgage brokers, etc. You have no idea who has access
to that information and what they may do with it illegally.

3. Hackers-whether or not you use the Internet, your personal information may be sitting on
a computer or a web site and without your knowledge a hacker may get access to that
information and sell it for fraud purposes.

4. Dumpster Diving- Even if you shred all your personal and financial information, you
have no control what governmental and commercial entities are doing with your sensitive
information when they discard it. California and Wisconsin have laws, which require
complete destruction by commercial companies when discarding personal information. This
should be federal law and it should also to governmental agencies as well.

5. Information Brokers-Private investigators and on-line brokers, who are not under strict
scrutiny, gather information about you from various data bases and re-sell that information-
even your social security number. For a price, you can order almost any information you
wish about anyone. With the information obtained one can easily steal another's identity.

6. Obtaining Your Credit Report-many businesses have subscription services with the
credit reporting agencies (real estate offices, attorney offices, lenders, credit card companies,
etc.) Someone can allege that they have a permissible purpose to obtain your credit report
and have all the information needed to assume your identity.

7.Burglary at office buildings, hospitals your home, your car, etc.
A burglar at your bank, an employer, former employer, a former friend or estranged or
disloyal family member, roommates or employees at your home could all steal enough
information to become your "evil twin".

8. Pretext Calling-
Someone intending to get information about you may call your employer, doctor, investment
office, or even your friends or family to gain information to steal your identity.

9. Credit Industry Carelessness
Credit grantors facilitate this crime by issuing credit far too easily. Billions of pre-approved
offers are sent each year without prior consent (a report by the New York Times reported II
Billion pre-approved offers for credit in the year 1999) as are "convenience checks" that can
easily be cashed by an impostor.

Many creditors issue credit to impostors even after fraud alerts are posted on the credit
profile. In their zeal to issue quick credit, credit card companies fail to match names,
addresses and other information to verify identity when issuing credit lines and credit cards.

10. Public Record Access
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Birth Certificates and especially death certificates make identity theft very easy. A death
certificate has the social security number of the deceased. In fact when Kevin Mitnick, the
famous hacker, called to interview me about identity theft (for his radio show) he personally
told me he committed identity theft by stealing the death certificates of young children. Then
he could hide out and work under the assumed names, get credit cards, apartments and all he
needed.

The Myth of Prevention of Identity Theft

The points above are just a few of the ways that your information can be accessed and used
for a criminal purpose without your knowledge or control. When I became a victim, my
impostor had accessed my credit report from a law office when she pretended to be a private
detective who allegedly had a permissible purpose, I had no way to prevent this crime from
happening.

Giving senior citizens tips on how to "avoid" identity theft is misleading. Although we may
educate them to stay conscious and guard their information as best as possible, I urge this
committee to take notice that we should not give any false sense of security to anyone with
regard to identity theft. There are steps that could be taken to prevent financial identity theft
that I will address in my section on "proposed actions to be taken by the private sector and
government."

Clearly, the elderly need to be educated to understand how to minimize the dissemination of
their information, but they should also understand that they must demand accountability by
the various industries that have collected their information. Hopefully, we can collaborate
with the financial industry, governmental entities and all businesses, to see how secure
information handling practices and respect for privacy is a value added to enhance trust with
seniors.

IV. PROPOSED ACTIONS FOR THE GOVERNMENT AND PRIVATE INDUSTRY
TO PREVENT SENIORS FROM BECOMING VICTIMS OF IDENTITY TREFT

1. Both governmental entities and private industry should limit the use of the social
security number since it is the key to identity theft for financial fraud.

As a member of the advisory committee in the Office of Privacy Protection in the
California Office of Consumer Affairs, I had the privilege of assisting in the development of
the recently issued " Recommended Practices for Protecting the Confidentiality of Social
Security numbers" (July 25, 2002 www.orivacv.ca.gov). The following should be considered
by both pubic and private sector entities to protect all consumers. These provisions are
especially beneficial for the protection of seniors.

Recommended Practices for Protecting the Confidentiality of SSNs by the
Office of Privacy Protection of the California Office of Consumer Affairs
The Office of Privacy Protection's recommendations are intended to serve as guidelines to
assist organizations in moving towards the goal of aligning their practices with the widely
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accepted fair information practice principles described below. These recommended practices
address, but are not limited to, the provisions of California Civil Code section 1798.85.

The recommendations are relevant for private- and public sector organizations, and they
apply to the handling of all SSNs in the possession of an organization: those of customers,
employees and business partners.

I. Reduce the collection of SSNs.
Fair Information Practice Principles: Collection Limitation, Use Limitation

* Collect SSNs preferably only where required to do so by federal or state law.

• When collecting SSNs as allowed, but not required, by law, do so only as reasonably
necessary for the proper administration of lawful business activities.

* If a unique personal identifier is needed, develop your own as a substitute for the SSN.

2. Inform individuals when you request their SSNs.
Fair Information Practice Principle: Openness, Purpose Specification

* Whenever you collect SSNs as required or allowed by law, inform the individuals of the
purpose of the collection, the intended use, whether the law requires the number to be
provided or not, and the consequences of not providing the number.

* If required by law, notify individuals (customers, employees, business partners, etc)
annually of their right to request that you do not post or publicly display their SSN or do
any of the other things prohibited in Civil Code Section 1798.85(a). Eliminate public
display of SSNs.

3. Fair Information Practice Principle: Security

* Do not put SSNs on documents that are widely seen by others, such as identification
cards, badges, time cards, employee rosters, bulletin board postings, and other materials.

* Do not send documents with SSNs on them through the mail, except on applications or
forms or when required by law'.

* When sending applications, forms or other documents required by law to carry SSNs
through the mail, place the SSN where it will not be revealed by an envelope window.
Where possible, leave the SSN field on forms and applications blank and ask the
individual to fill it in before returning the form or application.

* Do not send SSNs by email unless the connection is secure or the SSN is encrypted.

* Do not require an individual to send his or her SSN over the Internet or by email, unless
the connection is secure or the SSN is encrypted.

* Do not require individuals to use SSNs as passwords or codes for access to Internet web
sites or other services. Control access to SSNs.

Fair Information Practice Principle: Security

82-327 D-4
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* Limit access to records containing SSNs only to those who need to see the numbers for
the performance of their duties.

* Use logs or electronic audit trails to monitor employees' access to records with SSNs.

* Protect records containing SSNs, including back-ups, during storage by encrypting the
numbers in electronic records or storing records in other media in locked cabinets.

* Do not store records containing SSNs on computers or other electronic devices that are
not secured against unauthorized access.

* Avoid sharing SSNs with other companies or organizations except where required by
law.

* If you do share SSNs with other companies or organizations, including contractors, use
written agreements to protect their confidentiality.

* Prohibit such third parties from re-disclosing SSNs, except as required by law.
* Require such third parties to use effective security controls on record systems containing

SSNs.
* Hold such third parties accountable for compliance with the restrictions you impose,

including monitoring or auditing their practices.

* If SSNs are disclosed inappropriately and the individuals whose SSNs were disclosed are
put at risk of identity theft or other harm, promptly notify the individuals potentially
affected.

* Protect SSNs with security safeguards.
Fair Information Practice Principle: Security

* Develop a written security plan for record systems that contain SSNs.

* Develop written policies for protecting the confidentiality of SSNs, including but not
limited to the following:

* Adopt "clean desk/work area" policy requiring employees to properly secure records
containing SSNs.

* Do not leave voice mail messages containing SSNs and if you must send an SSN by fax,
take special measures to ensure confidentiality.

* Require employees to ask individuals (employees, customers, etc.) for identifiers other
than the SSN when looking up records for the individual.

* Require employees to promptly report any inappropriate disclosure or loss of records
containing SSNs to their supervisors or to the organization's privacy officer.

* When discarding or destroying records in any medium containing SSNs, do so in a way
that protects their confidentiality, such as shredding.Y

* Make your organization accountable for protecting SSNs.

Fair Information Practice Principle: Accountability

• Provide training and written material for employees on their responsibilities in handling
SSNs.

* Conduct training at least annually.
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* Train all new employees, temporary employees and contract employees.

* Impose discipline on employees for non-compliance with organizational policies and
practices for protecting SSNs.

* Conduct risk assessments and regular audits of record systems containing SSNs.

• Designate someone in the organization as responsible for ensuring compliance with
policies and procedures for protecting SSNs.

2. Destruction of Confidential Information-Governmental Agencies and Private Industry
should be required to completely destroy personal infonmation that they are discarding by
shredding, burning or whatever means is necessary to protect the information from dumpster
diving.

3. Governmental and Private industry should be required to truncate credit card
numbers -No company or entity shall print more than the last 5 digits of a credit card
number or account number or the expiration date upon any receipt provided to a cardholder.

4. Security Breach Notification Governmental Agencies and Private industry should be held
accountable to timely notify all employees and or clients or customers of computer security
breaches which have exposed their personal identifying information.

5. Departments of Motor Vehicle Licensing- Bureaus should establish more stringent
monitoring and matching of duplicate licensing and new licenses. A photo ID and a
fingerprint could be matched. Rather than developing a "national ID" with various forms of
biometric information, credit cards and other unnecessary information which would
complicate the process, this national driver's license would have a national data base to help
deter interstate identity theft.

6. Law enforcement agencies should be required to take a report in the jurisdiction where
the identity theft victim lives. Such report should enable the victim to list the fraudulent
accounts so that this report could be sent to the credit reporting agencies to comply with their
policy of blocking the fraud accounts upon receipt of a valid law enforcement report.

7 Law enforcement agencies should be provided funding for task forces in all major
metropolitan areas to include the Secret Service, the Postal Inspector, the Social Security
Inspector, the FBI, INS, State Attorney General and local law enforcement to collaborate in
the investigation and prosecution of these crimes.

8. Local law enforcement agencies in conjunction with the judicial system should assist
victims of criminal identity theft in other jurisdictions within a nation wide coordinated
system. So a victim of criminal identity theft in California whose impostor is in New York
could be declared innocent in New York as well as California. This would entail a national
database of the criminal information and fingerprints. It would contain the order of the true
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person's fingerprints for comparison with the fingerprints of the impostor-criminal in New
York. The court would enter a declaration of factual innocence and any warrants for the
victim would be dismissed. All databases would be corrected so that background checks
would not show the victim as having an arrest or criminal record.

9. Increase penalties for repeat identity theft perpetrators or for "aggravated identity
theft" and for those who commit identity theft for the purpose of committing terrorism.

10. Set up State and Federal Offices for Privacy Protection- There should be a federal
office of privacy protection as well as state offices. The office of privacy protection should
institute an ombudsmen office to assist the elderly and limited English speakers to resolve
identity theft problems.

9. Credit Reporting Agencies:

a. Since most victims do not have notice of the identity theft until they re-finance, apply for a
loan, or are contacted by a creditor, the statute of limitations to file a law suit against a credit
reporting agency should begin within 2 years of the date at which they discovered or should
have known of the fraud.

b. To assist in the monitoring of credit reports, consumers should be entitled to a free credit
report at least once a year in every state.

c. Credit reporting agencies should provide to consumers, upon request, an exact copy of the
credit reports that vendors and creditors receive since often they are different and the
consumer credit report often shows different account information, which causes difficulties
for victims in clearing their credit.

d. Consumers should be able to put a complete freeze on their credit reports in order to
prevent identity theft. This would enable the consumer to prevent their credit report from
being accessed by a creditor without the specific authorization of release. It would be
impossible for an impostor to apply for credit if there were a freeze on the file. The consumer
would have the right to release the file when he so desires by a password or pin number. This
type of legislation recently became law in California.

e. Credit reporting agencies should be required by law to block all fraud including the
fraudulent inquiries upon the receipt of a valid law enforcement report (local police, DMV
investigators, Secret Service) listing the fraud accounts. The burden then shifts to the
creditors to prove that the accounts are not fraudulent. This is presently law in California and
should be codified nationwide. Under this scenario the victim of fraud is innocent until
proven guilty instead of having the burden of proving innocence.
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f. Credit reporting agencies should provide names, addresses and phone numbers of the
companies who accessed the consumer's credit report -(inquiries) with the issuance of a
consumer report so that potential victims could verify the permissible purpose.

g. Credit reporting agencies should notify a consumer by e-mail or First Class mail when
his/her credit report has been accessed. The agency should be allowed to charge a reasonable
fee for this service.

h. Amend the Fair Credit Reporting act to allow for class action lawsuits for violations of the
act by creditors and credit reporting agencies.

i. Credit reporting agencies should set up hotlines with live persons to talk to regarding
identity theft. The same employee in the fraud department should be assigned to a particular
victim.

10. Creditors should be held accountable for protecting seniors and others from identity
theft.

a. The fraudsters' most critical need in committing identity theft is to change the victim's
address to the impostor's address or mail drop. Creditors either extending credit to a new
account or upon being asked to change the address on the account be required to verify the
address change if it is different from the address on its records or the address on the credit
report. The creditor should be required to send a notification and confirmation to the former
as well as the new address. Also if the creditor receives a request for an additional card it
should notify the primary cardholder.

b. Creditor's who issue credit to an impostor after a fraud alert is placed on a credit profile,
should be held liable and assessed a fixed penalty of at least $1000 per occurrence or actual
damages which ever is greater.

c. Upon receiving notification of fraud by a victim of identity theft, a creditor should be
required within 15 days to provide copies of all billing statements, applications and other
correspondence to the victim. The victim may be required to pay reasonable copying costs.

d. Credit grantors should compare and match with the credit report for verification purposes,
at least four pieces of personal information that would identify a consumer applying for
credit.
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e. Credit grantors should utilize their financial discrimination programs to identify changes
in spending habits so they could intervene early and notify consumers of possible fraudulent
activity before it gets out of hand.

f. Creditors should not be allowed to send "convenience checks" without a request by the
consumer.

g. Credit grantors should not be allowed to send pre-approved offers of credit without the
request of the consumer.

11. Information Brokers
a. Information brokers should be subject to the Fair Credit Reporting Act as defined by
statute so as not to shirk their duty to maintain accurate records.

b. Employers or others who order background checks on a consumer should be required to
provide a copy to the consumer upon receipt whether or not the consumer report was used to
hire a prospective employee or any other purpose.

Summary of Problem:

We are living in an easy credit society where information is readily transferred across the

nation in a nano-second on the Internet. Our personal information, worth more than currency,

can be used to apply for numerous credit cards on-line without our knowledge. The fraudster

can do anything we can do and even things we wouldn't do like commit crimes or terrorist

activities. Our nation's aging population, the fastest growing segment of our society, is most

at risk to be victimized by the fastest growing crime of our time.

We must address this problem on a national level to work collaboratively among all

stakeholders to protect our vulnerable seniors and all consumers. With the ease of movement

and communication, a retired veteran in Chicago may have an impostor in New York City

who then sells the data to another criminal in Miami who in turn sells the information to a

fraud ring who intends to sells credit cards to terrorists. These problems are complex,

perplexing and overwhelming for the victims and our country. Governmental agencies and

all businesses must be conscientious concerning the verification of identity, more cautious

about confirmation of address changes, diligent about respecting the privacy and

confidentiality of everyone's information, and enforce proper safeguards against

unauthorized access. When we all work together to enhance privacy protection, our aging
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population will be less susceptible to identity theft, law enforcement will be able to focus on

reducing violent crime, and the financial industry will save billions of dollars.

Thank you for your time and efforts on behalf of our senior citizens.

Mari Frank
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Senator CRAIG. Now, let me turn to Boris Melnikoff. Boris is the
Consultant to the Regional President of the American Bankers As-
sociation, Atlanta, GA, and I understand has just become the
grandfather of a ninth granddaughter, is that correct, Boris?

Mr. MELNIKOFF. That is correct. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator CRAIG. Congratulations.
Mr. MELNIKOFF. Thank you, sir.
Senator CRAIG. Those are special things in one's life.
Mr. MELNIKOFF. At 1:57 yesterday afternoon, sir.
Senator CRAIG. Congratulations. Please proceed, Boris.

STATEMENT OF BORIS F. MELNIKOFF, CONSULTANT TO THE
REGIONAL PRESIDENT, AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION
(ABA), ATLANTA, GA
Mr. MELNIKOFF. Thank you, sir. Stopping identity theft before it

occurs and resolving those unfortunate cases that do occur is of the
utmost importance to the banking industry. Banks have a long,
proud history of securing their customers' information, including
those of senior citizens.

As technology and the Internet have made more information
readily available, we have redoubled our efforts to help educate
consumers about how to prevent and resolve identity theft. Banks
and our customers are partners in protecting information.

This morning, I would like to make three key points. First, the
banking industry has been actively involved in an ongoing effort to
educate consumers on how to protect themselves from identity
thefts. Each one of us can limit vulnerabilities to this crime.

Second, the American Bankers Association has developed videos,
articles, statement stuffers to assist in training bank staff and edu-
cate consumers.

Third, it is important for the private and public sectors to pursue
innovations to improve identification of individuals, beginning, for
example, with the improved standards for drivers' licenses.

Identity. theft harms consumers and banks and severely chal-
lenges law enforcement. We can only be successful in fighting this
crime if we all work together. In 1998, ABA was very supportive
of the changes made by Congress, led by Senator Kyl, which made
it easier for law enforcement to bring action on ID theft cases. Un-
fortunately, at that time, there was no appreciable increase in pros-
ecutions, however, likely due to the high volume of cases that law
enforcement was already engaged in. We were encouraged, how-
ever, by the Justice Department's announcement in May that a na-
tionwide effort has resulted in 73 criminal prosecutions for identity
theft.

Let me now turn to the educational efforts of the industry. ABA
members have been leaders in the private sector's push to educate
consumers. We realize that people need our expertise and guidance
to avoid being victimized. Of course, the first step to combat iden-
tity theft is self-awareness and how you can protect yourself. I have
included in my written statements tips on protecting one's personal
information. Taking many small steps, while not eliminating iden-
tity theft, will diminish the frequency of the crime.

Let me highlight a few examples of what the ABA has done. Just
yesterday, I did a radio tour where I was interviewed on 15 radio
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stations from coast to coast talking about ID theft prevention.
These stations collectively reached an estimated 9.5 million listen-
ers.

Second, the ABA has distributed to all its members a theft com-
munication kit. This kit contains, Senator, public service announce-
ments, sample statement stuffers, sample newspaper columns that
a banker could tailor to his or her community. We have provided
a copy of this kit to the committee.

Senator CRAIG. Thank you.
Mr. MELNIKOFF. ABA also offers a separate statement stuffer for

banks to use in mailing to consumers, with close to six million dis-
tributed across the country already.

Finally, the ABA has sent 1,200 copies of a video produced by JP
Morgan Chase and Company to our members. A copy of the tape
has also been supplied to the committee, sir.

While the ABA has done a considerable amount of work in this
area, we realize the individual industry efforts must continue. For-
tunately, many of our members are engaged in similar efforts
across the country. I continue to witness superb examples of indus-
try's outreach, many of which I have mentioned in my statement.

Mr. Chairman, the ABA urges government leadership directed at
improving methods of identifying individuals. There is no better
way to protect against fraud and terrorism than by improving the
identification documents used to complete financial transactions.
Specifically, we believe in the efforts to improve how States issue
drivers' licenses is of particular importance.

Thank you for the opportunity to update the committee on the
industry efforts in this important area.

Senator CRAIG. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Melnikoff follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, I am Boris Melnikoff, a member of the American

Bankers Association's Fraud Prevention Oversight Council and Consultant to the Regional

President with BB&T in Atlanta, Georgia. I am here on behalf of the American Bankers

Association to address industry efforts to protect consumers from the problem of identity theft.

ABA brings together all categories of banking institutions to best represent the interests of

this rapidly changing industry. Our membership, which includes community, regional and money

center banks and holding companies, as well as savings associations, trust companies and savings

banks, makes ABA the largest banking trade association in the country.

Identify theft is on the rise. Stopping ID theft before it occurs and resolving those

unfortunate cases that do occur is of utmost importance to the banking industry. Banks have a long

and proud history of securing their customers' information. As technology and the Intemet have

made more information readily available - for better or worse - we have redoubled out efforts to

help educate consumers about how to prevent and resolve cases of identity theft. Banks and our

customers are partners in protecting information.

The Cominttee has asked us to outline current efforts on the part of banks to protect

customers from identity theft ABA is pleased to discuss these efforts as the education of

consumers and the training of bank employees is crucial in detecting and preventing identity theft

AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIAMlON
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In my statement, I would like to make three key points:

> The banking industry has been actively involved in the ongoing effort to educate

consumers on how best to protect themselves from being victimized by identify thieves.

Consumer education begins with the recognition that each, of us can limit our

vulnerabilities to this crime.

• The American Bankers Association has developed many materials for our member banks

- including videos, articles and statement stuffers - to assist in training bank personnel

on identity theft prevention and to facilitate outreach programs in banks' communities.

> It is important for the private and public sectors to pursue technological innovations to

improve individual identification techniques, beginning, for example, with improved

standards for the issuance of drivers' licenses, in order to better combat identify theft at

the time the thief seeks to profit from it.

Identity theft harms consumers, financial institutions and severely challenges law

enforcement. The efforts mentioned below are only successful if these three groups work in tandem.

What is Identity Theft and What Can We Do to Stop this Crime?

In general terms, identity theft occurs when someone uses another's personal identifying

information (name, address, social security number or other related information) to commit any of a

wide array of fraud. This ranges from using another's name to obtain a cell phone or apartment

lease, to using the information to open credit card accounts, obtain a mortgage, and even commit

more heinous crimes such as terrorism.

In specific terms, according to the federal law covering this activity (18 USC 5 1028), it is a

crime for anyone to:

AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION
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Knowingly [transfer] or [use], without lawful authority, a means of identification of

another person with the intent to commit, or to aid or abet, any unlawful activity that

constitutes a violation of Federal law, or that constitutes a felony under any applicable

State or local law.

Measuring the scope of identity theft is not an easy task. There have been a number of

statements issued by law enforcement, consumer groups and the media attempting to measure the

scope of the identity theft problem. For example, Attorney GeneralJobn Ashcroft has stated that

an "estimated 500,000 to 700,000 Americans have their identity stolen" each year. Regardless of the

precise number of cases, one thing is clear: identity theft is a major concern to consumers and

financial institutions alike, and all of us can do more to address this potentially devastating crime.

In 1997, when changes to Section 1028 were first being debated, the American Bankers

Association was very supportive of efforts, led by Senator Kyl, to add additional tools to help bring

perpetrators of ID theft to justice. ABA released a strong statement of support on this measure to

Senator Kyl, pointing out: "As an industry that works with law enforcement in constantly combating

fraud and other criminal acts against financial institutions, we are grateful for your interest in adding

prosecutorial tools to this effort."

Unfortunately, even after the changes proposed by Senator Kyl were made to the federal law

on identity theft in 1998 - which made it easier for law enforcement to bring an action in

these cases - there was no appreciable increase in prosecutions. We were encouraged, however, by

the Justice Department announcement in May that a nationwide effort, led by U.S. Attorneys has

resulted in 73 criminal prosecutions for identity theft. Nonetheless, it appears that a primary reason

prosecutions have not increased is because losses on typical identity theft cases have fallen below the

dollar threshold set by law enforcement that would trigger their active involvement. Our industry

remains concerned about those high thresholds that must be reached before an identity theft case is

considered for prosecution. Therefore, we believe more needs to be done, and we applaud the

Justice Department's recent initiatives in this area.

Banking institutions already dedicate substantial resources towards assisting law enforcement

in its efforts, and continue to do more everyday. For example, banks have a new, affirmative duty to

AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION
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report ID theft under the "Suspicious Activity Report" (SAR) regulations. This requirement (of the

Financial Crimes Enforcement Network's (FinCEN)) to specifically file SARs on identity theft

provides a vital avenue for reporting this crime.' This will not only help facilitate prosecutions, but

will also provide better data on the extent and nature of the crime. This, in turn, will help focus the

training for bank staff and give the government a better feel for where banks are finding this fraud.

With this information, banks now have another means to assist identity theft victims in getting their

cases reviewed by law enforcement.

The Banking Industry Has Been Actively Involved in the Ongoing Effort to

Educate Consumers

The members of the American Bankers Association have been leaders in the private sector's

push to educate consumers about how they can protect themselves. Central to prevention is the

recognition that each of us can limit our vulnerabilities to this crime. We realize that people need

our expertise and guidance to avoid being victimized. As several government agencies, such as the

Federal Trade Commission, the United States Secret Service and the Postal Service have done, the

banking industry has offered a number of tips to consumers on protecting one's personal

information.

For example, on the following page, I have included many common sense precautions we can

all take. This listing was written by Lynne Sanders of JP Morgan Chase & Co. for the May/June

issue of ABA Bank Compliance Magazine.
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Precautionary Measures to Stop ID Thefte

The following list provides tips on how you - and your bank customers - can stop an ID
theft before it happens. Proactive measures provide the best protection for your assets and
your good name.

1 Do not give out financial infonmation such as checking account and credit card numbers -
and especially your Social Security Number - on the phone unless you initiate the call and
know the person or organization you're dealing with.

2. Do not pre-print your driver's license, telephone, or Social Security numbers on your checks.

3. Report lost or stolen checks immediately. Also, review new checks to make sure none has
been stolen in transit.

4 Store cancelled checks - and new checks - in a safe place.

5. Guard your personal identification numbers (PINs) for your ATM and credit cards, and do
not write on or keep your PINs with your cards. You should also guard your ATM and credit
card receipts. Thieves can use them to access your accounts.

6. Be creative in selecting personal identification numbers for your ATM and credit cards, and
passwords that enable you to access other accounts. Do not use birth dates, part of your
Social Security Number or driver's license number, address, or children's or spouse's names.
Remember If someone has stolen your identity, he or she probably has some or all of this
information.

7. If you receive financial soliritations that you're not interested in, tear them up before
throwing them away, so thieves can't use them to assume your identity. Shred or make
unreadable any other finanrial documents, such as bank statements or invoices, before
disposing of them.

8. Do not put outgoing mail in or on your mailbox. Drop it into a secure, official Postal Service
collection box. Thieves may use your mail to steal your identity.

9. If regular bills fail to reach you, call the company to find out why. Someone may have filed a
false change-of-address notice to divert your information to his or her address.

10. If your bills include suspicious items, do not ignore them. Instead, investigate immediately to
head off any possible fraud before it occurs.

11. Periodically contact the major credit reporting companies to review your file and make certain
the information is correct.

For a small fee, you can obtain a copy of your credit report at any time. (Please note that in some-
states or municipalities, you may be legally entitled to these reports free of charge. Check with the
credit bureau when ordering the report) The three major credit bureaus and their phone numbers
follow:

Equifax (800) 685-1111

Experian (800) 682-7654

TransUniop (890) 916-8800

t See Lvnne Sanders, "Stopping ID Theft in It's Tracks," ABA Bank Compliance, May/June 2001, pgs. 35-39.

AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION
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ABA members have worked diligently to see to it that these types of "ID Theft Primers" are

communicated frequently to both customers directly and to bank employees for outreach to the

community. One of the best resources to combat identity theft is self-awareness of how you can

protect yourself. We believe that taking many of these small steps, while not eliminating identity

theft, will diminish the frequency of this crime.

The American Bankers Association Has Developed Many Materials for Our

Member Banks

Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, with my long history in corporate security, I

am very pleased to report that the banking industry and our leading trade group, the American

Bankers Association, have been tremendous examples of how to increase awareness of this invidious

crime.

> In 2000, the American Bankers Association distributed to allof its members an "ID

Theft Communications Kit." This kit, available on the ABA's website, was designed

to help bank employees deliver the message of ID Theft prevention to consumers

throughout the country. The kit contains public setvice announcements, sample

statement stuffers and a sample newspaper column that a bank official could tailor to

his or her community. We have provided a copy of this kit to the Committee.

> In the same year, ABA distributed a Video News Release (VNR) to promote public

awareness of identity theft that reached an estimated 28.6 million viewers. To reach

radio listeners with the same message, ABA staff and bank officials presented

prevention tips to an estimated 10.8 million listeners. For the print media, ABA

distributed a column that generated 1,008 newspaper articles with a readership

estimated to be nearly 41 million.

> On a continual basis, ABA offers separate statement stuffers for banks to use in

mailings to consumers, with close to six million distributed across the country.

AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION
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Moreover, the Association makes sure that its various banker-training programs

include sessions on identity theft. For example, at the 2001 ABA Regulatory

Compliance Conference, a three-hour session was held for compliance officers,

attorneys and auditors on privacy, identity theft and information security. We

duplicated that effort in June of this year at the 2002 event. Another training delivery

mechanism, the phone briefing, has also been used to communicate the message on

prevention. ABA has been fortunate to have representatives from the Secret Service

and the nationally known identity theft trainer, Robert Douglas (President of

American Privacy Consultants), to assist in these efforts. ABA has also sponsored

Mr. Douglas to provide identity theft and pretext calling prevention-training seminars.

I have attached an article that highlights the benefits of these seminars.

> The ABA has also created a web page devoted completely to fraud solutions,

including a page with consumer tips on identity theft prevention/solutions, and has

endorsed the FTC's "KnowFraud" education campaign. The website also provides

important links to various agency websites that cover this type of fraud.

> Finally, the Association was able to take advantage of an excellent training video on

pretext calling and identity theft produced by JP Morgan Chase & Co. ABA has

repackaged that tape for broad distribution to our membership. To date, we have sent

out over 1,200 of these tapes and continue to provide the product free of charge to

ABA members. A copy of this tape has also been supplied to the Committee.

While the ABA has done considerable work in this area, we realize that individual industry

efforts must continue. Fortunately, many of our members are engaged in similar efforts around the

country. I continue to witness superb examples of industry outreach, a few of which I want to share

with the committee:

> Bank ofAmerica and the National Consurners League

Bank of America has recently announced a customer protection campaign, created in

partnership with the National Consumers League to help educate consumers about identity

theft. The project, called the "Invasion of the ID Snatchers," includes public service

AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION
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announcements, a web site with tips for avoiding identity theft, and a variety of other

materials consumers can use to protect their privacy on the Internet and elsewhere.

The new web site indudes tips for consumers on preventing and recovering from identity

theft, as well as a very useful overview of common scenarios explaining bow thieves steal

personal information and what they are able to do with it.

In addition, Bank of America has also issued press releases on some broad-based e-mail

scams. Media coverage resulting from the press releases have added value as they reach

beyond the individual institution's customers to the public at large. ABA also urges the

government to continue to issue fraud warnings through press releases and other

communications to notify trade groups.

> California Bankers Association and ElderAbuse Prevention

A member of ABA's Compliance Executive Cotmmittee is chairing the California Bankers

Association's task force on financial elder abuse prevention. They are working with a

consortium that is producing an educational videotape for banks, as well as model

procedures and policies. Similar efforts are underway in other states and localities.

> Commerce Bank and Trust (Topeka, Kansas)

Bank officials from Commerce Bank and Trust have given presentations to senior groups,

induding the Topeka Chapter of the AARP, on the various ways people can protect their

personal information. In addition, the bank explains the process for credit reputation

restoration and how to minimize fraud losses. This is just one example of hundreds of

similar events occurring throughout the country.

> JP Morgan Cbase & Co.

Several other large institutions have made identity theft outreach a major priority. In the

previously mentioned ABA Bank Compliance article,JP Morgan Chase & Co. emphasized

its education of both employees and the public. In 2000,JP Morgan Chase launched a

nationwide awareness campaign that induded both proactive and reactive measures. Two

events are particularly important to cite. Programs were held in Houston and New York that

ASiRICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION
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focused on elderly and minority members of those comtnunities and the need to increase

awareness of identity theft Other participants included the U.S. Postal Inspectors Officer,

the FTC, and AARP.

> Comeica

Comerica, based in Detroit, hosted an "Identity Protection Week" and developed a

"Victim's Recovery Kit" which includes sample letters to credit bureaus and financial

institutions, as well as a log for recording actions taken to report the crime. This type of

assistance especiay helps those who are unsure of how to manage the information

minefields that accompany this fraud.

Improvement Needed for Issuance of Identification

Mr. Chairman, while there remains some debate on what other options exist to improve the

ability of banks and consumers to protect consumers against ID theft and punish those that comnmit

this crime
3
, ABA urges consideration of new government leadership directed toward improving

identifications. Specifically, the Congress should direct its attention to the nascent move to improve

the current system of how states issue drivers licenses. There is no better way to protect against

fraud and terrorism then by improving the identification documents used to complete financial and

other business transactions. The American Association of Motot Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA)

has offered an excellent outline of bow to proceed. AAMVA has urged Congress, and ABA

concurs, that there needs to be "minimum compliance standards and requirements that each state

must adopt when issuing a license." We urge Congress to schedule additional hearings on this

important topic as soon as possible.

- Thank you for the opportunity to update the committee on our industry's efforts in the

important arca of educating the public on the identity theft issue.

3 The Attorney General and the Chairnan of the Federal Trade Cornmission have endorsed another proposa

(S. 2541) that enhances the Federal law covering identity theft The measure, anaong other duings, creates a new
crime of aggravated identity theft If this change can help prosecutors take cases the industry certainly supports
that go2L

AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION
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Identity Theft Prevention Workshops
By Patrick Dalton

Because of the nationwide
increase in identity theft and
bank fraud, ABA has con-

tracted with highly respected sacu-
rity expert Rob Douglas, CEO of
American Privacy Consultants
Inc., Oak Creek, Colo., to provide
identity theft prevention work-
shops for banks. Tom Scalavino,
group vice presidentlcompliance

was one of the issues we were very
concerned about. We felt his book-
let from ABA on pretext calling
("Privacy and Information Security
- An Awareness Guide") was
very good, and we made it the
basis for our initial in-house train-
ing. We also addressed various pri-
vacy issues with him. He was very
knowledgeable. We asked Rob for
his assistance on conducting pre-
text calling tests within the bank.

J't.:;t.= .flNaUBS;;[_=:

I truly believe that anyone who

invites Rob Douglas to their

bank to enhance identity theft

training and pretext calling

training will benefit immensely.

Scalavino I strongly recommend him.

was primarily for employees and
officers whom we felt were in the
front line of receiving calls that
might compromise customer infor-
mation security, if one was not
properly trained nor sufficiently
vigilant Between the two sessions,
about 140 employees attended.

0. What are some of the
things thatjumped out at the
em loyees?

B.5 I think they were alarmed
as to how easy it is for someone to
initiate pretext calls and imperson-
ate someone else. They learned
how certain individuals access the
Internet to make false IDs. The
ease of buying and sharing infor-
mation on the Internet was very
scary and quite enlightening to all
of our employees. Rob demonstrat-
ed how information brokers pre-
tend to be somebody else, such as
claiming they work for an insur-
ance company. They attempt to
obtain some information from one
employee, and then they call back
and get more information from
someone else. That was very
informative to our personnel.

Rob also discussed several
information broker stings he has
been involved in. He showed a
videotape spotlighting an informa-
tion broker bragging on how easy
it was to get information. The
employees heard that, and I think
it placed them on guard quite a bit
more.

See Identity TheftlP

officer at Compass Bank in New
Bedford, Mass., recently hired
Douglas to conduct a workshop for
employees at his institution. ABA
Bankers News asked Scalavino to
talk about the workshop and some
of the things the employees
learned.

Q. How did you hear about
Rob?

A. I had read various articles
'noting Rob on pretext calling.

bsequently, I met him at the
ABA Compliance Conference in
Washington, D.C., last year. That's
how it all started. Pretext calling

Based on his experience and back-
ground, we felt Rob would certain-
ly be of great assistance to us in
pretext calling training and identity
theft prevention training.

Q. How did the workshop
work?

A. We invited Rob to New
Bedford to conduct two three-hour
sessions -one on April I0 and
another on April I1. We encour-
aged individuals from every func-
tional area of the bank - loan
officers, loan processors, assistant
branch managers and branch man-
agers etc. to attend. The training
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Identity Theft Prevention
T'om page 1

Q. What impressed you
personally?

I had heard Rob speak
at the ABA Compliance Conf-
erence, but actually seeing how
the information is so easily
and readily available for any-
one who wants to impersonate
someone else really got my
attention. These people have
no conscience. They are just
out for the money, and they sell
the information.

Rob went over the case of
Amy Boyer, the Nashua, N.H.,
girl who was killed by a stalker
after he paid about $220 to an
Internet information broker to
obtain the address where she
worked. Amy's story really
stood out and had a tremendous
n act on everyone.

Q. Does the identity theft
training have any implications for

the terrorism issue?
A. Yes. The ease with which

these individuals can create vari-
ous identities and impersonate peo-
ple has a tremendous impact on
terrorism. It emphasizes how care-
ful we must be in complying with
established account-opening proce-
dures to ensure that we identify the
party in front of us. We must be
very alert during every transaction,
and be sure to know your cus-
tomer. It is not simply obtaining an
ID and quickly writing some infor-
mation down by rote. It's making
sure the description on the ID
matches the individual in front of
you. That's another important
reminder folks walked away with
- to be much more attentive dur-
ing account-openings.

Q. What kind of reviews did
Rob's presentation get from the
employees?

1ei. I have 40 or 50 evaluations.
and they are all along the same

lines: "Excellent meeting." "Great
information on a very serious sub-
ject." "I thought the presentation
was very informative, and Rob is a
fantastic instructor." Numerous
employees thought the information
also helped them personally -
specifically, to be somewhat more
cautious and a bit more protective
of themselves, and to be more
aware of their own accounts, their
own surroundings and how they
discard their personal mail.

Q. Would you recommend
Rob's workshop to other bankers?

A; I truly believe that anyone
who invites Rob Douglas to their
bank to enhance identity theft
training and pretext calling training
will benefit immensely. I strongly
recommend him.

For more information on
the identity theft prevention
workshops, go to wwvw.
privacytoday.com or call Rob
Douglas at 970-736-1060..

Jul 9, 200 A_ Bakrewen
July 9, 2002 ABA Bankers News Reprint
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Senator CRAIG. With the indulgence of the panel and the audi-
ence, there is a vote underway and my primary responsibility being
in this body is to vote. So we will stand in recess for a few mo-
ments while I run and vote and I will return as quickly as I can
to proceed with the balance of the panel and questioning.

The committee will stand in recess. [Recess.]
If I could ask everyone to take their seats and for the panel to

reassemble, please.
Boris, we just finished with you, and let me tell you that the ef-

fort that it appears the American Bankers Association has under-
way with both public outreach, but also education of professional
staff of employees sounds impressive and is important and I am
glad to hear that.

Now, let me turn to Stuart Pratt, Executive Director, Consumer
Data Industry Association here in Washington. Stuart, welcome be-
fore the committee.

STATEMENT OF STUART K. PRATT, VICE PRESIDENT, GOVERN-
MENT RELATIONS, CONSUMER DATA INDUSTRY ASSOCIA-
TION, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. PRATT. Mr. Chairman, thank you for inviting us here today,

and for the record, I am Stuart Pratt, Vice President, Government
Relations, for the Consumer Data Industry Association.

Senator CRAIG. That is a much more impressive title than I gave
you.

Mr. PRATT. But I appreciate the promotion, actually.
Senator CRAIG. All right. Thank you. [Laughter.]
Mr. PRATr. We are the association which represents all of the na-

tion's largest credit reporting systems, check approval systems, and
mortgage reporting systems, and so, obviously, we play a very cen-
tral role in these types of debates.

In fact, we applaud you for holding this hearing because identity
theft is a pernicious crime. It is a difficult crime for everyone in-
volved. We all end up, as a result of the criminals' activities, trying
to untangle this snarl of accounts and information, and sometimes
it goes smoothly and sometimes it goes very well, and then some-
times you have seen cases where it does not go as smoothly as we
would like for it to go.

We thought we would focus on just two messages today in terms
of, first of all, what have we been doing as an industry to try and
work through and actually alter practices, business practices, that
will make it easier for victims to keep their information safe and
sound and to bring their credit history back to whole, and also, we
wanted to focus, as well, on consumer education and how edu-
cational efforts, we think, do play an extraordinarily important
role.

We looked at this issue as far back as 1997, and by March of
2000, we had issued a six-point program that would assist victims.
The six-point program is outlined in a press release which is at-
tached to the testimony today. Let me just highlight a couple of key
steps that we thought were particularly important in this six-point
program.

First, we standardized the security alert. When you contact the
credit bureau, one of the first steps we will take is to put a security
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alert on your file. It is a text message and it says, "I have been
a victim of identity theft. Please do not grant credit. For example,
here are telephone numbers you can use to verify who I am." Obvi-
ously, if you have a telephone number and you are standing in
front of the consumer, unless you have a cell phone strapped to
your hip, there should be some interplay there that allows a lender
to be able to make a better risk decision about who they are doing
business with.

By standardizing the alerts, both in terms of the text itself and
also by adding an alphanumeric sequence, which is a fancy way of
saying a code, at the beginning of the security alert, we think this
better enables every one of our lender customers to be able to look
for that alert message, to look for the code, and to take the actions
that they think are appropriate based on that information.

So that obviously gives us a way of, downstream, trying to help
the consumer stay whole, because that alert message remains on
the file and it is a decision that we make jointly with the consumer
during the consumer relations process.

We also know that consumers like standardization across the
spectrum, so there are three major credit reporting systems in this
country and most consumers we interviewed, by the way, in our
process, said, we would like to have the same kind of treatment
each time so we do not have to go through three different versions
of the treatment.

In this case, what we did is we said, we will do three things first
for the consumer. When you contact us, even if you are just leaving
a message on an automated voice attendant, we are going to put
a security alert on your file. We are going to take you off of any
direct mail offers of credit, opt you out of any non-initiated trans-
action, so only when you go and apply for credit will your credit
report be used. Third, we will get your report to you in the mail
within three business days, often quite a bit sooner than that, and
obviously, there are Internet deliverables, as well, today. But those
three steps ensure the consumer has a better continuity across the
three credit reporting systems.

Then we also designed a system on the back end which is our
attempt to be responsive to the fact that identity theft is more lon-
gitudinal than some other types of crime. It is more difficult for us
to know, is it over? Am I finished? Or do I still have a problem that
is latent, that is out there? Is there more credit that I just am not
aware of yet that was not yet reported to the credit bureau, for ex-
ample?

So over the course of the next 90 days, once we have brought a
file back to current, we will then send the consumer additional cop-
ies of his or her file with the 800 number, with access to live per-
sonnel. It keeps the consumer engaged-and this would be true for
a senior or for any other consumer who is a victim-keeps them en-
gaged. Look at your file. Tell us if there is something else wrong
with that file so we can take care of that.

Now, we also knew that consumers wanted escalated services.
We want to be believed. That is one of the key points that many
consumers have said. How hard is it to prove who I am? So we
agree with all the testimony that has said, get a police report. If
you get a police report, we will immediately with that police report
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block the fraudulent information. We will not wait to check with
the lender. We will take your word for it. The police report is a
validating document for us. We will block the fraudulent data. This
should give a consumer a chance to get on with their life much
more quickly and to be able to bring their credit report whole much
more quickly, as well.

Finally, we do accept the FTC's standardized fraud affidavit,
which again reduces the paperwork burden, if you will, for victims,
and that is another key component of this. How many different af-
fidavits do I complete? How much money do I have to pay to have
them notarized, and so on and so forth.

We think consumer education is another key component of this,
and I know a lot of times we talk about consumer education as a
replacement for other actions. But as you can see, we have taken
procedural actions with our business model to change what we do
for victims. But consumer education clearly allows us, for example,
to be able to partner up, and in our case, we committed ourselves
to partnering up with a group called Call for Action. We did
produce a brochure, and this brochure is maybe in some ways a
simplified version of the type of information that the Federal Trade
Commission promulgates. We, in fact, encourage consumers to con-
tact the FTC.

We also promulgate information on victims' rights under the law
and encourage consumers to understand their rights under the law.
For every citizen, by the way, the Fair Credit Reporting Act is not
obvious, and so we produce a flow chart that says very simply, this
is what should happen when you contact the credit bureau, dispute
your information, and get that information corrected.

We have seen more data, and we have indicated this in our testi-
mony, where data shows that we are making progress. More con-
sumers are calling our fraud units, taking a preventative step, so
maybe that is the last, most important point I can leave with you.
As opposed to calling and saying, "I am a victim," the majority are
calling and saying, "I want to take a preventative step to make
sure I do not become a victim." That is good news in terms of the
consumer education.

Let me close with that. I see my time has expired and I am open
for questions and I thank you for the time that you have.

Senator CRAIG. Stuart, thank you for that testimony.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Pratt follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee, thank you for this opportunity to appear before

the Senate Special Committee on Aging. For the record, I am Stuart Pratt, vice president,

government relations for the Consumer Data Industry Association.

CDIA, as we are commonly known, is an international trade association representing

approximately 500 consumer information companies that provide credit and mortgage reporting

services, fraud prevention and risk management technologies, tenant and employment screening

services, check fraud prevention and verification products, and collection services, as well.

We commend you for holding this hearing on the crime of identity fraud. It is an equal-

opportunity crime that can affect any of us. Identity fraud is a particularly invasive form of fraud

where consumers, consumer reporting agencies and creditors must untangle the snarl of

fraudulent accounts and information resulting from a criminal's actions. The task can be

frustrating, and, in severe cases, time-consuming for all concerned.

The Committee has asked us to outline our members' efforts to protect consumers from identity

fraud. In that regard, let me focus on two points today:

* CDIA members have been at the forefront of efforts to understand the nature of this

crime for years and they have established victim assistance procedures, which go beyond

the requirements of any law.
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* Consumer education is a mainstay of any successful campaign to reduce the incidence of

identity fraud. Though preliminary, some data indicate that industry and governmental

efforts to reach consumers is working.

CDIA Voluntary Victim Assistance Programs:

In March of 2000, the CDIA issued a news release (included with this testimony) which outlined

the credit reporting industry's six-point victim assistance program. Ours was the first industry to

step forward and not merely educate its members about the problems consumers experienced, but

to seek specific changes in business practices. These ID fraud victim assistance initiatives were

the culmination of internal reviews of current processes by senior fraud personnel; interviews

with law enforcement, victims and privacy advocates; as well as input from our association's

outside counsel to this effort, former Vermont Attorney General, M. Jerome Diamond. The

industry's voluntary initiatives became effective on January 1, 2001, and while our attached

news release outlines all six initiatives, let me highlight a few for the Committee.

Standardizing Security Alerts - Prior to the CDIA's initiative, the three credit reporting

systems were already voluntarily administering a system of security alerts, which are text

messages (often accompanied by a code) included in a consumer's credit report, which notify

lenders and other users of the report of the fact that a consumer has contacted the credit reporting

system and believes that he or she is a victim of identity fraud. The alerts contain, at the

consumer's request, one or two telephone numbers for the lender to use in contacting the

consumer to verify that he or she is truly seeking a new line of credit or other service.
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The CDIA's initiative sought to improve the effectiveness of these alerts in two important ways:

- The text of the security alerts is now standardized with the goal of ensuring that the

consumer's request is honored regardless of which credit reporting system is used by a

lender.

- The text message is now preceded by an alpha-numeric code that ensures that even in a

computer-to-computer transmission, the fact that a security alert is part of a consumer's

file is easily identified by the lender's system.

The security alert is transferred with any consumer credit report, whether it is a highly codified

version, or summarized or otherwise formatted for a particular lender's system.

Standardizing the First Three Steps - In our interviews with consumer victims, we learned

that consistency of experience is important. When consumers learn that they are victims of

identity fraud, they are often advised to order a copy of their file disclosure (i.e., credit report)

from each of the three credit reporting systems. Under the CDIA initiative, when consumers call

any one of the automated systems to order their file disclosures, they can now have confidence

that the same three key steps will be taken:

- A security alert will be added to the consumer's file ensuring that if a criminal is still

active, that subsequent lenders will know that the consumer may be a victim of identity

fraud.
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- The consumer's file will be opted-out of any direct-mail offers of credit or insurance,

thus ensuring that only where the consumer initiates a transaction will the consumer's file

be accessed.

- The consumer's file will be placed in the mail to the consumer within three business

days or the consumer's request.

Following Up - Consumers victims expressed frustration with the difficulty of knowing whether

or not the crime was "over." In an effort to help consumer victims stay actively involved with

our members where ID fraud has occurred, CDIA's credit reporting members altered their

practices. Specifically, after a consumer's file has been corrected and the fraudulent data has

been removed through a traditional reinvestigation process, our members will then continue to

send the ID fraud victim additional copies of his or her file during the next 90 days. With each

file, the consumer will have a toll-free number, which provides access to live personnel and thus,

if the consumer spots additional problems with the file, he or she can contact our members

quickly and have the problem resolved. This 90-day service extends beyond the requirements of

the Fair Credit Reporting Act (15 U.S.C. Sec. 1681 et seq.) and helps mitigate the effects of this

longitudinal crime.

New Victim Assistance Procedures and Police Reports - Victims of identity fraud want to be

believed when they claim that they are victims of the crime, and they want their situation

addressed quickly. Our members looked for a safe and sound process to meet this need and as

you can see in our attached letter to the Federal Trade Commission, our members have not only

committed themselves to removing fraudulent data upon request of a victim who has a police

report, but we have coordinated this effort with the FTC's ID Theft Clearinghouse. Following are
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the comments of J. Howard Beales, IL, Director of the FTC's Bureau of Consumer Protection,

regarding our members' program.

"Another collaborative effort with tremendous promise is your new police repon initiative. Through this
program, the three agencies have agreed to block any credit line when they receive from the consumer a
copy of the police report documenting the identity theft. And, last year the IACP passed a resolution
encouraging local law enforcement toissue policereports tolD theft victims.' We'redoingourparitoo,
developing a training video with IACP to encourage the police to issue the reports. I appreciate that certain
consumer-based initiatives require you to balance accuracy issues -knowing that the consumer's report
contains all relevant credit information, including derogatory reports - against customer service. From my
perspective, your police repon initiative strikes just the right balance. You have an assurance of the
consumer's good faith, evidenced through the official police report, and the consumer will be untouched by
the false negative information. I encourage the ACB and its members to continue developing programs and
systems that ease the burden on identity theft victims."2

Acceptance of the FTC Fraud Affidavit - The FTC undertook a complex and laudable task of

trying to simplify an ID fraud victim's paperwork burden by creating a single affidavit for

multiple uses. A number of our members participated in the work group discussions which lead

to the creation of this new form and all of the CDIA's nationwide credit reporting system

members accept this affidavit.

CDIA and Consumer Education

Any time a crime is identified, we all want to find the one "silver bullet" which will stop it in its

tracks. In reality, layers of efforts and, in some cases, years of work are necessary to truly reduce

the incidents of a particular type of crime. In our visits with law enforcement and with consumer

groups, it was evident to the members of the CDIA that procedural changes are important, but

that consumer education, focused on prevention and post-victim assistance, was essential.

Inantutiant Aocitarion of tief of tPolim Cbtg Identity Thei,.(Nmv. 5 ,2000) avaitLbk at
ham/Dluvw,',rliara n i i msol atuon2r)2tnidttheft
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A Commitment to Call for Action - The CDIA committed financial resources and technical

expertise to support the efforts of Call for Action, a consumer educational organization, which is

reaching out aggressively to consumers and ID fraud victims. Enclosed with this testimony is a

practical, easily understood brochure developed by Call for Action with the assistance of the

CDIA. The brochure has been distributed to:

- National and state law enforcement agencies.

- States attorneys general and consumer protection offices.

- Military barracks and educational institutions.

- Call for Action regional affiliate offices.

- CDIA members.

Call for Action reports that more than 200,000 ID fraud brochures have been distributed and

another 100,000 are going to print. Further, the information in the brochure is also available on

their website and Call for Action reports that they have had more than 125,0000 visitors view

their ID fraud information. The brochure, produced by Call for Action, is available at:

www.callforaction.orglidtheftintro.html.

Call for Action's efforts also include the production of a video news release (VNR). Their VNR

reached 6.7 million viewers nationwide. The VNR included interviews with the FTC and, again,

highlighted a message of steps for prevention and for post-victim assistance.

Making sure victims understand their rights - In addition to the many voluntary steps

members of the CDIA have taken on behalf of consumer victims, our members must also comply

2 Excerpt from a speech delivered lo the members of the Consumer Data Industry Association by FTC Director
Beales on January 17, 2002.
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with specific duties under the Fair Credit Reporting Act (15 U.S.C. Sec. 1681 et seq.). As

important as it is for our members to comply with the law, it is equally important that victims of

identity fraud are fully aware of their rights. To help accomplish this goal, the CDIA produced a

brochure entitled 'The Credit Reporting Dispute Resolution Process." A simple flow chart,

which is color coded, ensures consumers understand what must be done with their dispute of

fraudulent information each step of the way. It has been an effective educational tool and it won

the National Association of Consumer Agency Administrators' Print Media - Private Sector

Category Award in 2000. Each year the CDIA sends letters to state consumer protection and

states attorneys general offices offering free bulk supplies of this brochure.

Are the efforts of government and the private sector paying off? - There are some trends

which are encouraging and which show that our nation is making progress on this issue. The

efforts of the FTC, our industry and others to educate consumers about the crime of identity

fraud appear to be making headway.

First, our own members report that the maioritv of consumers who contact our credit reporting

members' fraud units are taking preventative steps and are not reporting an actual crime. This is

a strong indicator that the message is getting out to consumers to exercise caution and quickly

take the right actions to protect themselves.

Regarding victims of the crime, the F'C's own ID fraud trend data shows that 423 percent of the

consumers who contacted the FTC learned about the occurrence of the crime in less than a

'Federal Trade Commission Report produced by the Ideminy Theft Clearinghouse entitled 'Identity Theft
Complaint Dai. Figures and Trends on Identity Theft'. November 1999 through June 2001, Page 4.
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month. This percentage is fully ten percentage points higher than the statistic cited in the FTC's

previous report. Here too, we see that where consumers are educated, they are learning how to

spot the crime and take steps to limit the extent of the criminal's activity. Ultimately consumer

education remains one of the best crime-prevention efforts on which we can continue to focus.

Summary

In conclusion, we believe that since this crime began being debated publicly, a great deal has

changed. Our members have voluntarily adjusted their practices to better assist victims. The

educational efforts of the private sector and the efforts of government are making progress with

consumers, both in terms of a improving a consumer's understanding of prevention and post-

victim assistance steps that can be taken. New laws have been enacted to define this crime and

to clarify that consumers are clear victims. This point may seem to be less significant today, at

one time victims' top complaint was merely that law enforcement didn't consider them to be

victims under a crime statute. We continue to applaud the enactment of the "Identity Theft and

Assumption Deterrence Act of 1998" (Pub.L. 105-318) and the more than 30 state laws which

our members have actively supported.

In all of this, while procedures will help victims and reduce application fraud, and while

consumer educational efforts will continue, we believe that it is critical is that Congress ensure

that law enforcement has the resources necessary to enforce the law. Ultimately, identity fraud

isn't a consumer protection issue begging for new laws. It is a crime prevention issue in need of

large-scale, coordinated efforts to investigate and prosecute criminals. Law enforcement needs

the financial support of Congress to get the job done. Everyone who even considers perpetrating
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identity fraud, should also know that they will be pursued, prosecuted and incarcerated. These

criminals deserve nothing less.

Thank you for this opportunity to appear before this Committee and to share our views. I am

happy to answer any questions you mav have.
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Associated Credit Bureaus, lac.
ifli>l 1090 Vermont Ave., N.W.

Suite 200
=3111 Washington, D.C. 20005-4905

Tel. 202.371.0910
www.acb-credit.com

November 16, 2001

Ms. Betsy Broder
Assistant Director
Division of Planning and Information
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pcnnsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20580

RE: Assisting Identity Fraud Victims - New Police Report Initiative

Dear Betsy:

Early this year ACB briefed you and your staff on a new consumer reporting industry voluntary
initiative, which was still being implemented on a nationwide basis. This initiative involves
using police reports as a validating document for consumers who claim they are victims of the
crime of identity fraud. The police report initiative is now fully implemented, and we hope that
FTC consumer assistance advisors will apprise identity fraud victims who contact the FTC
hotlines of this new credit reporting industry procedure.

More specifically, this initiative involves the major credit reporting systems within our
membership, and the actions they will take on behalf of consumers when their dispute of
fraudulent information is accompanied by a police report. When a police report is provided as
part of the process of disputing fraudulent data, Equifax, Experian and TransUnion will block
these disputed items from appearing on subsequent consumer reports regarding that individual.

Our initiative is a recognition that identity fraud victims want to solve the problems resulting
from the crime as quickly as possible. By accepting a police report as a validating document of a
consumer's circumstance and blocking data prior to a reinvestigation, our members are greatly
improving a victim's circumstances by facilitating faster resolution. While our police report
initiative is resistant to fraudulent credit repair schemes, which often result in disputes of
accurate information in credit files, it is not immune t and we urge the FTC to continue its
excellent work in enforcing the Credit Repair Organizations Act (15 U.S.C. 1679 et seq.).

' Our members have received police reports which appear to be fraudulent Even the most well-intentioned
voluntary initiatives of industry seem to be immediately taken as opportunities by fraudulent credit repair schemes
to attempt to delete accurate, derogatory information.
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Ms. Betsy Broder
Page Two
November 16, 2001

Along with specific industry efforts such as this police report initiative or the six-point program
announced March 14, 2000, ACB has also been focused on consumer and industry
education with regard to the crime. Attached is a brochure which ACB helped design and fund
through Call for Action, a nationwide network of consumer hotlines. You will see in the body of
the brochure that among other advice, we urge consumers to report their experience to the FTC's
response ccntcr. To date, more than 100,000 copies this brochure has been distributed to
organizations and consumers, and plans for an additional 100,000 brochures are in the works.

We have also included a copy of a brochure which was developed by ACB and which consumers
value greatly because it lays out the consumer relations process of the credit bureaus in a flow
chart format. ACB distributes thousands of these brochures each year to state attorneys general,
state consumer protection offices, state insurance commissioners and more.

The FTC has, of course, played a leading role in educating and assisting consumers regarding
identity fraud. We applaud your efforts. In fact, during the past twelve months we have
promoted ACB member awareness of the FTC's toll free number for victims and your extensive
web site resources in our association publication, COMMUNICATOR, which reaches 1300
executives each month. In promoting the FTC's Sentinel system, we hope that the database of
self-reported cases of identity fraud will become an essential investigative tool for law
enforcement. We continue to believe that law enforcement efforts are a critical component in
addressing the crime of identity fraud. Without an effective record of prosecutions, criminals
will continue to believe that there little consequence for this crime, it will continue unchecked

In closing, we hope you find the information we've provided useful. Please give me a call if you
have any questions (202.408.7416).

Sincerely,

Stuart K Pratt
Vice President
Govemment Relations

Cc: The Honorable Timothy J. Muris
Howard Beales, Director, Bureau of Consumer Protection
Joel Winston, Acting Director, Financial Practices Division
Hugh Stevenson, Director, Division of Planning and Information
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Associated Credit Bureaus, Inc.
I VugmWX A11rns, K' W. ASut .

A_9-1 %VaWrinp. D.C 2Ad54n

NEWS RELEASE
Contact: Norm Magnuson

Vice President of Public Affairs
202/408-7406

For Immediate Release
March 2000

Credit Reporting Industry Announces Identity Theft Initiatives

Associated Credit Bureaus, the international trade association for the consumer reporting
industry, announced today a commitment on behalf of the nation's leading credit
reporting agencies, to voluntarily implement a comprehensive series of initiatives to
assist victims of identity theft in a more timely and effective manner.

"While there is no evidence to show that the credit report is a source for identity theft, our
industry has always taken an active role in assisting consumers who are fraud victims.
Our members have taken this responsibility seriously, and we're very proud of these
initiatives that help consumers who are victims of identity theft or fraud," noted D. Barry
Connelly, president of Associated Credit Bureaus. "Designing and implementing these
initiatives is a significant milestone in the ongoing efforts of our industry to help address
the problem of identity theft. As long as there are criminals who prey on innocent
consumers, we will continue to seek even better ways to serve consumers and work with
law enforcement and our industry's customers to address this threat."

Connelly outlined the industry's six-point program to improve identity theft victim
assistance:

* Advocate the use and improve the effectiveness of security alerts through the use of
codes transmitted to creditors. These alerts and codes can help creditors avoid opening
additional fraudulent accounts.

-Implement victim-assistance best practices to provide a more uniform experience for
victims when working with personnel from multiple fraud units.

* Assist identity theft victims by sending a notice to creditors and other report users when
the victim does not recognize a recent inquiry on the victim's file.

* Execute a three-step uniform response for victims who call automated telephone
systems: automatically adding security alerts to files, opting the victim out of prescreened
credit offers, and sending a copy of his or her file within three business days.
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Launch new software systems that will monitor the victim's corrected file for three
months, notify the consumer of any activity, and provide fraud unit contact information.

* Fund, through ACB, the development of a series of consumer education initiatives
through ACB to help consumers understand how to prevent identity theft and also what
steps to take if they are victims.

ACB's initiatives, to be fully implemented within seven months of this announcement,
resulted from a task force comprising senior executives from the ACB Board of Directors
and former state Attorney General, M. Jerome Diamond. Diamond interviewed consumer
victims and law enforcement officials, made on-site visits to credit reporting agency
fraud units, and obtained input from privacy advocates. His counsel was an integral part
of the decision-making process and influenced the final content of the initiatives.

Connelly said: 'Identity theft is a crime that is deeply unsettling for the victims. Our
initiatives will make it easier for victims to put their financial lives back together."
Connelly stressed, though, that the crime extends beyond individuals to creditors and
ACB members, and added, "We must all work together in the areas of prevention and
victim assistance. We supported the enactment of the Identity Theft Assumption and
Deterrence Act of 1998 and have worked with more than half of the state legislatures on
similar laws. We urge law enforcement to vigorously investigate and prosecute the
criminals."

Associated Credit Bureaus, Inc. is an international trade association representing 500
consumer information companies that provide fraud prevention and risk management
products, credit and mortgage reports, tenant and employment screening services, check
fraud and verification services and collection services.
Source: Associated Credit Bureaus, Inc.
Web site: www.acb-credit.coni

Stuart K. Pratt
Vice President Government Relations
Associated Credit Bureaus, Inc.
Washington, D.C.
202.408.7416 - Direct

82-327 D-6
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identity
theft

name
gone bad
what is

identity theft?

Identity theft is when someone obtains a person's
identifying information, such as name. address, date
of birth, sodial security number or mother's maiden
name. Using this information illegally, an imposter can
open new credit card accounts, drain your bank
accounts, purchase automobiles, apply for loans, open
utility services and on and on.

No matter how cautious you are, you cannot guarantee
that a criminal will not obtain your information. The
following steps will tell you what the warning signs are,
how to protect yoursel what to do if you become a
victim and the resources you will need.
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warning signs
Often, there are no warning signs
that identity theft has ocusred.
However, rone reasons tor
concern are:

9' Your monthly credit card
and bank statements
suddenty atop
arriving

c:P You are denied
credit for no
apparent reason.

83' If your state uses your Social
Security number as your _
driver's license number, ak tor
another number.

Financlet tnformation

ost O

4ko

t You start getting bills
fron comnpanies you do
not recogtiz

t0 Credit collection
agencies try to rollect
on debts that do not
belong to you

how to
protect yourselfl

Personal Information

t&;' Ask your bank. doctor's office, other
businesses and your employer howe they use
and protect your personal inforratrion.

53' Never carry your Social Security .
card, Social Security number, : i-

birth cersilicate or passport. , , ..
untess necessary. ' '.: "

0' Do not put your address. ' .
telephone number or _- .':
driver's license nurrber :
on a credit card
sales receiptL

&W' Socisl Security numbers
or phone numbers should

It be put on chech
0'

ldentifyxng information should
not be given over the phone or the Internet
to someone you do not know or on a cellular
or cordless phone.

0' Shred all personal documents before placing
theme in the trash.

0' Get a copy of your credit repon _____

every year.

0' Keep your financia] records eurt of
sight Burglars are just as interested
in credit cards. bank acoounu and
insestment statements as they are in
yourTV, jewelry and ethervsarsables.

0 tictiisx~lnlrihcltditcr~rifratctncets:i,
for charges you did not make, If
mnonthly statements do not arrive in
the mail.acal the trnder imttediately. - "'

0'Keepalis inasafeplae,of y
all credit cards and bank arcounts
induding the account numbet, ":_,.:-

phone numbers and e tpirssson 7

dates Only use you cresit card on
the Internet if it will be encrypted.

tG' Shred financial orcoxdideossal
informarion such as credit crd
pr-.appesvaLs credit rd
receipts.etc.

W U youhavecreditcrdsyoudo
not usetrore them in a uric place-
Cancel the acounts if you will
not use theme agan. Cut up old
cerdit cards befoxre discarding. f

0' Carry only the credit cards you
plan to use.

0' When you have applied or ar
new credit card, keep your eye on the
mail and the clendar. lIthe card
does nol arrive within the appropriatr
time, caln the credit card company.

0' Do not ue your mother's
maiden name ass pssword foe
.colt, Make one d fo ; :

0' Unless your tailbox is secure,
mail paynents at the post offlce
and pick up new checks at
your bank.

0' If you are not interested in pre-approved
credit offers. opt-out using the telephone
number in our resource section.
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Creditors

Notify all creditors and financial institution5s in
writing and by phone. that your name and accounts
have been used without your permission. If an existing
account has been stolen, ask the creditor or bank to
issue you new cards. checks and account nurnbern.
Carefully monitor the account acivity on your
statementi. Report fraudulent activity to the issuing
company immediately. The Fair Credit BillingAct
(FCBA) is a federal law that lintits a consumer's
responsibility for fraudulent charges to $50.

Local Law Enforcement

Immediately report the crime to local police.
Provide them with as much documentation as possible.
Make sure that the accounts are listed on the police
repont. Also, get a copy of the police report. Credit
card companies banks and credit reporting ageacies
may require you to chow a police report to support
your claim that a crime was committed.

Federal Law Enforcement

Report the crime to the Federal Made Commission
(FTC). The FTC collects complaints about identity
theft from consumers and stores them in a s cure
onlin databaee called the Consumer Sentinel that
is available to law enforcement agencies worldwide.
The FTC provides information on ways to resolve
problems resulting from identity theft and refers
individuals to various private and government
agencis for further action.

Federal Tbade Commission Consumer
Response C'enter
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, KW.
Washington, DC 20580
14f77-IDTHEFr
wwwconsuter.govridtheft

The Credit Reporting Agencies

Contact the fraud units of the three credit reporting
agencies: Equifax fExperian and1Tans Union. Ask
them to place a fraud alert on your credit report to help
prevent new fraudulent accounts from being opened.
Keep track of when it expires so you can ask for anoth-
er one, if necessary. However, not all creditors check
your credit report before istuing a new account.

As an ID fraud vicitm. you are entitled to a free copy of
your credit report. Also, ask the agencies for a copy of
your credit report every three months once you have
become a victim. ITis can help determine how many

what to do if
you have become

a victim

Despite your best efforts to protect yourselU you have
become a victim. Now what? The following steps
should be taken iumedirtely and at the same time to
be-, :are your protection.

Record Keeping

In the process of resolving the theft of your identity be
srwe to keep records of all correspondence with the
creditors and government agencies you contact.
Include the date and name of contact. Follow up all
teklphone contacts with a letter and keep a copy.
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and which accounts listed are fraudulent. You can also
identify the nxisting accounts that have been stolen.

Fqulfa 1-800-685-1111
www.equifau.mn

Expenian 1.88-397-3742
uwSew.eperan.com

Tras Union 1.800-91fi4800
www.Tansurtion.cnom

To opt-out of receiving preeapproved credit card offers,
calU 14888-5-opt-out.

Utility Companies

Ask utility companies (local and long distance telephone
se 'providcler gan. electric and water companies) to
w. jut for anyone ordering services in your name.
II someone has ordered services in your name, cancel
thosc aecaunt. If you are having trouble with faIsified
accounts, contact your state Public Utility Comuission.

Other Resources

United States Postal Inspection
Service (USPIS)

The USPIS is a federal law enfortement agency that
investigates cas of identity theft. The agency has
primatyijtisdiction in matters involving the integrity
of the US. mad.

U.S. Postal Inspection Service
475 L'Enfant Plaza
Washington, DC 20260
202-268-2284
sew.spsgovlaebsitesdepartLutspect/

United States Secret Service
(USSS)

.The USSS is a federal agency that investigates
fiasncial crimes, Generalls the USSS will intervene
only when the dollar amount of the crime is high.
However, they should still be notified m case it is
part of a larger fraud ring.

U5. Secret Service
Contact yoer local field offic
www.ustreas govhisss

Social Security Administration (SSA)

If you detect fraudulent se of your social security
number, report it to the SSA. The SSA does not gem
erally take action unless there is a high dollar
amotut. workplace impersonalion or crimes commit
ted in your nasms They wiDl only chlsange your SSN if
you fit their fraud victim criteria.

Social Security Administration
6401 Security Boulevard
Baltimore, MD 21235
1-800-269-0271 (fraud hotline)
wwwssa.govl

Call For Action, Inc.

Call For Action, Inc. is an international nonprofit
network of consumer hotlines CFA volunteers
provide assistance and mediate canes on behalf of
consumers and small businesses For the office
nearest you refer to the back of the brochure.
For more information on identity theft visit
ww.callforacdormro.

,. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~..7I..
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Cal For At ioo. Itr. (CFA) is a inl=3asiooal nooprofit
sttoork of lssamer hodisrs ffiliated ithb loCal broad

cast pssnntm Help is aaihable to irdividuals assd snarl1

busn The Call For Assi-n offitcs se

WTAJ-TV W7MJ.-TV
AltDoamPA %Mwlltsa vWI
(814) 944-9336 (414) 967-5495

WXtA-TV WABC Radio

AtulxatGA Nvw Y-t, NY
(678) 422-8466 (212) 268-5626

WT1Z Radio KPNX-TV, KNAZ-V&
Bostas. MA The A sao- Repoblic
(617) 787-7070 PFbooi Ila , AZ

WIVE-TV (602) 260-1212

RBros, NY WTAE-TV
(716)879-4900 PittS-r PA

W3TWTV (412) 3334444

aeCotoad. OH K'IVI-TV
(216) 578-0700 St. Louh. MO

KKTV-TV (636) 2S2-2222

Colorado Sprintp, CO KTVX-TV
(719)457-8211 Sat LA. City. UT

KTV-rTv (801)90S4144

D.Bfismll WsotbTX WTOL-TV
(877)TEXASII Toldo,OH

WXYZ-TV & WIR Radio (419)255-2255

Ddrdt, Ml WTOP AM & FM
(248) 827-3362 Wobiton, DC

WII;.-TV (301)652-4357

F."S MyrF NETWORY HaILIKE
(941) 3344357 (A other Ucas)

WFMY-TV Betbnsda MD
G-astboro, NC (301) 657-7490
(336) 680-1000

KCTVS INTERNATIONAL
K. Cbsj, MO Radio Ctflturl

(913)831-1919 BasemosAlrms,Argetima

Ce'Afl FORI

Cnl For Action Headquarters
sm2Rrro RorRd, Sae 3310,BLsttsda.MD 20816

(301)657-1260

W.calUoractionorg

2509 5 Stos8 hos Rd. Suilt 3t0
M.dissW1 53710&3319

(660) 663-; -FAX (608) 663-5C

-w5 badtfundation.org

led-da p eorcon ah dAa- d C-do B seaa I-
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Senator CRAIG. Now, I am going to turn to Dennis Carlton. Den-
nis is Director of Washington Operations for the International Bio-
metric Group in Washington, DC. Dennis.

STATEMENT OF DENNIS CARLTON, DIRECTOR OF WASHING-
TON OPERATIONS, INTERNATIONAL BIOMETRIC GROUP,
LLC, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. CARLTON. Senator, thank you, and on behalf of our company,

I would like to thank the committee for the opportunity to talk to
you about the technology called biometrics and describe how it can
be used to combat the problem of identity theft.

Let me begin with a brief description of the International Bio-
metric Group so that you better understand who we are and our
unique position in the world of biometrics. International Biometric
Group, or IBG, provides independent consulting services to govern-
ment and private industry customers interested in biometric tech-
nology. Our organization focuses on three primary functions: Eval-
uating and reporting on biometric products and vendors, as well as
the markets in which they compete; advising clients on how to im-
plement biometric systems; and integrating a wide range of biomet-
ric hardware and software to meet the security needs of our cus-
tomers.

We take a practical, hands-on approach to biometrics. We have
conducted extensive comparative testing of more than 30 different
biometric solutions so that we know how they are likely to perform
in the real world. IBG holds to a strict vendor-neutral policy, which
enables us to maintain close relationships with biometrics vendors
while ensuring that our clients receive accurate and independent
advice on which biometrics systems can best meet their needs.

Let me take a few moments to review some of the basics of bio-
metrics. A technical definition of biometrics is the automated meas-
urement of behavioral or physiological characteristics of a human
being to determine or authenticate their identity. In other words,
it is the use of computers to confirm who a person is by matching
a behavior or a permanent physical characteristic with similar
records in a database.

Research has shown that behaviors, such as the way we speak,
the way we sign our names, and even the way we type on a key-
board, are distinct and unique enough that they can be quantified
and compared by computers to existing samples. In a similar way,
physical characteristics of the human body, such as the friction
ridges on the pads of our fingers, the geometry of our hands, the
shape of our face, and the patterns of our irises and retinas, can
be measured and matched against computer databases.

A wide range of products on the market can acquire and match
a person's biometric data in order to quickly and accurately identify
who they are. Time permitting, I hope to be able to demonstrate
some examples of these technologies to you later.

To effectively describe how biometrics can be used to combat
identity theft and protect senior citizens, I think it is important to
address some issues that often confuse the dialog about biometrics.
First, it is important to set practical expectations of what bio-
metrics can and cannot do. To date, we have not seen a biometric
product that will work accurately 100 percent of the time. Whether
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it is wrongly identifying one person as somebody else, only to iden-
tify someone it should not recognize, or preventing someone from
initially enrolling in the system, all biometrics systems make er-
rors. A properly designed system needs to employ biometrics as just
one of a number of interlocking layers within a security solution
and must also include a quick and efficient exception handling
process.

Second, no one biometric technology is right for every applica-
tion. For instance, while a finger scan technology may be an excel-
lent solution for replacing passwords to gain access to a desktop
computer system, it is not of much help trying to pick a potential
terrorist out of a crowd in an airport terminal.

Finally, people should not automatically conclude that the use of
biometrics is an invasion of our personal privacy or a violation of
our civil liberties. Biometrics themselves are privacy neutral. It is
the way they are employed and the protections put in place to limit
misuse that makes biometrics either private invasive or privacy
protective. What is essential is that individuals are fully informed
on how their data is shared, used, collected, and secured. For more
information about biometrics and privacy, I commend to you an
IBG-sponsored website dedicated exclusively to the subject,
www.bioprivacy.org.

Biometric technology has been employed to prevent fraud and
identity theft for several years now. I personally managed a pilot
program that began in 1998 which evaluated the use of finger scan
technology in a retail grocery store for confirming the identity of
people who paid for their purchases by personal or payroll check.

Reaction to the system by those who used it was universally posi-
tive. People found it much easier and faster to identify themselves
with an index finger rather than digging through a pocket or purse
for an ID, and the store found the incidence of loss due to check
fraud reduced to zero. Most interestingly, senior citizens were some
of the most enthusiastic proponents of the system. They recognized
that no one could steal their checkbook and drain their bank ac-
count if a system like this was widely deployed.

Several companies have now commercialized the concept of iden-
tification at the point of sale, and I have brought some current ex-
amples of these technologies for demonstration purposes.

To properly serve the needs of elderly citizens, it may be nec-
essary to make some adjustments to standard biometric systems.
For example, the aging process can reduce the suppleness of a per-
son's skin, which can present problems for finger scan technology.
The use of certain moisturizers and specially designed sensors can
significantly reduce this problem.

Another problem commonly associated with the aging process,
decreased visual acuity, can make it difficult for people to properly
position themselves for a facial scan or iris scan system. To over-
come this challenge, vendors can offer more sophisticated camera
systems that automatically locate the subject's face or eyes with lit-
tle user effort.

As I mentioned earlier, for citizens who are physically unable to
interact with the biometrics system, an efficient and transparent
exception handling process is essential.
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In conclusion, biometric technologies have already been shown to
be powerful tools for combatting the growing scourge of identity
theft that afflicts Americans, young and old. Thank you for your
time, and I welcome the opportunity to demonstrate some of these
technologies if time is available.

Senator CRAIG. Dennis, I will question you by allowing the dem-
onstration at the end. How is that?

Mr. CARLTON. That is great, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Carlton follows:]
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My name is Dennis Carlton and I am the Director of Washington Operations for International
Biometric Group of New York City. On behalf of our company, I'd like to thank the committee
for the opportunity to talk to you about the technology called biometrics and describe how it can
be used to combat the problem of identity theft.

Let me begin with a brief description of International Biometric Group so that you better
understand who we are and our unique position in the world of biometrics. International
Biometric Group, or IBG, provides independent consulting services to government and private
industry customers interested in biometric technology. Our organization focuses on three
primary functions: (I) evaluating and reporting on biometric products and vendors, as well as the
markets in which they compete, (2) advising clients on how to implement biometric systems, and
(3) integrating a wide range of biometric hardware and software to meet the security needs of our
customers. We take a practical, hands-on approach toward biometrics. We have conducted
extensive comparative performance testing of more than thirty different biometric solutions so
that we know how they're likely to perform in the real world. IBG holds to a strict vendor-
neutral policy, which enables us to maintain close relationships with biometrics vendors while
ensuring that our clients receive accurate and independent advice on which biometric systems
can best meet their needs.

Let me take a few moments to review some of the basics of biometrics. A technical definition of
biometrics is the automated measurement of behavioral or physiological characteristics of a
human being to determine or authenticate their identity. In other words, it's the use of computers
to confirm who a person is by matching a behavior or a permanent physical characteristic with
similar records in a database. Research has shown that behaviors such as the way we speak, the
way we sign our names, and even the way we type on a keyboard are distinct and unique enough
that they can be quantified and compared by computers to existing samples. In a similar way,
physical characteristics of the human body such as the friction ridges on the pads of our fingers,
the geometry of our hands, the shape of our face, and the patterns of our irises and retinas can be
measured and matched against computerized databases. A wide range of products in the market
can acquire and match a person's biometric data in order to quickly and accurately identify who
they are. Time permitting, I hope to be able to demonstrate some examples of these technologies
to you later.
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To effectively describe how biometrics can be used to combat identity theft and protect senior
citizens, I think it's important to address some issues that often confuse the dialog about
biometrics. First, it's important to set practical expectations of what biometrics can and can't do.
To date, we have not seen a biometric product that will work accurately 100% of the time.
Whether it's wrongly identifying one person as somebody else, failing to identify someone it
should have recognized, or preventing someone from initially enrolling in the system, all
biometric systems make errors. A properly designed system needs to employ biometrics as just
one of a number of interlocking layers within a security solution, and must also include a quick,
efficient exception handling process. Secondly, no one biometric technology is right for every
application. For instance, while a finger-scan technology may be an excellent solution for
replacing passwords to gain access to a desktop computer system, it isn't of much help trying to
pick a potential terrorist out of a crowd in an airport terminal. And finally, people should not
automatically conclude that the use of biometrics is an invasion of our personal privacy or a
violation of our civil liberties. Biometrics themselves are privacy neutral - it's the way they are
employed, and the protections put in place to limit misuse, that make biometrics either privacy-
invasive or privacy-protective. What is essential is that individuals are fully informed on how
their data is shared, used, collected, and secured. For more information about biometrics and
privacy I commend to you an IBG-sponsored website dedicated exclusively to the subject,
www.BioPrivacy.org.

Biometric technology has been employed to prevent fraud and identity theft for several years
now. I personally managed a pilot program that began in 1998 to evaluate the use of finger-scan
technology in a retail grocery store for confirming the identity of people who paid for their
purchases by personal or payroll check. Reaction to the system by those who used it was
universally positive. People found it much easier and faster to identify themselves with their
index finger rather than digging through a pocket or purse for an ID, and the store found the
incidence of loss due to check fraud reduced to zero. Most interestingly, senior citizens were
some of the most enthusiastic proponents of the system. They recognized that no one could steal
their checkbook and drain their bank account if a system like this was widely deployed. Several
companies have now commerciali7ed the concept of identification at the point of sale; I've
brought some current examples of these technologies for demonstration purposes.

To properly serve the needs of elderly citizens, it may be necessary to make some adjustments to
standard biometric systems. For example, the aging process can reduce the suppleness of a
person's skin, which can present problems for finger-scan technology. The use of certain
moisturizers and specially designed sensors can significantly reduce this problem. Another
problem commonly associated with the aging process, decreased visual acuity, can make it
difficult for people to properly position themselves for a facial-scan or iris-scan system. To
overcome this challenge, vendors can offer more sophisticated camera systems that automatically
locate the subject's face or eyes with little user effort. As I mentioned earlier, for citizens who
are physically unable to interact with the biometric system, an efficient and transparent exception
handling process is essential.

In conclusion, biometric technologies have already been shown to be powerful tools for
combating the growing scourge of identity theft that afflicts Americans young and old. Thank
you for your time and I welcome the opportunity to demonstrate some of this technology to you.
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Senator CRAIG. Let me turn to our other panelists for some ques-
tions.

Mari, obviously, you have been out on the front line, not only a
victim, but assisting victims and helping them. Who can an elderly
person go to to help them recover lost assets or fix damaged credit
histories? Who can they turn to?

Ms. FRANK. Right now, there really are not many places. There
are some legal aid places. There are some consumer agencies. But,
in effect, there are not many places for people to go. I mean, you
look at John Steven's cost. Then there are attorneys but not many
will not take the cases on contingency. The FTC will just give you
advice, like Mr. Beales said. So there really are not a lot of places
that people can go unless people like me, who do pro bono work or
if they get my kit. It is really an unfortunate thing. One of the sug-
gestions that I had was that States and maybe the Federal Govern-
ment set up some kind of an ombudsman center for help for people
who really need it.

Senator CRAIG. Do you know if State Legal Aid Services assist
seniors?

Ms. FRANK. Some of them do, yes, and there are some senior citi-
zen programs around the country, and maybe AARP refers. But
there is not anything really around-I have tried to refer people to
others who will do the work for them and they come back to me,
so that has been a problem.

Senator CRAIG. Thank you.
Boris, are bank tellers typically trained to spot the signs when

someone is trying to access an account under a false ID?
Mr. MELNIKOFF. Yes. In fact, a lot of the training information I

shared earlier in my testimony covers not only that, but also the
unusual transactions that a senior citizen might want to conduct,
which I think is an important factor. There have been many, many
instances where a senior citizen would come into a bank, approach
a teller. The teller will recognize the senior and the senior will
want to withdraw large sums of cash. All of that-and it is pre-
ventable, and a majority of banks do exercise all of their rights to
protect that consumer's assets, if you will. So the answer on both
parts of the question, Senator, is yes. Bank tellers are trained to
accomplish that.

Senator CRAIG. Do financial institutions have the authority to re-
port suspicious financial activity that looks like identity theft to
local authorities?

Mr. MELNIKOFF. Yes, sir. Through the use of a SAR, if you will,
and additionally, here again, reverting back to the elderly or senior
citizen withdrawing large sums of money, law enforcement in some
instances is notified at once in the hopes of talking the senior citi-
zen out of removing that kind or those dollar limits. In nine out
of ten cases, it is nothing but a flim-flam that the senior is about
to experience. So, yes, sir, your answer is, yes, we do do that as
an industry.

Senator CRAIG. How do you effectively screen, because we have
obviously heard of those who are making applications for purchas-
ing cars using false IDs, a failure on the part of that loan officer
to make a few simple calls to double-check addresses or anything
of that nature? Is there any effort underway to double-check, re-
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check, if you will, this kind of informational flow that would estab-
lish a credit and, therefore, allow a transaction to occur?

Mr. MELNIKOFF. Yes, and I think just to tie in with the an-
nouncement made by Treasury yesterday, if you will, that possibly
would give the financial industry access to certain data as it per-
tains to the individual in the Social Security system. As we speak
today, we do not have that ability to do so. We rely on, and I hope
my colleague does not take any personal affront to this, but we rely
on the credit bureaus and other systems for verification. But as
mentioned earlier, the Colonel's date of birth or his Social Security
number was issued prior to his birth. So we need to work on that,
and by having access for legitimate reasons, that would be a sig-
nificant help to the financial industry and to verify and reverify
what we are doing.

Senator CRAIG. With the industry having to eat the cost once dis-
covered, is there an annualized cost that identity theft is costing
the banking industry of this country? Do you know of one that has
been calculated?

Mr. MELNIKOFF. No, sir. There is no central repository. Now,
there were statements made earlier, and I made a statement with
respect to filing a SAR. But there are limits on the SAR, and the
limits are $5,000 up to $25,000. So there is no central repository,
so we really do not know.

But I think, and my opinion is, if you take all of the fraud that
the financial industry, to include all types of credit grantors, we
are probably looking at anywhere from $15 to $18 billion a year.
That is on one side only. Then coupled with the other frauds, be
it insurance fraud, Medicaid fraud, government fraud, with due re-
spect, you are talking about another $10 to $15 billion. So fraud
costs this nation a significant amount of money and I think we can
do a much better job if we are allowed the tools or access to the
tools to do it.

Senator CRAIG. It sounds like precautionary training and devices
to detect and double-checking would be a rather inexpensive way
of solving some of those problems.

Mr. MELNIKOFF. It certainly would, sir, and we support it.
Senator CRAIG. Mari, I saw your hand come up. Yes?
Ms. FRANK. Yes, sir. Thank you so much. One of the things that

the Postal Inspector did for verification of addresses-this was
after we complained about this in 1998 when I testified before the
Technology Committee for the new Identity Theft Deterrence Act-
was they started sending verification of address. So if you put in
for a change of address, they now will send a postcard to the old
address and the new address to see if you really have moved.

We have been asking the credit grantors and the banks to do the
same, because-what has happened to John when he became a vic-
tim, what happened to me, the fraudster will always change the
address. They have to do that so you do not find out about it. The
main step that the creditors should be doing is when they see that
the address that is on the application is different from the credit
report, that should be a key signal that they should verify address
with either a phone call or a postcard before they issue credit, and
I have been asking for this for 6 years and I do not see this hap-
pening now with the creditors.
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Senator CRAIG. Well, that is a great lead-in comment, Stuart, to
turn to you. Mr. Pratt, do the credit reporting companies have the
authority to report suspicious financial activities that look like ID
theft to local authorities.

Mr. PRATT. We do not have any law like the one that permits
banks to permit, under the SAR, the system of SARs. I think
maybe the key question is, do we have the kind of information that
would allow us to even identify something suspicious? We are load-
ing an enormous amount of information per month into the data-
bases and so there is almost every variation on a theme in terms
of how files behave, if you will. Some people have very little credit.
Some people accumulate very little credit over long periods of time.
Other folks move frequently, so is an address change an indication
of a problem? Is a couple of new credit accounts an indication of
a problem?

So it may be a little bit difficult for us to pin down and say, aha,
this one looks suspicious relative to the 200 million files we main-
tain, relative to the two billion items of information updated every
month over the course of any given year, but we do not have an
official authority to do so, no.

Senator CRAIG. You did indicate to me, though, that certain ac-
tivities cause you to trigger an account, or what was the term you
used in blocking an account or-

Mr. PRATT. Well, when a police report is submitted to us-
Senator CRAIG. When a police report is submitted.
Mr. PRATT. Yes, sir. Then we do use that as a way to escalate

service for the consumer who is a victim. It is a way for us to-
Senator CRAIG. Only in that instance, then?
Mr. PRATT. Only in that instance, because today, with the tech-

nology that is out there, if we cannot use a police report, almost
anyone can produce an affidavit. There is an awful lot of what we
call credit repair, fraudulent credit repair activity, which is a proc-
ess by which a firm may charge a consumer hundreds of dollars to
then write letters and try to delete accurate but adverse informa-
tion off the credit files.

So we have to have a way to distinguish between someone who
simply wants to eliminate important risk data for safety and
soundness of the banking system and someone who genuinely says,
I am a victim of a crime, help me quickly, help me now, and that
is what we do with the police report. That may not be the final an-
swer, but that is our answer today, is to say a police report seems
like a reasonably safe and sound process-although, by the way, do
not miss that a fraudulent police report can be produced and we
have already received fraudulent police reports.

Senator CRAIG. I would think that if they can steal IDs, they
could steal a form and manufacture police reports that look fairly
legitimate.

Mr. PRATT. It is hard to distinguish real and falsified documents
of all kinds, and that is always the struggle for the industry.

Senator CRAIG. Then there is no reason in your mind to believe
that a change of address is something that would trigger a re-
sponse to check to see if that was a legitimate change, or is that
simply going to be too costly for your-
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Mr. PRATT. I do not think we are putting cost as the only metric
out there to measure a decision that we ought to make that would
help our system stay accurate

Senator CRAIG. Well, I asked that-that was a legitimate ques-
tion, where you get hundreds of millions of data-

Mr. PRArr. Let me put address changes-
Senator CRAIG [continuing]. You have got, therefore, probably

hundreds of thousands of requests for address changes a year-
Mr. PRATT. In fact, it is millions
Senator CRAIG [continuing]. It does cost to verify.
Mr. PRATT. We receive, because of the-and this goes actually to

some of the Postal Service information as well as information from
Census-about 40 million addresses change every year in this
country. So it is difficult to use an address on its own as an indica-
tor.

Also, many consumers on their credit file will probably have or
may have more than one accurate address. I may use one card for
my business purposes and so I may use my corporate address for
that particular credit card. So that billing, that report that comes
in every month from that particular lender shows my business ad-
dress. Many of my other cards may be my home address, and so
I may even have two legitimate addresses which are reporting into
the system.

So admittedly, it is tough to pin it down and say, aha, this one
is unique and this one deserves some different kind of attention.

Senator CRAIG. What would be some of the unintended con-
sequences of overly broad restrictions on the use of Social Security
numbers on credit reporting companies?

Mr. PRATT. For us, we have the Fair Credit Reporting Act that
says you must maintain reasonable procedures to assure maximum
possible accuracy. That was the law that Bill Proxmire passed back
in 1970.

Consumers have several expectations at the table at any given
time. One is, I want my information safe. Clearly, another one is,
I also want it to be accurate. My credit report is, in large part, how
I get my mortgage and how I do drive away with my car and how
I obtain credit and so on and so forth.

So with 40 million address changes a year, with what we esti-
mate to be about three million last names changing in this country
due to marriage and divorce, with consumers sharing very similar
last names-for example, there are about 2.5 million Smiths in this
country and another two million Jones in this country, and so with
consumers with very straightforward, very common last names, to
keep that information separate, the SSN plays a very, very impor-
tant role in the data accuracy, the data matching part of how we
build our databases.

So it really depends on the approach taken to restricting the
SSN, whether it directly applies to our business model or the mem-
bers that we represent or whether it applies more generally out in
some other dimension.

Senator CRAIG. Stuart, you heard Mr. Stevens testify this morn-
ing. I am aware that you are familiar with his case to some degree.
Could you please tell me or the committee the status of that case
at this moment?
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Mr. PRATr. I have committed to Mr. Stevens, and I have to follow
up with him to make sure I understand where he is in the process,
particularly in light of the fact that there apparently is another ac-
count that showed up on his file. I have to know which of the sys-
tems it showed up on. I have to see whether it showed up in all
three and then we will obviously follow up with him further.

One of the points, though, that Colonel Stevens made which is
important to us, as well, and we will have to understand this bet-
ter, is if the account is being cycled through collection agencies, the
account number is not necessarily always reported to us, and so the
question is, can the credit bureau-we want to keep that bad data
off the file at all costs. There is nothing worse than sending to the
customer, the American Bankers Association member, false infor-
mation, because obviously they are making the wrong decision.
They are missing out on a customer with whom they would like to
do business, first of all.

So one of the technical questions, which we do not have to wade
our way through here today, is, is there a collection reporting issue
that we have to look into a little bit further based on Colonel Ste-
vens' experience? But in terms of the specifics, obviously, I have
made a commitment to Colonel Stevens to follow up with him and
his wife and see where we are.

Senator CRAIG. That would be most helpful.
Mr. PRATT. Yes, sir.
Senator CRAIG. Before I go into this technology demonstration,

Mari, I gave you the first word. I will give you the last word, if it
is brief. [Laughter.]

Ms. FRANK. OK. Well, I guess I will say this about biometrics or
Social Security number. I am going to pick up on this. Biometrics,
or that piece of our body that we use as a unique identifier, in and
of itself, it is not good or bad. It is how it is used.

The one thing I want to bring up that he mentioned was this,
and this is the problem we are having with the Social Security
number, if you use the Social Security number as the gateway or
the key and you really do not spend a lot of time on other match-
ing, like matching ages, birthdates, address, and you just focus on
that Social Security number, you are going to get a lot of
mismatches and a lot of errors and that causes that negligent infor-
mation handling practices and fraud.

The same thing will happen with the biometric information. So
if my fingerprint is used and somehow nothing else matches and
there are these fraudsters and these techno-geniuses who can cor-
rupt these files, and I have spoken with people in the Secret Serv-
ice who have told me it can be done and I have read about it, so
if someone is using a piece of biometric information instead of the
Social Security number and there are still negligent information
handling practices, meaning there are not matches, then if I be-
come a victim at that point, how do I prove who I am?

So the issue of biometrics is the same as the issue of Social Secu-
rity number. We have to take a broader look and have greater
matching and verification. That is the issue. So I do not have a
problem with biometrics per se just how it may be misused.

Senator CRAIG. I think I heard Dennis say, and I am about to
be a victim of it, in a positive sense, that it is not 100 percent accu-
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rate, and we understand it. But the application of it effectively cre-
ates a threshold that is important, I think.

I cannot disagree and I think there is one piece of information
amongst many that have emerged out of the testimonies today,
that checking and cross-checking and being cautious. Obviously,
the message that-well, my wife and I just went through an experi-
ence about a year ago with the loss of her father and, therefore,
working with her mother, and my wife is the trustee of the estate
and working with her mother as an elderly person in Tucson.

Frankly, our relationship with the bank was very positive. They
worked us over good when we went in with her mother to sit down
and begin to work with her on her accounts and her investments,
and it was a cross-check and a double-check. We were very pleased
by that in the end. It was a threshold that wp had to get through.
In the first instance, there was almost an -'ement of annoyance.
Here is a daughter and a mother skting down together, but the
bank did not know that and other banks that they did business
with wanted my daughter's signature and her presence there, so
that was a little different.

But I was very pleased to see that, that there was a very real
caution being taken there with this elderly person, because all of
a sudden, here were two younger people who by all appearances
were going to access potentially fairly large sums of money, so
Boris, that was a pleasing experience.

I have not yet adjourned this committee. Dennis, what do you
have in mind?

Mr. CARLTON. I have two demonstrations here, Senator, one of
iris scan technology and one of finger scan technology to show you
two different applications of how biometrics identifies an individual
it knows and will reject someone that it does not recognize. So-

Senator CRAIG. How do I explain if my finger scan shows up on
an FBI file? [Laughter.]

To my knowledge, that will not happen.
Mr. CARLTON. It will not here, Senator.
Senator CRAIG. All right, fine. I told staff, if I was going to sub-

ject myself to this and it was recorded on a CD, I got the CD.
[Laughter.]

Let me come over and see what you have.
Thank you, panelists, very much for the testimony you bring and

obvious experience that you have had on identity theft. The com-
mittee felt it was an important issue that we will continue to pur-
sue and try to lift visibility, too, for the seniors of our country and,
of course, if you lift it to seniors, you will lift it to others, because
it is a growing concern, as we have said, nationwide, so we do ap-
preciate that.

I am told that August 20 is National Senior Citizens Fraud
Awareness Week. The Attorney General and Postmaster General
will be speaking to that. I am pleased to hear that. It is obviously
time that we continue on a progressive basis to publicize these
issues, to draw public awareness to them.

I would like to insert in the record a statement submitted by
Marc Rotenberg, Executive Director of the Electronic Privacy Infor-
mation Center.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Rotenberg follows:]
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Introduction

My name is Marc Rotenberg. I am the executive director of the Electronic Privacy

Information Center (EPIC), a public interest research organization based here in
Washington. I am also on the faculty of the Georgetown University Law Center where I

have taught the Law of Information Privacy for ten years. Joining me in the preparation
of this statement is Carla Meninsky, a student at George Washington Law School and an
Internet Public Interest Opportunities Program (IPIOP) Fellow at EPIC.

We appreciate the opportunity to present this statement on the relationship

between biometric techniques and the problem of identity theft. Identity theft imposes a

significant cost on individual consumers. The primary cause of identity theft is the

widespread use of the Social Security number as a record locator and individual
identifier. Because of the absence of effective controls on the use of the Social Security
numbers, SSNs are regularly marketed, stolen or counterfeited.

The problem of identity theft cannot be solved by widespread adoption of

biometric identifiers. While there are currently over 20,000 military, government and
commercial installations using some form of biometric identification, those installations

are specific applications within small, controlled communities.' To create a nationwide
network of biometric identification would be a huge undertaking, requiring vast amounts

of storage and hundreds of million of dollars. It would not solve the identity theft
problem, but it would raise new and difficult problems, particularly for the elderly.

We will briefly review how biometrics are used as identifiers, discuss some of

the advantages and limitations of each of the biometrics available today, and make a few
brief recommendations.

The Problem of Identity Theft

Erik Bowman, Everything You Need to Know About Biometrics, Identix Corporation (Jan. 2000),
http:./www.ibia.org(EverythingAboutBiometrics.PDF.

EPIC Statement on Biometrics July 2002
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Identity theft accounted for over 80 percent of Social Security number misuses
reported to the Social Security Administration. The cost of identity theft is expected to
reach eight billion dollars by the year 2005.3 However, this represents onevtenth of a
percent of the credit industry's income and only a small fraction of the amount of loss
due to fraud and stolen credit cards. The average loss to the financial industry is $17,000
per identity loss, but the loss to the victim is potentially much greater.

Most victims of identity theft face significant credit bills and the destruction of
their credit history. The immediate consequence could be the loss of securing ajob or
purchasing a home, or worse. Other victims face arrest for crimes that an impersonator
has committed in their name. If the arrest occurs, it may be impossible to cooredt.
Identity theft has been used to obtain employment, drivers' licenses, receive government
benefits, and evade criminal prosecution. Identity theft indirectly affects everyone
because it causes interest rates to increase to cover the industry's losses.

While the majority of those reporting identity theft are between the ages of 20 to
40, identity theft is of particular concern to the elderly because of the length of time
between when the theft occurs and when it is discovered. Usually it is more than a year
later and only because much needed credit has been denied. 5 For people who may use
credit cards infrequently, the delay between when the theft occurs and when the card is
needed will further exacerbate the problem of correction. Identity theft also weighs
heavily on those who have established good credit histories over a long period of time
and then confront the challenge of correcting a credit statement in retirement.

Biometrics as a Solution

One approach to the problem of reducing the threat of identity theft is the
widespread adoption of systems of biometric identification. Biometric identification
systems are automated methods of recognizing a person based on one or more physical
characteristics, such as fingerprints, voice, or facial characteristics. Computer-based
pattern matching is at the core of all biometric systems. The technologies available are
subject to varying degrees of error, which means that there is an element of uncertainty in
any match.

The accuracy of biometric systems is measured by theirfalse acceptance and false
rejection rates. A false acceptance is when the wrong individual is matched to a stored
biometric. A false rejection is when an individual is not recognized who should have
been. The two measures are dependent. In reducing false acceptances, the false rejection
rate will increase. Reducing false rejections will cause the false acceptance rate to go up.
Most biometric systems adjust false acceptances or false rejections to the type of
application and the amount of security required. High security areas, such as bank vaults

2 Analysis of Social Security Number Misuse Allegations Madc to the Social Security Administration's
Fraud Hotline, Management Advisory Report, SSA (Aug. 1999).
3 Identity Theft Complaint Data, Identity Theft Data Clearinghouse, Federal Trade Cofmmission (2001).
Statewide Grand Jury Report: Identity Theft in Florida, Case No. SC 01-1095 (Jan. I0, 2002).
Itd.
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and military installations are protected by biometric systems that minimize fraudulent
acceptances. The false acceptance rate must be low enough to prevent imposters, but as a
result, people who rightfully should be accepted, are often refused. In these cases, human
intervention is typically available to provide authentication when the biometric system
fails.

Fraud occurs when either an imposter is trying to be accepted as someone else to
gain entry or usurp funds, or when an imposter is trying to avoid being recognized as

someone already enrolled in the system and tries to enroll multiple times. The first is a
form of identity theft, the second creates multiple identities for a single individual. Both
types of fraud must be safeguarded against in any biometric system, however, depending
on the application, it may be reasonable to relax one criteria to prevent the other.

There is no perfect biometric system. Each type of biometric system has its own

advantages and disadvantages, and must be evaluated according to the application for
which it is to be used.

Creating and Using an Identity Database

There is a distinction between Authentication, Identification and Enrollment.
Authentication is the easiest task for a biometric system to perform. Identification is more
difficult and much more time consuming. The enrollment process determines the ultimate
accuracy of the biometric system. A single biometric system can be created for
identification or authentication, but not both, although the two applications can share the
same database of biometric samples.

One-to-One Matching

Authentication answers the question, am I who I say I am? A person presents a
biometric sample, and some additional identifying data, such as a photograph or
password, which is then compared to the stored sample for that person. If the person is
not an imposter, the two samples should match. This is known as a one-to-one match. If a

nonmatch occurs, some systems retake up to three samples from the person to find a best
match. This is the simplest task of a biometric system because the independent identifiers
help to corroborate the individual. The biometric acts as a secondary password to protect
the individual. Authentication of an individual takes at most a few seconds.

One-to-Many Matching

Identification means to answer the question, who am I? A person provides a
sample biometric, sometimes without his knowledge, and the system must compare that
sample to every stored record to attempt to return a match. This is known as a one-to-
many match, and is done without any corroborating data. Because the matching process
is based on the closeness of the new sample to a stored sample, most systems return a
likely list of matches. Others return a single match if the sample is similar enough. The
time for the result depends on the size of the database. The FBI's Integrated Automated
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Fingerprint Identification System (IAFIS), which is used to identify criminals, can
perform over 1 00,000 comparisons per second, usually completing an identification in 15
minutes with a database of over 42 million records.6 If identificationmust be done on a
wide-scale basis, the number of comparisons that will need to be done simultaneously
will be astronomical. In addition, consumers might be unwilling to wait more than a few
seconds to be able to use their bank ATMs or on-line service.

Negative identification is when an individual can be accepted to receive a benefit
only if he is not yet enrolled in a database, such as a government-run welfare program or
drivers registry. Even negative identification is susceptible to fraud. A person already
enrolled in the system can avoid being recognized by attempting to falsify his biometric
or skew the data collection. Rejecting imperfect images in the enrollment process,
improves the integrity of the database, but cannot solve all enrollment problems.

Entering a New Person into the Database.

Enrollment is the process of introducing a new person into the database. The
person's biometric must be sampled and stored together with his or her identity. The
greatest problem is there is no existing guarantee as to that identity. A biometric system
can only be as good as the accuracy of any background information that is relied on. If
fraudulent information is used to enroll an individual, through a fake birth certificate or
stolen social security number, a biometric can only verify the person is who they said
they were at the time of enrollment. One important enrollment test is to match every new
person against all other entries to check for duplicate entries and possible fraud. Without
this check, once a person is in the database, it will be impossible to trace an imposter
assuming multiple identities.

What happens if a person cannot be enrolled?

There will always be a small percentage of users who cannot enroll in biometric
systems either because they are unable to produce the necessary biometric-a missing
finger or eye-or they are unable to provide a quality sample at enrollment. Others
repeatedly cannot match their biometric to the stored template. These individuals will
never be identified by the biometric system.

Since biometrics deteriorate with age, the elderly will be particularly affected.
They will constitute the largest portion of those unable to enroll or be recognized by a
biometric system. There needs to be an alternative solution for those who cannot be
recognized by a biometric system so that they will not be denied rightful benefits.

Relying on Biometrics as Identifiers

The Legal Aspects of Biometrics

6 What Could Biometrics Have Done?, at http://www.biometricgroup.comle/ertefhtun (last visited Jul. IS,
2002).
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No court has, as yet, permitted computer authentication of human identity. United

States v. Mitchell7 was the first case to question the use of latent fingerprints as evidence

to identify an individual. The Daubert8 standard, which is used to establish' the reliability
of an expert witness, requires that any method or technique must have been subjected to

statistical analysis and its error rate must be known. Mitchell based his claim on the lack

of objective testing for fingerprints and the actual error rate is unknown. Indeed the
National Institute of Justice and the biometrics community are just now trying to
establish standards for performing such testing. However, the Court ruled that
fingerprints were accepted scientific methodology.

Experts in the field still contest the analysis on which the decision was based.
Indeed, a subsequent case, United States v. Plaza, which relied heavily on the scientific

testimony from Mitchell, initially disagreed with the Mitchell holding.9 However, the
Court later revised its opinion saying that the FBI error rate in fingerprint matching was
not "unacceptably high."'O

Uniqueness of biometric data is affected by time, variability and data
collection.

The key to any biometric system is that the biometric being measured is unique
between individuals and unchanging over time. Otherwise the stored biometric associated
with an individual needs to be periodically updated. There are several factors affecting
the accuracy of any identification. Biometric data collection can be affected by changes
in the environment, such as positioning, lighting, shadows and background noise. But the

biometrics of an individual are also susceptible to change through aging, injury and
disease. Because of this, the accuracy of all biometric systems diminishes over time.

Collecting biometric data introduces errors in the data.

Any biometric sample, whether a fingerprint, voice recording, or iris scan, is not

matched from the raw data. There is too much data to store and compare during each
attempted match, especially if the sample needs to be transmitted to a central database for

matching. Instead, biometric systems use templates. The raw data is simplified through
feature extraction. Face recognition systems need the most number of features to be
extracted and hand scans need the least. The extracted features are compressed further
into a sample template which is then compared to a stored template to determine if there

is a match. Information is lost with each level of compression making it impossible to
reconstruct the original scan from the extracted points. Since even minor changes in the

way a sample is collected can create a different template for a single individual, matches
are based on probability. Systems are adjustable to the amount of difference they will

7 United States v. Mitchell, 199 F. Supp. 2d 262 (E.D. Pa. 2002).
8Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticats, 113 S.Ct. 2786 (1993).
'United States v. Plaza, 179 F. Supp. 2d 492 (E.D. Pa. 2002).
'° United States v Plaza, 188 F. Supp. 2d 549 (E.D. Pa. 2002).
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tolerate to confirm a match. The more independent the data available for matching, the
more credible the match."

Increasing the speed of biometric systems can introduce error

In extremely large populations, storage of templates is partitioned into
characteristics, or bins, for ease of searching. These bins can be based on external
characteristics such as gender or race, or they can be based on the biometric's internal
characteristics. Traditional fingerprint identification has been based on the binning idea,
with classifications based on whorls, loops and arches. Computerized systems take
advantage of this concept. While binning can speed the time for identification and allows
for better statistical matches within each bin, if a template is wrongly binned, it can never
be found.' 2

Types and Accuracy of Biometrics

Fingerprint scanning is the best known and most widely used Biometric.

Fingerprints are the best-known and most studied biometric. Basic fingerprint
technology has been around for over a century. Technically-sophisticated fingerprint
scanners are available from $300 to just over $1,000, although an entire biometric
installation can cost upwards of a million dollars. The FBI's IAFIS, which has cost
several hundreds of millions of dollars, is 98% accurate with a database of over 42
million sets of ten-finger prints.'3 But fingerprint authentication systems still reject over
3% of authorized users when false acceptances are minimized.14 Systems currently in use
by state and local governments must use at least two-finger identification schemes in
order to achieve that level of accuracy for much smaller populations, usually around a
few hundred thousand people.' 5

Fingerprint patterns are created from the ridges on your fingers. The patterns,
consisting of loops, whorls and arches, have been shown to be unique between people.
Even on a single individual, each of the ten fingers has a different pattern. However, the
ridges necessary to create the pattern age and deteriorate over time. Fingerprint templates
are influenced by the pressure, position, and dryness of the finger on the scanner. Scars,
calluses or cracks in the skin can change the template. While more sophisticated scanners
can compensate for dirt or other contaminates, simple household cleaners can remove the
ridges necessary to obtain a readable print. Even long fingernails can prevent a scanner

" James L. Wayman, Generalized Biometric Identification System Model, U.S. National Biometric Test
Center, Proc. 31'' IEEE Asilomar Conf. Signals, Systems and Computing (1997),
htp://www.engr.sjsu.edulbiometrics/nbtccw.pdf
1 James L. Waymnan, Large-Scale Civilian Biometric Systems, U.S. National Biometric Test Center, Proc.
CardTech/SecurTech Government (1997), httpi/www.engr.sjsu.edu/biometrics/nbtccw.pdf
" Congressional Statement, 2000 -Crime Regarding HR 3410 and Name Check Efficacy, at
httpJ/www.fbi.gov/congress/congressOO/loesch.htm (last visited Jul. 9, 2002).
"Bowman, supra note 1.
5See Wayman, supra note 9.
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from correctly taking a fingerprint. Still, fingerprint technology is the most cost-effective

biometric available today.

Retinal scans are the most accurate, but least acceptable to the public.

Retinal scans are the most accurate. They capture the pattern of blood vessels in

the eye. No two patterns are the same, even between the right and left eye, or identical

twins. Nor do retinal patterns change with age. The drawback to retinal scans is that

typically the data capture process is also the most invasive. This makes them the most

difficult to administer, thus making any sample subject to the most errors in data

collection. To get a usable sample, an individual must cooperate by keeping his head

fixed and focusing on a target while an infrared beam is shown through the pupil. The

reflected light is then measured and captured by a camera. Retinas are also susceptible to

diseases, such as glaucoma or cataracts, which would defeat a system intended to protect

the elderly.16

Iris scans are accurate, less invasive, but not proven.

Iris scans are a fairly new technology that appears to be almost as accurate as

retinal scans. The advantage over retinal scans is collection of the sample template is not

as invasivc: a video camera is used to take a picture of the iris. Cooperation of the

individual is still necessary, though. The person must be within 19 to 21 inches of the

camera and focused on a target in order to get a quality scan, although work has been

done with inserting lenses to sharpen the sampled image. Movement, glasses and colored

contact lenses can change the template created from a single individual. Eyelids and

eyelashes obscure part of the surface of the iris. Since the scan is based on the size of the

pupil, drugs dilating the eye could defeat an iris scan.

Iris patterns are thought to be unique. However, since the technology is fairly

new, a large enough database has not yet been assembled to prove this assumption. The

iris allows for the fastest comparisons against a database, checking 100,000 records of

iris codes in two seconds, compared with 15 minutes for a fingerprint scan to do the same
task. 17

Face Recognition systems are the least reliable.

Face recognition is the least reliable of the biometrics available today. Lab tests

by two of the nation's biggest testing centers, the Biometrics Fusion Center in West

Virginia, run by the United States Department of Defense, and the International

Biometric Group, a research and consulting firm in New York, show that correct matches

are produced only about 54% of the time.1

16 Bowman, supra note 1.
"John Daugman, How Iris Recognition Works, University of Cambridge, at
hbp:f/www.cl.cam.ac.uk/userstjgdlOOOl (last visited Jul. 9,2002).
| See P. Jonathan Phillips et al, An Introduction to Evaluating Biometric Systems, Computer (2000),
http:t/www.dodcounterdrug.com/facialrecognitioniDLs/Feretl.pdf.
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Face recognition is a difficult task, usually requiring a system to isolate an image
in a complex environment and then to compare it to a stored template that tvas sampled in
a controlled environment. Face recognition relies on matching the same head position and
angle, so several poses need to be collected to create a single template. Light, shadows,
facial expression, weight gain, and sunglasses all affect the system's ability to produce a
match, oftentimes making mistakes across gender. Even when the sample is taken in a
similar controlled environment to the stored template, face recognition systems have
trouble matching to images that were stored more than one year earlier.' Research
groups are now trying different approaches to improve face recognition systems.

Other biometrics are only accurate for smaller groups of people.

Other biometric products and research are available, with differing degrees of
success: signature scanners, vein patterns, gait recognition are a few. However, most are
inappropriate to identity protection. For example, hand readers are currently in use in
many installations. However, because they contain the smallest dataset, and because hand
geometry is neither time-invariant or unique, their effectiveness breaks down in large
populations, producing too many duplicate matches. Hand readers can also be defeated
by jewelry and weight gain.

Voice recognition is skewed by background noise, and whether an analog or cell
phone is used. While it is impossible to fool a voice recognition system through
impersonation or mimicry, it is possible to use a tape recorder to commit fraud.

Evading a Biometric System

There are several ways to try to circumvent a biometric system. False
identification at enrollment, physically altering a personal biometric, skewing the sample
collection by not cooperating, and hacking into or falsifying the database are all ways
that biometric recognition can be compromised. Sample data could even be altered or
stolen during transmission to a central database. How a biometric system is set up,
protected and maintained will determine the effectiveness of the system.

One of the most often asked question is whether biometrics can be defeated by
prosthetic devices. The best biometric scanners in use today detect a pulse or heat from
the individual to make sure that the sample has come from a live human being.

Other Options Available to Prevent Identity Theft

Although biometric techniques provide a variety of methods to identify
individuals, the best way to reduce the specific problem of identity theft is to reduce the
use of the Social Security number as a record locator and personal identifier. States are
now recognizing the source of the identity theft problem and have begun to enact

19 William A. Barrett, A Survey of Face Recognition Algorithms and Tesfing Results, U.S. National
Biometric Test Center, at http://www.engr.sjsuLedu/biometricslnbtccw.pdf (last visited Jul. 15, 2002).
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legislation protecting use of the Social Security number. In Georgia, businesses face fines
of up to $10,000 for not protecting consumer personal data. California gives consumers a
right to freeze their credit report, so that no business can access it without (heir consent.
Florida, as part of a Grand Jury Report on Identity Theft, has recently recommended that
Social Security numbers be prohibited from being used as identifiers unless required by
law, and that both government agencies and individuals should be held accountable for
releasing personal identifying information with public records.

Privacy Considerations

It is also important to recognize in the design of any system of biometric
identification that the creation of a database linked to the individual and containing
access to sensitive, personally identifiable information will create a new series of privacy
issues. Administrators of these systems as well as those who gain access to these
databases unlawfully will have access to personal information as if they were themselves
the individual subject. It is conceivable that data could be altered either by administrators
or by those who gain unlawful access to the database. The result would be records that
wrongly indicate biometric authentication when in fact the subject did not engage in the
event recorded. There are techniques to minimize these risks, but no system is foolproof.

It is also important to understand that once a biometric identifier is compromised,
there will be severe consequences for the individual. It is possible to replace a credit card
number or a social security numbers, but how does one replace a fingerprint, voiceprint,
or retina? These questions need to be considered in the design and deployment of any
system of biometric identification for a large public user base.

Conclusion

Biometrics identifiers will not solve the problem of identity theft facing the
elderly community. Biometric systems in use now are successful because the number of
people enrolled is limited. When the system fails, human administrators are available to
assist in the authentication process. Creating an automated system on a national scale is
beyond the capability of any of the existing technologies. Simply by merging the existing
systems into a single central database would cause the reliability of those systems to be
lost. Further, biometric databases are subject to new forms of abuse which may be more
difficult to correct and will pose significant consequences for individuals whose
biometric identifier is compromised. A less expensive approach to the problem of identity
theft would be to reduce the disclosure and sale of the Social Security Number. It is the
easy availability of the SSN that has contributed to the rapid growth in identity theft,
particularly among the elderly, over the past decade.

Finally, we would like to draw your attention to the article on biometrics that
appears in the current issue of Consumer Reports. The magazine concludes, "The nation
urgently needs to tackle the complex task of regulating biometrics before vast stores of
data are built." We wholeheartedly agree.
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Your body, your I.D.?
Iris scans, thumbprints, hand maps and other
computer technologies may make us safer and
more vulnerable at the same time.

ioaterics-outomated identification
gadgetry-was once the stuff of
sci-fi movies. A hand placed on a
pad scoold magically open a door
on the planet Galanos orascan ofa

face *ould trigger an alarm in the workshop
of Despota, Dachens of Donen.

Noa, hone-er, such technolegies are
gr;duallyhbecvning poet of dail life. Chil-
dren in mare than a dozen sclool districts
in Pennsylvania pay for lunch by placing a
finger on a pcanniog pad. A no-putr rec-
ognizes etch child and bills the appropriate
account for the meal. Members of the San
Antonio City Employees Federal Credit
Union, in Tens, access safe-deposit boes
via hand soans. Casinos se face-recogtiion
software to identify knosn- cheats.

Biometrics' prormise is to elose
the chinks in or personal- and
national-securityanornr By using :--
biological traits that are unique to
each individual. espert say, secu- VI
rity systems siu1 be ab'e to distin-
guish people wbo ar dangerous
from those soho are at. foerean-
pie, and, potentially. to ascerrtsai
schether a person using a credit
card is really entitled to do so.

But there is much in these new i
technologies to make consunters
wary. FPr starters, material aboot
our physical persons co-ld be col-
lected scihoot our knowledge.
Second, Information residing in
biometric databases may be mis-
filed or lost. Pinolly. once images
like fingerprintsor faces we turted
into computer dta, they become
voloerabr to copying or lteft.

FAsrER THDAN AN EYEBLNtflt
Biometric technologies harc been
gaining a place ir secUity systmss
over the past 20 years. After the

Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, hoeve;, they
began to be isidey pro:msoted as the most
efficient way to decrease our olnserabiliry to
unsanted incttrsions of al kinds. Cesngress
gave bio-etrics a farther boost this spring
,,hen is passed legislation rcequiring bio-
metric data to appear on a11 alie visa and
trave . documents by October 2004.

lioscrric tcrhnnlnyis bring seve-al
advatngScs to the task of identifying midi-
vidoal-chief among them speed and
-ccoraey. In a. recnt demonstnation of bio-
metrics at a conference in Neo Orlans, Bill
Holmes, nice president ofSSP Solutions, an
Irvine. Calif., securizy soft.-arecompany sat
oboua 18 inches from wbat looked like a 4-
inch-high ste-nD speakee-ctually an iris-

sra.Sieg devic,. After he pressed a key on
his laptop, thich diected the scarroer to
tae a pictareof his iris.softsoare transated
irs unique poterts of flcks into aon
-ncrypted bitary-code templae. The pan-
gram then co!pared it to a stored tersion
of his -a, tosee if he -tes ho he claimed
to be. It a ,cink the programn martied his
tmso iris portrrits and gran'ed him acess to
a rcsricted Warernet site.

Bioaetrics can buttress the system of
PM~s amd passwocds almread in place. While
passwords a.lo,- access to your personal
aecoonts by ackno-ledgieg that the num-
bers and letters are ernect, they do not rev-
ognize the person seho provided them.
Hackes who obtain access data by scanning
tsroagh millionsof number and lettencom-
biontions to find one that sorks can steal
nroneyor ,,en a person's identity.

Bycontrast, bionetc data are unique to
each indibidoal. A scan maps enough key
points to ensure that it is statistically unlike-
If for someane else to have the same pat-
era. That msp sr-ad bh frd into n digitra

tenplate which rnuld then be erscrypted
and stored on a portable carrier: a credit
carap e psond digital asisrant (PDA),.ou
compot, or in a host database-yo.r
bark's, for enample.

When you need to pve that you are
you, ancw scan is made ofyoor eye, hand.
orfingerprint and conpared oith a strred

version. For greater safety, a
- security system could store

biometric markers, along
.cith PINs or pasosaodv 'A
backup systens is alsays
needed for the person ,h.

fyrc..e'r' san't proide the eqeired
biometric" says Richsrd
Norton, executime director
of the International Biomet-
Irc IndustryAssocition.

BODY MARKERS
Some physical features lend
themsel-es to mathematical
reptesentatian more easily
than others Henr's a run-
adown of the most common

identifiers now in use.in the
rOURLD.te clrart on pafe 13, yoU can
sWinqdn'aa S oida guide otheir urs andi bing testrdI
ads keattron amitations.
tidrertairoat Inisen.A scan takes a dig-
oiesmrea iral pisi-re of the pattertns
scasyos' u nique to each individuaL
rint im. Fingerprints. A scanner

oallects 50 to Ill data points

from a press pad, recording

12 nassn snears 0 -G" 2002
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patterns of ridges and valleys. The device
can be built into a cell phone, a computer
mose. or a PDA.

tHa-ds. Scanners an a video image and
mirrors to measure distances bettocen 80
different mrference points and encrypt those
measurements onta a tiny template. Dirt
and cuts do not detract from performance.

F}ces. Using a sideo camera sof,.nare
maps and measures about 80 points across
youn face and then searches for a possible
match wish stored images.

Voias. WVith a spectrogrm a machine
that measares the frequencies of speend, a
bhometsic program create a mathematical
representation of your voice.

A CASE OF MISTAKEN IDENTITY?
The drasback to biometric techsnology is
that its accuracy depends to a great mtient
on the government agency, company, or
orSgnination uhat ses it. Snare saftnre siil
update a person's mathematical template
w henever a trarnrtcin is sorrcsfully row-
plctcd. to kecp ap itu any physical Changes
that occur soith age or injry. Fingerprints.
for example, become harder to rend wish
changes cansed bysniahde and nmai1 scrs.
But currently, there is no standard to equire
all machines to pmvide such updating, and
it ia not clrar whether she entities wsing bio-
metrics will be s-ihing to pay for that.

The general casensus among rtens is
that among the various techniques, iris
scanning is the most accurate and face
ereognition is she most prone to incorrect
matches. Moreover, all biometric methods,
ercept iris scn, allow usen to set a thersh
old for making a match. If this tolerane set-
sing is tsightened to make is harder for inter-
tapers to gain acces, it will in turn reject

more authorined user. Conversely, if a11
authorised people can pas through cesily
then it is more likely that an importer will
slip through compromising the security the
sysem is supposed to pmvide.

Unfortunately there ar no manufacirr-
ig. testing, or implementation standards
for such thresaholds. So one airport face-
recognition system may let you catch youn
plane shile the system at another airport
might determine shat you look enough like
a terroristo sornast detention.

There's alto the possibility that a bin-
tnesic identifier could connect you crro-

neonsly sith a crime. Fortanately, there is
en0 ay to plant your fingerprint at a crime
scane because the identifier epresents only
certain datapoint not neurentire primt.lt
sanuld be like trying to make a whole pota-
to out of mashed potatoes, csplains Judith
Markesrita. prrsident of a Chiego cunsals-
ing company that specialies in voie iden
tification pyisems. Still, biometric informo.
lios about you cossid conceisabhlybe cied so
crmmi crimes. A shady company might
make rn-o Il.Dj ith yoan biometric data
and tell one to o criminal.

YOURt PRINTS ALL OVER THE PLACE
"Earlier fonms of technology, such os is-
tps, are subject toelabnrteresrictionsnbut
there has ben little discussion about curbs
needed for these high-tech devicrs," says
Marc Rotenheeg director of she Electronic
Privacy Information Center (EPIC), in
WVashington. D. C. ndedbiomeridesicrs
can cptain both your face and your voice
withor your consent sad add them to
database that could be used elsewher

Even for fingerprint, hand, and iris scans,
which require a person's permiaion sa

obtain. there is a mesure of coercion
your state retqsires a fingerprint hefore
iag youa drivers license, it's very unlikely
ydu'll tay no. Or if a would-be cmployer
insists psu provide an iris scn youpn likely
romply: Only in the arma of commerce,
n-here companies compete for customers,
might consumens has leeway to ops uot

Another scurry: *i'lI biometric data be
-kep secure? Indivos a developer of finger-

print technologies, revals in its prirary
sstemsnt that is may gist anonymons bin-
tetnic image, to vendor partners for testing

pnrpose. That may sound harmics, but,
esentsally, biometric data, just like ather
data, could be stalin and used on credit
cards, license, and other documents, unleas
its gsuardians remain vigilant

RECOMMSENDATsONS

The nation urgently seeds to tackl the
comply task of regulating biometrics
before vast stores of data are buir. The
tnvrrzaiional Biometric ltdcstayAssocia.
tian says it Supporss privcy and tasting
standards to make sure that consuimers are
comfortable with the nes- security tech-
nologies. To do that, the industry, lor
sith the federal garemmens, slE has toa

Set sutndards of accuracy for all biomet-
ric devices,
a Limit data coulcted without consumer'
conent.

.Inform consumers schen thir faces fin-
gerpints rics, and the lik are beinSp-
tured by biometric scainnes.
. Establish rula for the collection and
maintenance of biometric database and
anypossible erase of biomsetric image.
* Provide for government oerwsight of data
collectian restrictions and sofeguading. It'

Biometrics in action
Alreadyp bismetric devices are installed at thonsands oa facilities across the natioa In addfi ion to Ihe riollalions described below, the tnehntlngies canvary in thbir accuracy according to the sensibvily level the USer Sets.
TECHNIQUE NOW USED TO l.D. LiNImTATNS
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Senator CRAIG. Again, the committee thanks you all for your par-
ticipation today and the committee will stand adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 11:49 a.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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